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A hug for the coach from his family...
rkers Win Over Second-Place -
ouisv Atherton ume
The Calloway County High School Speech Team won the 57th annual Ken:
tucky High School Speech Tournament held this weekend at the University of
Kentucky. . /
The Laker speech team was crowned state-champion over Louisville Ather-
ton with a 127 point total. Atherton was second with 108, and Montgomery Coun-
ty was third svith-103 pdinta. 'Over 15IT stAdent from Kentucky compcited in the
state•lournament: _
The Laken; had 33 team members eoznpetinr in the preliminary round, and 20
of those picked up superior -ratints, ItrineespheirfhWittellent ratings and ,
' four members were rated good. t:
A total_of J. Members qualified for the final ro"d.urkircif COmpetition, including
Johnny Brinkley, Joiiima Brandon, JIh Shè1Th Parrot-1*n- Win;
.Danny Kingins; Ginger Mitchell, Ray Ftodden, Gail TuFker, and- Chuck
- Williams. • _
Calloway showed great team strength and depth, with 11 entries in the final
. round, and all of those placed in the top four in the state. Gail Tucker placed fir-
st in girls extemporaneous speaking, and qualified for the National Forensic
League national tournament to be held in Seattle, -Wash. Danny Kingins was fir.-
. st in storytelling, James Bibb was second in humorous interpretation, and Terri
Erwhireceived third place honors in both prose-interpielatinn anddramaties.
- Ray Redden placed third in.discussion. ream members with fourth place "
honors were: Johnna Brandon in storytelling, Sheila Darnell in prate, Johnny
• Brinkley in oratory, Ginger Mitchell in dramatics humorous, and °luck
Williams in extemporaneous speaking. -
• Speech team. coaelt_Larry England will enter the state ch,amptanship
-the ,National Forensic_ League Tournament to be held April 10-11 at Morehead
Stale University. This is the qualifying tournament-for national competition-in. • .
. :The V.44, ItY,:sta,tartspeech team member if  James Bibb K --
Bowen, Johnna 'Brandon, Johnny Bripkity, Liana Colson, Ricky Cunningham,
• •• mr. • • r. : : •_
Tammy Feltner, Dale Finney; Lesa Hoke, Jim Huilskth, l'UnAy Hatchens, •,/
Kim-Kemp, Danny )(gig ins; Thulnytax, Bruce Mcfdanaus,-Ginger Mitchell,.
Jobeth Norwood, Jaatie Parker, -Craig Redden, Patty Robinson, Ray Rod-
:den, .Dawn Sledd, Kim Starks, Chris -Taylor, Debbie -Thompson - Nadtr '
ThOmason, - - -

























WHAT IT'S AU. ABOUT-A driver makes his attempt at pulling the weighted
Bonanza lout Wheel Drive Pull here-Saturday ,night. In all, 82 pullers in various
sled, which has a transfer weight of more than seven tons, during the event.
ever at the Expo Center, turned out-to watch the four-wheelers.
Largest Crowd Ever -
At Optimist Pull
A crowd estimated at more than 2,000
persons watched 82 pullers compete in
the Four-Wheel Drive 'pull at the
Murray Optimist Club's Popcorn
Bonanza Saturday. Spokesmen for the
Expo where the event was
. said itthe largeS1 c-rO-lett
atthe-ceater.
Even though heavy ritins throughout
the day Saturday had dampened the
spirits in some of the scheduled events
of Ms two-day affair and forced the
, postponement of the tennis and softball
' tournaments, the Bonanza was termed
a.successty Optimist Club spokesmen.
Proceeds of_the event will lie donated
to the Calloway County Schools' foot-
ball program. • - ea
Linda McCuiston,  daughter of Mr„
and Mrs. Mason. Mccuiston, was
•
- selected as Popcorn-Princes at a
pageant held Friday night. Her at-
-tendants w2re, first maid, Mary
. Smock,. daughter of Mr.-and -Mrs. Hunt
Smock and -.second maid, Patricia
Johnson, daughter of ̀ Mrs. Pauline
3ntInson.
cWinnor tin nrrivr nf their plarPrePrit I 
in the four-wheel drive pull Saturday..‘
night were:
• 3,500 Pound Stock -,Pete Galloway,- •
„Farmington; Voltuny West, Murray;
Berlin Dudley, ---4aabadie, Mo.; an `
• Johnny Teckenbrock. Belton.
3,500 pound Modified - Steve Treas,
Murray; andJack Sparks, Pails, Tn. .
5,000 Pound Stock - Mary Wynn,
-:41kfrarnhart, Mo.; Kenny Davis, Clinton,




Murray High Bands Receive
Sup4ritir Ratingt. 14 Festival 
• .  . . . . . ._ .
Three • Murray Band,s • received elass M ( middle school) - Mthay Higli, good. -- ---
'ratings of superior in the regional band Middle (eighth grade) and Reidland Classifications for bands, except for
festival held at Murray State Wattle:. . •,'' - -- • Class M for middle schools, Class D for_. '
---- -Uitiversity-FridayaadSatUrda-Y..-  . , . • Class- fV'L-Pstjhei*ft--Tilghmasi_High.Lgtf h schoold. and Class E for
,-. The --Murrav-bands-aiera„among,,lhe _.... &noel. Trigg County Mgt), Mayfiild- -first -yelfr-bandS.-arthleteri
ten of the 31.high school, junior high and High, Murray 'High ( one of two bands „le* 'TA difficulty, of music selected for .middle: -school band a from the West entered), and Marshall County High,- .. presentation. . i - ' '•
Kentucky area who Were awarded the _ class • V. - . Rclidland High and • (See Rands. Page i2.,CnIum 41
top rating by a pane/ of three judges. - • HopkinsvilleHigh, ,' . • . -• - t,
- The ,Murray High Symphonic Band., Glass IV - Murray High. - :
directed hy Joe Sills and James Light. -Other ratings were:




sled in the Murray Optimist club Popcor.
classes made attempts at pullinglhe huge
Over 2,000 spectators, the largest crow
•




Dr. Roger Porter, who
• -Precataai 
University on April 5 as
Barkley Distinguished 1.
• Page 12,- Column-Dne_
-
Parent-student oriental
ninth graders at Callowa;•
at the various count el,
Principal Ron McAlistei
Column One.
Murray Middle School :Eighth Grade
Band, directed by-Light, were all rated
-superior. 
_
Receiving 'a rating of excellent was
the Murray Middle School 'Seventh ,
aia-Special as. Sistakt to former
will ,appear  Atar' ray, State,
:.he guest speaker in the Alben -
cture Series. See the story on
en for registration of next fall's
County High School will be held
mentary schools, according to
The details are- on Page 12,
Rain ending tonight and tur-
ning windy and much colder t
monaing with low in the micL30s.
Mostly cloudy, windy and un-
seasonably cold Tuesday witl-
few snow flurries possible and
highs only in the low to mid 40s.
V
•• today,s4ndev_.
- local Seen: 2,3
Horoscope .. 2
Dear Abby 2
CiPinicin,Page . - 4
Sports 67
Farm Pages • 8,9
erossword 5
Comics -, 12
Classifieds .   12,13
Deaths 4 Funerils --1*--1
cellent. , • • •
Class M -- Heath Middle, Ballard
County Middle, Mayfield _Middle, Trigg
County Middle,dd Murray Middle
1 seventh_ rade), excellent, and Cone
Grade Band, directed bysehivaii. -rw Oak- and --efillinden 'County middle
Calloway Coidity • High School -Band schools, good;
---directecriirTerry Goodwin, received a • Class D (junior high school) -Jetton
•
' good raing. • I Pa(ucah) and Caldwell County.- _
- 
'ex-
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the kellent. and South Marshall, North
department of music at Murray-State- -Marshall and Benton.,_good_l' ,
. and festival manager, said the Class III ---, Livingston Central High.
following bands were rated superior:
- fairi;as --- - i; , 'Lyon County Cl ss High, ex-
A (*Dent- and Calloway County High,
g• - Crittenden..- County ' High _ and
proiiicleace High, good;
-Class V -Reath High and Lone Oak
High, exceltent, and Caldwell Count‘
-
Crick Mobile Home
The douhle wide Mobile flame and
contents .6f Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Crick ,,-
and - five year old 'de-tighter, Andrea,
were destroyed by fire Friday about
• 7.00
- The home was [(waled just east' of •
• '... Kirksey on Highway, 484.-Crick who I! -
now laid off from the Murray Division
_of the Tappan,,Crimpany, his wife,-Vicki.
a beauty operator at Sue Stone's Beauty -
--Slaoa,-ur theii daughter. mere_noL_at
- home at the time of the fire,
• A shower for the Crick-family will be
. held Tuesday. . April S.-at 7:00 p. in. at •
the Fellowship flaltnf thelocitstOrirve
' Ctiureh of The Nazarene,incaled aboal.
one mile north of Kirksey just off High-
• ran Sue Stone
IM9-2101 or Garlene Towery: .•
Murray High Team
Wins State Honors -
The- Murray • High School Speech storytelling, Ann Tutt in- poetry, anti
Team' partiexet in the Kaatucky Terry Smith in-analysis of public ad-
Ii- • dress: • .
this iveekerid, addThrought home five _ - .... Excellent ratings were -earned by
. superior ratings, six . exc.e...1.Ients,---and . _ _dl)euetbhen(rigie,uitritrimaAntidtey. Jeinnp4tFrryanccaitsifir'iri
. two good ratings. ., ' -
Beasley in poetry, Marcy Mowery in
,
- • Terry Smith .poir,-third place. in .. sbn yttlii.g.' mike- 'mut ..ti ........ 
- -  
i‘'
and Laura Shinners in prose.
analysis of public address among the
Kim Alley reteived-alpioa rating in
^ -slate finaliSts.
Superior, ratings were earned lix solo acting,- and David Stephenson •
Laura. Shinness and Donna .Bailey in.., received a raga& of gwc_l in discussion. .
IdurtIcting,-fieloresfflanehtil-and Mike- -___ziacisfaherok,te?to  eaaebb.raed Mrs.
. Pitts in dtfet acting, Mary - Morris in- _ DortlltrBailey acconipanied the teeth.
• •• -
-•_ -. ... . ...'
:
.46.41. • • ..-4011441
RAGE
-EN y10 vs 0_ THE RESERVATION
DEAR ENVIOUS: You choose to submerge all feelings
of sadness and guilt about the wisiteman's treatment of the
• American-Indian as a result of your hbsetvations during the
past 25 years. And whether your obsetvations tell a com-
plete, accurate story of the 650,000 Indians that today live
on 275 Indian reservations is a question upon-which my
readers may went to caininent. -(P.S. If you will send me
your name and address, I will forward to you sante of the
expect.1
_
DEAR ABBY: We live in one of /he best neighborhoods
in town. There is not one house on our block worth less than
$75.000. Some new neighbors moved in next door. and I
understand they bought the house for the asking price and
paid,CASH.
,. They seem very nice, but they are weird. The first thing
we noticed was. that they ,didn't have a television antenna,
so my little bey asked their tittle boy about it, and he was
- -told they didn't have.a.television set! _
They hav.e only one automobile land a two-car garage!)
antt---the -father drives the ear to work every day. The
aiildren-and-rnether ill use-the bus. They rarely go any-
where, except to church. The wife doesn't have any fancy .
-;rfothsis cle-jcswairstqnrium_The-ehildren .oiefi'-t-permittled-to
have any toys dealing with war or violence. Could they be-
long to some offbeat religibus cultL.What do you make of
them?
CURIOUS
_DEAR CURIOUS: Maybe they've just got cash, conser-
vative standards, high moral principles and pacifistic
ideals.
They sound like ideal neighbors to me.
CONFIDENTIAL TO S.S. IN SIOUX CITY: If your man
keeps you cool in the summer and warm in the winter,
stocks a plentiful cupboard, comes home sober right after
work without having folded, spindled or mutilated his pay-
check, you've got a prince. Take good care of him.
Everyene has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
















Best Picture Of The Year!!1E91. H is whole life was





FAI N Central Ctr
Thru Wed.
Ciote:
PAG1 2 TH1 MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER I TIMES, Monday, April OW
Says Indians Have
A Good Deal
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: You and SENSITIVE AND SAD can put
away your guilt feelings about the American Indian. •
I have :lived on 3n Indian reservation for the;past 25
years,- and find NO injustice or cruelty, unless: it ia ta the
non-Indians who live in states where reservations are
located.
. All Indians _are' citizens or the United States. and al-
though they receive all privile_ges any other citizen enjoys, 
they do noteontribute for any of these privirefeil
_ In 1975, it cost the U.S. taxpayer $10,000 for each Indian
family. At the present expanding rate, it will be $20,000 per
family by 1980. Indians get FREE medical, hotpital, dental
. and optical-care from birth to death.aThey pay no state
taxes on homes, cats, land: petsone property or incOnit.
They may hunt and fish around -the year-no bag limit, no
license. They can receive FREE education from Head Start
to Ph. D.'s. They are given preference on jobs: some ads
read, -tribal niefritiii•S only' W -e'd ApPtr.' They. get-wells
Sanitary facilities installed on ranches, farms and
homes away from municipal faeilities. All FREE. The list is
endless.
Already in 1977. this reservation has-received $2,600,000. 
in grants from HUD for 2500 members living here. This is
over $1,000 for each man,- woman and child. This is over and
above the other programs. They alto receive tax-free-tribal
payments. They have more than a $4 million income from
power sites, timber sales and grazing feel.
- Where else In the world can you gel ail-this free, at tax-
payer's expense?








kJ641 N Central (lr i.;
FATE WILLIAM
DUNAWAY MUNN













FOR TUESDAY, APRILS, 1977
What kpid of day will
totnorrome t,To find out wha
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sigh.
ARIES „
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 90)
Leave no lopse ends in
matters nearing tompletion and
don't -start ventures you May
regret later. Look up past
records, returns, in planning
present procedures.
TAURUS -
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Fine aspects encourage





(May 22 to June 21)
Avoid extremes. Hold the line
against conflisten and chaos.
Seek experienced counsel if
-stymied in any Undertaking.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
The. ambitious. Cancerian
should find this day a itost




(July 24 to Aug. 23) - 11244:i
Being a natural leader, others
now look to you for guidance,
incentive. Supply both
generously. They will be
grateful and you will reap
• compensating reward.
VIRGO 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 11P‘ii
Be master' of your thinking
rather than le(it set you off on
tangents which- get you
nowhere. Success can come
through-certain new alliances.
LIBRA -
(Sept. 24 to 'Oct. 23) -1--.444
This day brings brand new
opportunities to use your
talents, to expand and genera in
various ways. Do make the
. most of it!
SCORPIO 44. -4F -
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You can MAKE the spotlight
shine on you if you watch your
step, put forth best efforts and
project hope and confidence.
There is.a tendency to vacillate,
however. Counteract- - with
steadfastness.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Give of your know-how and
experience and-.mxpress your
opinions if asked but.- in the




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 '10
You may have a tendency
toward lethargy now. Don't
- yield to it, since the best in-
tentions in the -world 'wilt
produce nothing if not followed
up by solid, constructive effort.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Just as the Capricornian, you,
too, may ' have to discipline
yourself sternly to keep on the
road to accomplishment Be
especially careful not to lose
self-control if certain persons
annoy you.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Be patient if temporarily
styrnied in some project in
- which you are involved. Some
new factors may 1st up for
t'onsideration. Keep eyes and
eats open! - -
YOU BORN TODAY are a
natural leader. Your dynamic,
personality and terrific gift of
showmanship make people
follow you - and work for you
- almost hypnontally. Thus,
you must be extremely careful
about WHERE you ate leading.
You may be attracted to the
theater and, if so, you should
succeetf in almost any of its
brarttlits - acting, producing,
managing, playwrighting, etc.
But it's on the stage itself that
you would-shine, for you truly
tiiviemstar" quality. Other'
fields in which your talents
could bring great success:
writing, lecturing, selling,
politics and medicine. Birthdate
4 of: Joseph Lister, Eng.
surgeon; A. Charles Swipburne,
poet, critic; Bette Davis,





daughter of Mr.- and Mrs.-
Charles Haley of Dexter, was
_Married to Tony Salyer, son of
" Mrs. Ozene Travis, of Hardin,
and Ray _Salyer of Fair-
dealing, on Friday. February
25, at seven p.m. at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, Murray-John Dale,
Minister, officiated at the
double ring candlelight
ceremony.
The post lanterns, at the
entrance of the church were
decorated with yellow bridal
satin' bows. Miss Laurie
-Haley, sister of the bride,
presided at the register table
overlaid 'With an Irish linen
cloth  and -accented with a
crystal bud vase of yeller/
daisies and white carnations.
- Miss Haley Wore a yellow
formal gown- oforganza with s
ruffled4cape collar and but-
terfly sleeves. Her flowers
were yellow carna. tions and
baby's 'breath.
A program of A-capella
music was presented by Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Bolls, Ernie
Rob Bailey, Owen Moseley,
Mrs. Perry C,avitt, and Mrs.
Tommy Payne. The
traditional wedding marches
Were suns for the brides..
processional and recessional.
The double ring ceremony
was performed before 'a fif-
teen branch candelabrum.
holding an arrangement .of ` --
yellow - daisies, 'white 'car- Mr. and Mrs. Tons' Salver
nations and baby's breath.
she wore a halo of baby'sThe family pews-were marked
-by yellow satin ribbons. The breath.
Doyle _Futrell served Mr.tapers were lighted by*Terry
Salyer as best man. Ushers ,Barnett and Brent Evans.
. were TerryBarnett and BrentBride's Dress
Elkins. The groom wore a clayGiven in marriage by her'.
gabardine 'suit and the best
. the attendants: woremaize sheerganza. The dress
boutonnieres of white car-featured an empire waist and
nations.the V-neoldine overlaid with
Mrs-. Haley chose to wearre-embroidered lace was
for her daughter's wedding a.outlined with a double ruffle of-
formal gown of beige mylarmaize sheerganza" giving a
cloth, with a basque waist, andbibbed effect tsieliceAThe long
A full flowing skirt of quianasheer sleeves were cuffed in
cloth. Her flower was a yellowlace and ruffles. The A-line
cyrnbidiwn orchid.skirt was enhanced with a
The groom's mother wore adeep maize flounce attached'with ince and sprinkled with. dress of navy blue with a cape
of blue- and white. }ter corsagedaisies. Completing the bridal .
was a white cymbidium orchidattire was a chapel length
mantilla -edged in matching and baby's breath. -
lace. Mrs. Charles Hopkins,
Her bridal bouquet was a maternal grandmother of the
colonial design of yellow -,bride, wore a pink two piec,e
marguerite daisies, :White dress and a corsage of white
carnations and baby's breath. carnations. Mrs.. Carl Haley,
A lace bow with streamers paternal grandmother, wore a
and love knots fell from the formal gown Or white and a
corsage of carnations. Mrs, J.bouquet.
The bride's maid of honor, D. Williams, aunt of the bride
Miss Rita Edwards, wore' a wore a white silk suit. -
yellow nylon organza gown, Reception _
featuring a full ruffled skirt Immediately following the
with a capelet collar encircled ,,ceremony, the bride's parents
with yeniro lace.. she carried. were host to the wedding
a white basket of _flowers reception in the annex of the
made of daisies, cirnations church.
and baby's brsath. A halo of The bride's, table
baby's breath was worn in her centered by a
onceparents, tfle
• f hi d man a rose velveteen suit. All--
Haley-Saly;i: Vows Read.
At Church Of Christ Here
Miss Regina Fox, flower Cathy Ptgg
girl, wore a floor length dress
of yellow taffeta with an 0
overlay of lace. She carried a f
basket, in miniature, like the
maid of honor and in her hair
SCHOOL.
LuncHmEnu
•-nesday, and Friday, and hot
dogs on. Tuesday and Thur-
sday.
MURRAY HIGH - Monday
- turkey and gravy or
macaroni and cheese, cake:
Tuesday - pizza or hot dogs
and cookie; Wednesday -
spaghetti or ravioli. with
Ft. Sam Houston, Tex. french bread and ice cream;
(AHINC) March 23 - Daniel Thiersday - tacos or roast beef
C. Roberts, whose wife, sandwich and cake; Friday
Barbara, lives at 4526 Briar corn dog or .sloppy Joe and
forest, San Antonio, Tex, cookie. HaMburgers ate
--recently -was- -prometed----ta_.-setv.erL_dalLy_  oug_ with 
Army major while serving, as ,Vlitiety of fruits and
a management 'analyst In vegetables, chef salads or Cold
Headquarters. U. S. Army Plate. -
Health Services Command. at CARTER AND ROBERT-
Ft. Sam Houston, Tex. SON - Monday - corn dog,
Maj. Roberts entered the ptnto beans, mixed fruit,
Army in August 1962. cookie; Tuesday -t beef and
The major received a B.A.., gravy, sweet potatoes', green
riegrei in 1962, an M.B.A. Peas, rolls. jelly: Wednesday -
degree in .1969 from-Murray sloppy joe, corn, applesauce,
ftCy.t ttate-University. - - - ham_bnSger,
His parents, Mr-. and Mrs. "‘, rad s40PeOrs, cePtig ;
Hollis C. Roberts, live on 'Friday - fish, french -fries,




SEARCY,- Ark. - Cathy
Pigg, daughter .of Mr. and
Menus for the Murray City Mrs.-11614liter W. Pigg Jr., Rt. 1,
School lunchrooms for the Alm°, is one of 50 Harding
week of April 4-8 are as College students who toured
follows: the Chicago area during the
MURRAY MIDDLE week of ;March 26-31. .
Monday - grilled cheese, An accounting -major and
chocolate squares; Tuesday - member of Alpha Chi Honor
pizza and cake; Wednesday - Society, Miss .Pigg is also
spaghetti, french bread, and active in the OEGE social
cookie; Thursday - tacos and -clu17:7-
cookie; Friday - submarine . The tour was the annual
and cake. Ctfoice of fruits and . spring tr.ip of Harding's
vegetables: _Hamburgers Arnerican Sindies firograrn.




and sociology who have at
least a.3.0 grade average:- The
students visit firms to become
acquainted with business
policies and projects.
On the first day of the tour
the group -Lincoln's
Home and Tomb, at -New
Salem, Illinois.
In Chicago, the students
toured the Chicago Board of
Trade and visited the office of
the Mayor. Alter lunch and
meeting with Arthur Andersen
& Company, the students
toured Marsteller, Inc.
On the final two days, the
group visited Leo -Burnett &
Co., Chicago Sun Times, the
FBI, Marshall Field and
Museum of Science and In-
dustry.
..Dr.ji4 Cox, director of the
prograrti, and Virgil CaViyer;
associate professor of history,
accompanied the group.
Mintage."' T ives,Sh-ni bs
(;i*,(/ Close- ittentiott
anldikashr-mubso tinevicerenyt atyhing, ti•haevels 'by artificial bracing with bolts
and, tljet any weather induced
-also suffered extensively due "wounds" eaused by splitting
, 7 to theillnusually harsh winter, limbs should be cleaned' el
says Robert. McNiel, of the • splinters, the wood Smoothed
Horticulture Depaarnent of and the bark traced to the
.1./K's College of Agriculture. -Prow shape to instre rapid --
He is urging that a good, healing. -,, ,
strong look be taken by' home ' - He advised that unbroken
owners - to take "inventory" branches sheltie! be left un- -
of -the damage to. /reel arid touched and should never be-:
shrubs and to make plans now headed back to conform with
for "prompt repair" of the cuts made on broken bran-
damage as soon as the ches. Long and short branches
weather breaks. may mar the immediate
McNiel said drastic pruning appearance, bet__ careful
will undotibtedly be needed in Pruning in, the next few year's
many 'instances. He advises ,-Win he* to fill the resulting
"wide openings" and the treethat a professional arborist he
called in to repair the heaviest Will eventually take 'on a
--damage, noting that county "well-shaped natural grace,"
agent&. should be consulted in he added.
situations where the da.mage. MeNiel cautioned that clean
' • is of a lesser extent. cuts should be made in
''your county agent either Pruning and that the cuts be
tlas St _ hand information of ' made as flush as-possible with
what Should be done, or can the remaining branch Or
obtain the information from branches. "Dead- blanches-
extension specialists in the should be cut back to a benfthy
College of Agriciiltftte,n he crotch so thAtjaealthy ,tissue
added. .
surrounds the final cut," he
- - sa'idTrees sh' (Turd be examined
carefully to determine the He also urged that bark on
the trunk and branches beextent of injury. If the damage
is not too extensive and the included in the pruning
tree is worth saving; a definite -0Perations, with all dead bark
areas cut away to healthyplan of rehabilitation should
tinued. "Broken branches
be followed," McNiel eon. tissue. "Old 'wounds' not
healing properly after the
should be cut bad( tolhe next punning should be - re-cut,
lower crotch if possible."
shellac and a wound
followed by a coating of
He noted` that some split
dressing," McNiel said.limhs or crotches can be Saved
arrangement of &lies and
yellow' wedding' bells: - The
table was laid in yellow net,
posed over white lace. The
arrangement of flowers was
carried Out at the reception as
for the wedding, with yellow
-daisies, carnations'and baby's
breath.
The three tiered wedding
cake was a creation of
Grecian columns and yellow
and white flowers, centered
with a miniature bride and
groom statuette. The table
appointments were in crystal
and silver. Yellow arches
were formed in the-room with
white wedding- bells. -
Presiding at the table were
Georgia Elkins., Francle
Elkins and Valerine King.
Shannon Knight and Kathy
Travis gave the guests yellow
net rice bags.
The couple is. resicUng at
Hardin, where the groom is
employed. The bride will
contiinie her education at
calloway County High School.
Assisting with the wedding
were Mrs. Gene Paul King,
Mrs. Jerry Bolls, Mrs. Willard
Ails, and Mrs. Ruth Black-
wood.
.411=1/Biga.
Texgas on Railro44 _Ave. h4s.
just received a truckload of
gas grills.
SG Pl
NOW is the time -for you to buy a
top quality El Patio or Warm
Morning Gas Grill at low
discount prices. SAVE over 30%
on most models in stock.
SG 74
"SERVICE BEYOND THE SALE'
ffiê as
the MSU Student Gov't Assn.
Presents
Musical entertainment for the entire family
Show Date, Time 8 PM April 12
Show Location MSU FIELD HOUSE
Tickets Available Bsaufn':è;3',4'1:1`dheun;k'41:51i1Cesitire












































From The Desk Of .
JEAN W. WAR
Calloway Count) Extension'
• Agent For Home
- Ec
roupiliS OFF.
, POUNDS ON .
Losing weight is an nn..
about drinking water? If that
doesn't appeal to you, drink
unsweetened canned, fresh or
frozen., fruit juices or
vegetable- Awe. Try wiz,.
• sweetened tea or coffee as an'"
-alternative to high-calorie
beverages.
lightly ahead of time and the
day after.
' L6W-CALORIE
ON I NGS I nstead of
using lal.s pf. b_uttet. sauces
and gravies, try seasoning
foods with low-calorie herbs,
lemon or. lime juice, spices
proposition for -THREE MEALS A DAY and vinegar. Substitute yogurt
most people: They lose the Resist the temptation to skip or. Imitation sour cream Tor
weight; - then- it -gradigilly breakfast, or. to starve all day . the rear thing Qn.„Your baked
creeps back on again. That's and then eat a big dinner-. it's potato.
because keeping your weight -.• ti.g.rd tiet all the foods you Weigh Yourself just once a
where it needs . to be is a - need in One Meal, Ind the ' week; -preferably in the
lifetime effort. It involves temptation for Iota of snacking jnorning. Doing it eyery day
changingyour everyday meal gets irresistable. can be discouraging, because
ind snacking habits. If you are headed for a big weight loss is seldom a steady
, BASIC FOUR, AGAIN dinner out or a party; eat thing. 't
Thel easiest eating pattern to
folloa- is the Basic Four food
pattern. If you follow this food
utde and . eat- average-size
helpings, you won't be getting -
an excess of calories that put
on weight. The surplus
calories come from -extra
servings, extra beverages and
snacks. Your seatonings often
add calories., -too. _
SMART SNACKING- - If
you're an incurable snacker,
change your -snacking totals.,
Low-calorie, nutritious snacks
include: carrot sticks and
other raw vegetables, fresh
fruits, broth or bouillon, and
other tidbits from the Basic
-Four. - _tranatormed this last Week or
If you are a dessert lover, 50, First the crocus, then the
try fresh fruit or canned fruit daffodils. then the flowering
f unsweetened or in a light shrubs 'and trees with every
syrup; if possible) along with color of the rainbow and each
cheese. Have a richer dessert giving forth it own sweetness,
once in a while, but don't so that the air is:filied with a
delightful aroma. 'forget to count the -calories. What a wonderful titne ofWhen you're having a- the year when God seems to"snack attack," remember smile on us unworthy humanthat protein foods like meat,- beings. one way we can to
cheese, eggs and:milk hell, to make- slight repayment is to
satisfy your appetite much keep the little bit of earth that
longer than sweets. is ours, clean and neat, free
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Did you ever see so many
lovely 'things popping out in
bloom? The world has been
passershy.' It makes us feel
proud that we have had a
small part in -beautification.
I had a pleasant experience
last week. A 'reader of this
column, Mr. Bolton, sent mea
small earlier It seems he
raises mite a few cacti of
different kinds and I was
delighted to have one. But I
wag even mote delighted when
abloom appeared off top of'the
little round prickly ball . ., •
A lovely y orchid catered
blossom " opened di) and
be-carne larger ihafilbe cactus
itself., It was the first time i
had ever_ had a cactus to
bloom. Theonly trouble is that
they don't last long enough
However, it was a con-
versation piece as long as it
lasted.
I can't do much physical
work myself, but I am for-
tunate to have a great-
Free for the Asking!
write
OEM COURSEh I 4
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071 /
grandson who is a fine "yard
man." I envy him his strength
and energy. Now leaves are
raked from my Azalea' bed,
around the shrubs and flower
boxes and Inns, ready to do'
some planting.
First the Carved Ivory
Zinnias, then some other
annuals that are reedy any
tin*. The border of Impatiens
that was so .lovel,y last year
will be repeated and a row of
Tigridias, the spotted lily-like
flower v7ith _the- exotic .lodt,
have" already gone trnext to
my poith. They are, grown
from small bulbs and are such
rewarding little flowers that
send up colorful spikes -10r-
several weeks during the
summer.- .
:Don't forget yOur mulch. It
is just as necessary ckiring the
summer 'months as in, the
winter. It -holds the moisture
in the ground, protects tie'
shallow roots from the sun arid
prevents the soil from baking
hard and dry. What rinre coul
you want?
.We may still have a frost or
two, and it is possible one
could border on the severe
-side,. hut . I_ an), going ahead
with my planting, hoping for
the best. Small beds can be
coVered.'-iind seeds planted"'
now will not be up in time to-be
killed back ... I hone. Mears
while, get everything/ready;
Flower beds, soil yir potted
plants, mulch,/ fertilizer,
spray, seeds and tools. Don't
forget a gob pair of garden
gloves. /
Then hen you start out,
follaw/ the directions about
every seed and plant you put
inthe ground, if you are to get
the best' results. Plant at the
proper depth, in the right kind
of _soiL and check to see
whether the particular plant
likes sun or shade. Then you
can feel that is is jab-well done




Joint spring concert 'of
Murray -City Schools Bands




Church- will Meet-, at 'seven
'Tuesday, April 5
Disco Fashion Show will be
held by Olympic 10.-Plase
Merchants -Associations at
their parking.lotat seven p.m.
indt Smith ried To
r. ohuridro At-Chdrch
Miss Cindy Smith, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hafford W
Smith of Murray Route Five,
The First united methodist and Robert M. Mohundro, son
,chureh Wormenoyin, of Mr. and, Mrs.. _Harold
ten a.m.. attlii church With the 'MOtnindro of Murray Routep.m. as iollowa: Anti executive committee to meat
Hasseltine .with 'Zell& at nine a.m. arid cOefee 10 be 
Eight, were married Thur-
sday, Mardi 17, at six p.m. at
,
Covington and Esther with served az 9:30 a.m. -the New Mt. Cannel Baptist
Margaret Taylor. • Chiu-ch.
- Tuesday, April 5 _ The Rev. Billy J. Gallimore,
Murray Lodge'No. 105 F. & Shower for Jimmy and Vicki a former pastor and close
A. M. 
lodge 
hawill meetti. t 7:36 vontents were destroyed by 
the double ring ceremony. 
at;Crick whose trailer home and friend of the bride, performedthe
fire will be held at the Miss Joni Tidwell, wearing a
Chapter M of P.E.O. Will Fellowship Hall of the Locust grey and white ensemble with
meet with Mrs. Henry Grove Church of the Nazarene a white corsage, sang "Color
McKeoZie at 7:30 pan.- Mrs-, at seven p. m. .• My World" and "As Time
Lewis B 
.
ossing will give the ' . Goes By." The Bridal Chorus
program. Wednesday, April 1 by Lohengrin was also by Miss
Murray Women's Softball Tidwell. -Groups of First Baptist - .
urgaruzation . will meet at The ceremons was read asChurch Women will meet as
follows: Lottie 
Moon---withseven 
 p.m. at. Murray City the wedding party stood
WariaraT-SeVen 
Hall.• berieath the brass arch .ent-
• - —1917filitrinth-greettery-and---p.fn. and Kathleen Jones with wednesday. Apra 4 flanked by arrangements ofMrs. Jake-Dunn at 7:1&-pan. Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the City Hall at one p.
.. Sigma Department, Merrer in."BOb Nanney will
Woman's Out; will meet at "Insurance."
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Dr. James Hayes as
spe.aker,
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m.
, Recovery, Inc., will meet at




"Anclrocles And The Lion" by
the Children's Theatre will be
at the Calloway County Public
Library at seven p.m.
Tuesday, April 5
Drug Council meeting at
Peoples Bank, 12th and
Chestnut, 7111 p. m. Public
invited, Purpose is to inform
comnfirnity of goals and
_projects of the Council.
Delta. Department, Min.fay
Woman's Club, will intiet at
7:30 p.m. at the deb house
with the program by Hellon
Ca rEin
' Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's' Club, will meet at
'7:30 pm. at the club house 
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at 1:30.4,,m. at, Cor-
vette Lanes,
Meals for senior citizens will
be served at North Second
Center.,,,it.twehte noon- with
activities to follow at one p. m.
Can 753-8928 for reservations
and 753-9725 for tran-
sportation.
Hardin Senior Citizen/ -Will
have a work day (porn. 930,7
m. to three p: al. • ..,
/Murray. Open Deplicate
Bndge Club will meet at
Gleason Ball 'seven p. m.8, ,
Flint aptist Church
yissionsfGroups will meet at
-seven in. at the Char*.
/13antist -Women, -Baptist
Young Women, and &teens of
Cherry Corner Church will
meet at 7.:30 p. m.
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at 130 p.
rli '
•
with a panel discussion by Q Western
William Porter, Kenneth
'lines, and HaroldliurL
-First Baptist Church WItfli
'general meeting will be at
nine arrt at church.
Senior Adult potluck . lun-
cheon will be at First Baptist
Church at twelve noon.
Tuesday, April 5
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First, Presbyterian Church
Will meet with Mrs. Henry









Do you Want to keep that
,"hke new- lookIn your
clothes, Dr yclearibt ten
with Sanitonel 'Your
clothes will look' hetier "






Bring any number. Yoe must present
this coupon when you bring your






kw, eny number. Yoe met





Shirts 3 for 994
Laundered
IfriNg any roalielmer. You meat pros**,
this cinema %AM you brim row
claming to losee's 0.4wers.




605 Main anitene. Laundry It Cleaners_-N. 1 2tfl St. Centfertmeeralgrewek. :The Cleaners Iniere.sted -Story Ave.  s 
in you
5 Pts:
-Ellie Center- will- be- open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens .with band
practice at one p.m. and sack
Lunch at noon Call 753-9725 for
transportation. _
- Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Group It_ of First Christian
Church Ctirtlyill meet at the
church library with Mrs. W. J
Gibson and Mrs. C. B. Fair as
hostesses and with Mrs





white gladioli and blue car-
nations and the nine branched
candelabra. ,,,,
Brido'i Dress
The bridelhwas escorted by
her father and° given in
marriage by . her parents. She
was radiant in her formal
gown of white sheerganza
fashioned with a high neckline
and bishop sleeves -adorned
with Chantilly, face. The
bodice was,identified with. a
pinafore/everlay of lace and
fabgief,rliffling, and the softly. -
g skirt was enhanced
h a ruffling and lace
-entering the front and en-
circling the hemline' and
chapel train.
Completing the bridal en-
semble was a short mantilla
veil of silk illusion edged-in
Chantilly lace, a creation of
The Showcase. Her only
jewelry was a pair of loop
earrings, gift of the groom,
-and a tiny cultured pearl that
she received from Mrs.
Ruaolph Smith when she was
3% years old at her fourth
Christmas.
Her bridal, bouquet was of
baby blue, white, and pink
carnations with baby's breath,
blue streamers, and greenery.
The matron -of honor was
Mrs. Martha Renfro, sister of
the groom, who wore a blue
and. white formal gown. Her
flowers were blue and white
carnations in a blue lace
trimmed holder.
Wood isn't new.. but some of ht.nunL, „its uses are The use ot — -ba3-lighted the
.ern . wood for de6orative candles. The groom Wore a
fects began with paneling and blue -tuxedo with white ruffled
partial paneling for finished shirt,bluebowtie, and a white
basements and family rooms
Now' western framing-lumber 
carnation tipped in blue for a
boutonniere.
is coming into increased use
for such things as henches. 
The flower girl was Lode
planters. decks and patios. Roberts and 
distributing the
firepits. sun trellises. gazebos. ,,,,nce bags was Angela Mc-
fences and a variety of de- "eru•
corative uses. -For her daughter's wedding,
Mril Smith chose to wear a
blue knit flOor length dress
fashioned with _a 'lay back
collet opening to -then waist In
front, tied with a four-in belt to
fit, and long sleeves fastened
at' the cuffs with small but-
tons. Her -corsage was of white
flowers decorated` with blue
ribbons.
Rick Renfro .was the best
nd man. Ushers were Davida_ __. Yriktifi• Roberts; cousin of the groom,
Smith, brother of
-Marry orthese essoects are
ideal for the do it ykiurselfer
with -a leisurely weekend
ahead In tune with the trend
towards home modernization
and remodeling. focal lumber
dealers have begun to replace
the old lumber yard image
with modern home centers
where consumers can shop for
the _materials the', need
among easily accessible dis Mrs. Mohundro, mother of
plays, 
now available in short lengths lap spread. Her shoes were
t wore awhipotewkdneirt
Western framing lumbar is tbeblue pagmrsui,  with 
or can be cut to whatever cablue gaend. she had a whitelength.. is required for a proj-
ect . Lumber dealers who
-Stockwestern framing lumber
are also excellent sources of
information for both caper
ienied and licsi time do ItGroup IV of First Christian yourselfers
Church CWF will meet at the 
home of Mrs. Bailey Gore
1603 Sunset, at 7:30 p.m. with r
program by Mrs. - Dan
McKee!.
Murray Assembly No, 19
Order of the Rainbow far Girls
will meet at,seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall. '
Dexter Senior Citizens will
mc..ei-a6 the Dexter Center_ai
9:30 a.m. .
Social breakfast will be
froth 7:30 to ten a.m by the
Hardin Senior Citizens with
shopping from ten a.m. to four
p.m,
The bride's grandmother,
Mrs. Martin (Iola Wilson)
Crowell, wore a floor. length.
1d r. lirs. Rido•rt 11: ltolt tir o
'Orchid dress with a_c_orsage of
white carnations with orchid
ribbons. Her gtindfather,
Martin Crowell, was also
present. Her other grand-
parents were the late Mr. and
Mrs:,--Walter Smith. The
groom's grandparents are
-Crawford Mohundro and the
late Mrs. Dora 'Overcast
Mohundro and the late Mr.
end-Mrs.-Claude - --
Mrs. Reda Williams, cousin
of the bride, directed the,
wedding. She wore a mint
green floor length dress with a
corsage of Ohlte carnations
with mint green ribbons.
The register was kept by
Miss Debra Smith, cousin of
the , bride, who wore a pink
floral length dress and cor-
sage of white with shades of
ow ribbon.
_ Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held- at the
home of the brid&s parents.
Assisting in the hostesses'
duties were Mrs. Stie Roberts,
Mrs. Donna Smith, and tvir.,s.
Sarah Hicks.
The bride's table was
centered, with her bridal
bouquet flanked by pink_
candles in special holders. The
wedding cake was decorated
in white, pink, and blue and
topped with a miniature bride
and groom statuette. Pink
, punch 'was served and -the
cake knife was decorated with
a pink carnation. Crystal
`a-plicilntoteiltft wer e used. -
After the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip '
with-both wearing jeans and
white with red and blue
striped ski sweater sets,
Christmas gifts to both.' Mn.
Mohundro were a white
carnation corsage. '
'Mr. and Mrs. Mohundro are
now at home in their. mobile
home on Murray Route Eight.
The bride is a student at
Callciway County High School •
wherethe groom graduated in
the Class of 1975.
tieheats7a1 Supper' .
The rehearsal supper was
served at the home of Mr..apci
Mrs. Hafford W. Sreith. -
Assisting in _preparing and
s serving the supper were Mrs. .
Smith, Mrs. Della May Smith, .
aunt of the bride, and Mrs. _
Robbie Bucy, close friend. -
Fifteen persons . were
present for the suppft".
k1.14 Brotsn
Ta t e r paw
BENTON, Ky -- Kelly Brown
was selected Miss-Tater Day of
1977 during ceremenierat 'Ben-
ton High School gymnasium
Saturday night. •
Ms -Brown also was the win-
ner uf the Miss 'Cow/Imlay
award. .
Debbit.Volfe Was .first canner -
up and Jackie Howell "seCond
runner up.
The.coritest. sar,oYed by the
BentonAligh. Cauecil _
and Benton-Kiwanis Club...was _
judged' by Buddy and . Mary
Valentine and Dot and Tom.
Emmerson, all of Murray.
Your Ears Pierced FREE
With a purchase of piercina earrings
g's "$: 99
Ulf( Ife,7ens.on0 nao
Oen.lor non ollartenK otrolrt,
downless ste.4 p.c..% oral* Pac.“, ,onlent•••








. Groups, First Baptist
Church Women, will meet as
ows: Annie .,Armstrang_._-_,
with Mrs. Ray :Afore _And
Dorothy with Mrs. G. M.
Knight at ten a.m., and Bea
Walker with Mrs. James-,
Rogers at 7:30 p.m.
Countryside Homeinakers
Chub will meet at the home of
Sheila McGinnis at nine a.m.





Mrs K eiltrys Ovnand
Plums t13-31179
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EDITORIAL Agree Or Not
Parks Pre-pare
For Busy Year
05134. An illeconceiiiedTagen- At long last a Federal Court_ AN CURON By S. C. Van. cy created in 1910 to_cut-dow94...ia_klabc has ruled Ihe entire FRANKFORT KootitekY_ state is 14004724961 " -
preparing for air ex- There is always a 'chance that a
the -number of Woriter. ac- projec( unconstitutional. It- in- • Parks are
Hy busy season following' . visitor or fishenmin can get lucky and--.7eidenAfn_ - has=been-tfetiblesdine Aringes on the 4th Aniendrrient CePtilma-record year. in 1976 When the. toilrisT come upon a cancellation •of a reser.• -and controversial since bir- rights—gua feed under the business produced one billion, 41 vation made earlier by someone elseth. It-has cauted endless' costlY Cgmstitution, which pr4ibit million, 400 thousand dollars in One day's rent-for the cottage or lodge.changeS in industry and has unreasonable - search_ _ revenug_commgnarsce.. Mon-_____room is required with the.reservitionifbrought about financial chaos seizure. Let us hope that this is tgomerY said. It is made in advance. If circumstances





and_ failure in hundreds of a. first stage in doing away with from 
cases' been milstant/Y 
t1Te 
ms14InUi"nce- Copeand 1171 Ulansitvewrsieetkypushed by the usual liberal Inc   i d e n t a 1 1 y ,-. CrgH A nessee, who has been making the an-politicians, who are always so fegulations add up to more than. nual report for the state for years.
..: ' Altings-that-sound,..-4;400- ions-and-the book Aieh_.=;.tontgarogry said the Parksgold but turn_ out often to be catalogs themis NO pages long: - Department. didn't expect to meet the






United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S-TOPIIMNOPdIC REALISM HARRIGAN
last word. ,--
0U1-of -state visitors produced
$758,500,000- in revenue for the parks,
the Copeland report shows. Last year
the-, pails had 34 million visitors
red with 28million in 1875.
Kentucky has 15- resort parks,, with
lodges and homes. The lodges have 750
rooms, - capable Of adcoMmodating
from two to four pewle each, and 305
cottages that will aecommodate 5,100
persons.
Tourism. ip considered Kentucky's
second largest single ,indiistry.
Agriculture comes first. •
In addition to the resort parks,
Kentucky has 20 recreation parks, 9-
• shrines, 18 concession-stands in ad-
dition to the 15 dining rooms in the 15
lodges, 26 camping grounds with 2,400
- -campaites, 20 boat docks, 21 swimming
pools, 18 beaches, 41 gift shops, two
.airtibrts encompassing a total land area
of 40,202.5 acres.
If you are planning to vacation at one
The Editor's
ebook
. By GENE. litcCUTCHEON
Murry Ledger a 'Times Editor
advance of the reservation date.
All the --resort parks, except two,
made-money from operations last year,
Montgomery said. The money is plowed
back into the parks system to upgrade wi..Paule -excel)/ that most of the pieces
facilities for the visitors. Free beaches are missing and if you throw it away
and playgrounds are provided ta at-
tract the visitors. .
The Copeland report said the tourist
business provided Kentucky $82
million, local areas $19 million and the
federal _government $31. million girl just broke her leg on the slope."
-direct taxes;In addition to thisthe 
in
Another skier dug out a half pint of
tourists spZnci_thousands of minis-in, _bourbon and handed it over.
"Thanks," said the good samaritan -
as he downed half the contents, -• "it•
makes me nervous to see a lady in
— -Congratulations to the 'Calloway number is 1-800492-6570. Regular t611-CounW High School Speech Team on free telephone assistance is availablebeing crowned .Kentucky State each-Monday through Friday, 7 a. m. toChampions over the past weekend. ' 3:30 prin. (CST). •---We 'Can think Of no finer honor foi-this- The IRS his urged laitsrpiniite thew*.hard-working group of young .people, to double-check their returns for errors.This award was earned through many, Thopelaxpayers who wait until the lastmany- hours of work under able minute to file usually tend to make theleadership of coach Larry Eng most' errors, cautions IRS.Keep up the good /Fork, CCHS. 0+0
0+0 At first thought it seemed likeWe' Ctri-Ne--toMparet Bra- jigsaw Xnather of those 150ratieratir licItiOr' -
stories. The General Accounting Office
reported that a private • corporation -
affiliated with the Smithsonian -
Institution was being paid $2 million a
year by the federal government to
gather scientific information which it
sold .biekto the government.
you can't buy anew one..
L 0+0
At a popular ski resort a skier dashed
in a hotel lobbi and said:
"Does anybody have any whiskey? A
Nearly one-third-  4360 0001 of the_during mu sununei. season, and mady ' taxpayers in Kentucky have yet to file
fees. on the state's toil-road system. It
also provides-thousands of jobs in, the
. parks and private industry around the
a.reas.
Montgomery saki-the parks-snit hire
1,700 to 1,800 live-in college students-
others who llve in the areas of the reatrt their 1976 federal individual income
parks recreiffan Parks and returns, the IRS reports. The deadline
The plot thickened when GAO learned
that the transaction did not even appear
in the federal budket until 1971 - and
that Congress did not realize that the
corporation was. private until the GAO
investigation ended.
he-instinctive impulse-, would- he to-
entl- the, arrangement '91Ifftfillifilri,
However, we don't believe that
Congress will have enough information
to act ess GAO also supplies the
shrine&  . ••• - Illing-is April 151 less than two weeks _fignree_t_het _show how much the _.
--formation retrieval-would costif it were .
in-
Montgomery said most of these away. - •
summer jobs are filled. "We have 8,000- -To-assist those taxpayers .who have done by a federal office or a ‘ubsidized
to 9,000 applications already," he said.
These jobs include waitresses, bus
boys, life guards, recreation directors,
service personnel for lodge rooms and
cottages and other jobs around the
. • open.rates higher -Than--otherwise, as the. rectrogion in federal spending in Order For weekend fishing trips II 'the --- Again, it's a good idea to check withTreasury competes with private to free borrowed Nods for productive resort parks, a person should call well the park you intend to visit, even for a- borrtlwers, and future taxes willliave to privatXusee. . - in advance to see if he can get reser- fishing trip, before you set out ea-_be_ higher...to pliYIllie_.;interi.-'st-on the _.,._ The-sad truth is that the Carter ad- vations. The Kentucky toll free number pecting to find accommodations.
• The lingering effects of the recession.,
plus the blow inflicted by severe winter
weather, suggest that the country fares
a difficult time in regaining_ Its
economic health. Full restoration of
health certainly won't be speedo:Li" by
the er.0130Mie medicine recommended
by the Carter administration.
Alan 'Reynolds, economist for the
First National Bank of Chicago, has
analyzed the Medicine reconunended
by.the new admmisiratiniuthsatiaiya4_
is realistic but hardly cheering.
"The Carter proposals to stimulate
the economy," -he writes in a special
report for the U. S. industrial Council,
"will, in fact, hold it down. The added
Treasury borrowing will keep interest
1 II • .19
ment regulation, the outlook bfeyond
1977 is for very sluggish growth. ,or more
- inflation,- probably hoth.". '
if..__the-:-American people desire
significant improvement in the coun-
try's economic prospects, they will
_base to demand realistic economic.
policies, not what-the Carter ad-
ministration has proposed. They will
have to recognize that government is
responsible for inflation, and renounce
_wage_and_pnce controlsjor
They will have to insist that Congress
reduce those tax rates that discourage
productive effort, employment md
investment, especially stiff tax rates on
two-earner families. And the American
people- will have to:demand drastic
' tine of the Carter' administration's
• nostrums is $50 rebates for: almost
- --everybody. Mr. Reynolds comments:
"The tax rellgtes are based on past
. earnings, not futuremarnings, so they
, provide no incentive to try to earn
more.- Because most of the tax relief
goes to low-income taxpayers, 'it is not
likely to 'trickle up' to the important
markets for new houses and cars -
even if the consumers were so myopic
as to make such long-term purchases
on the basis of tiny and temporary
windfalls." Ironically, this plan has
been worleiced by the House Ways and
Means Committee which proposes to
cut out rebates for many middle income
taxpayers, substituting giveaways to
- welfarerecipients.
C r r for a b' Wine
reso_.Pailcs-thi3 sea-9°n,- °°. • 'Parks., should get your reservations in early. Montgomety said the parks have
Montgomery said the resort parks are-----severantMlip-Lionttlfigs
already booked heavy during the . eluding some conventions, and this goes
months of June, July and August, and on all during the season; and some in
from May through September they are winter in those resort parks that stay
"really quite full."
'4, speak the .---
langiage of economic realism, the
Language that Alan Reynolds employs.
It will take a lot of fisgasrOota education
and activism in order to effect a change
in the policies-of the administration and
a Congress dominated by spenders.
10 Years Ago
The Caner- 4-H Club of Murray won
the club act award at the Calloway'
County 4-H Talent Show held April 1 at
Calloway County High. School. Jitney
Kelso from Lynn Grove 4-H Club won -
the specialty act award. They will
cortmete in the area show at Clinton on
April 26.
Deaths repotted- include nines
William (Jim) Stephens, age 82.
.4 •
works p ram is a waste o
dollars. Spending on suet schemes hurt Wallis: to Mr. and Mrs. Max . Wallis
• those who pay the bills. Taxes te pay for Parker on March 29.
make-work- Oliojecte reduce . private -In baseball Calloway High beat
income and legitimate employment University School. Steve Ernestberger
opportunities. -Stepped-up federal- MS the Calloway Pitcher and Charles
borrowItig makei It much- harder for
the small businessmanto borrow for his
business needs. If the government
",kesorts to the printing' press to increase
the-̀ m,13ney supply, private purchasing
power **Aided. The overall effect is to
-diyert 'abbr.., and capital from




realism, points out that "the payroll tã
- will be more than wjpe4 out by.
this year'sdoubling of payroll taxes for
unemployment insurance, and it will
- just hasten the day of reckoning for the
insolyent Social Security system."
Mr. Reynolds gees down to the nifty
gritty in citing the need for meaningful
tax reduction, which the Carter ad-
•.ministi-ation doesn't intend to put into





by Sen. Richard Weiaenberger
WELSENB 
With the 1978 logular session of the
General Aseembli only nine months
away, interim committee work is
rapidly deVeloping new legislation for
consIderatlen by lawmakers. -
In the .aresi 'of coniurne. r protection,
I
Although I. usually amp the first to
oppose additional regulation of any
business by the state or any other
agency, this- particular proposal ap-
peals to me. I know first-hand of
several investment frauds primnoted in
recent years and present law seems
yet to file with their questions,-the IBS
will offer toll-free telephone service 8 a.
to noon (CST) on April 9; the final
Saturday before the April 45 filing
deadline. The Statewide -toll-free
W • '
S.• -
quasi-public agency which would sell ••
information back to the teireincracy.
If the private arrangement is more .
efficient and cheaper we might be on to
something.-
HEARTLINE is a service for _Heartline .has developed . a book called
citizens of all eve, Its rtgrte to "Hearituie's_Guidkta_Medicare." This tanswer questions and solve problems - boOk 'ainiers--- -the - -entire Medicare 1 *
fast. If you have a queition or problem program and. also has a simple claim
not answered in these columns, write form with complete instructions on how
HEARTLINE;-114-E.- Dayton St--,--West -to- 4111-ity-iint: This book-ieliveligy:44- --
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Senior citizens understand; question-and-answer form
will receive prompt replies, but you -with large-print. - • -
must include a stamped, self-addressed To order, .senc1.41.50 to "Heartline's
envelope. The most useful replies will Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St.,
be printed in this column. West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book ,
ljEARTLINE : Lam a senior citizen is completely guaranteed - if you-re
and j am drawing my Social Security not satisfied; returnil nad_your money
retirement benefits. I have quite a few will be refunded. Plebe allow six
door-to-door salesman coming to my weeks fordelive- • 
house quite often. Can you give me any HEARTLINE: I am a 65-year-old'
tips in dealing with these people? F.J. widow and , "have been draWing my
ANSWER: There -are many things Social Seairity benefits for three yearsthat you can do to help protect yourself now. Each month when I receive- my
in this area. First, remember that when check, I take it to the bank _to be
you are in your Mile, you are the boss; deposited In my chtelffia-iiiiiount.




























Buckner and Randy Barnes were the
University School pitchers.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is "The •
Great Race" starring Jack Lernmon,
Tony Curtis, and Natalie Wood.
20 Years Ago
that dumping money fforn airplanes'Paducah, attended the state meeting of
will. build real-productive capacity '-the hospital laundry workers and
that demand creates ill-own supplysupervisors at Lexington.
-Ire-profoundly err. Government - Mrs. -Pred Gingles presented e--
-.. has added too many tiXeS and-- special program on "Flowers ind Plant
regulations to make it profitable le-Life" for the biology classes of W. B.
• expand and modernize the tools that Moser at Murray High School. '
, make workers productive." He adds: Mrs. Ben - Trevathim,- Mrs; Gus
. "Until there is some meaningful Robertson, Jr., Mrs, Harry Whayne,
seduction of the tax burden on saying and Mrs. Bennie Simmons are new
• and ether productive activity, and of -.officers of the Sigma Department of the
the uncertainty surrounding govern- Murray Woman's Club.
The Mlirray I&rigPr & Tin* s -- - 
month, payeble in advance. 5/3y madin Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tem.; 817.50 Per year.
By mail to other deathiations, $32.50. per year.
Membeflif,Associated Press, Ken-




The Murray Ledger Si Times is
published -every afternoon except.
Sundays,- *July 1,- Christmas D'ay,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, int2, 103-N.
4th St. Munsy, Ky.. 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
StinscraPTIOR HATES; • In
areas served by pettier:, .22.50 per
Today In History
and Regulatory Licensing is con-
sidering a law requiring new businesses
to register with the state and to provide
information on aSsets, organization and
other data. It is anticipated that
failute to register will be madea felony.
The purpose of the proposal is to
protect unwary consumers from illegal
business ventures such as "nest egg
frauds."
Robert Bullock, assistant attorney
general, explained to the committee
that nest egg frauds are perpetrated by
unsavory businessmen who lure.
citizens into investing in a new business
as a hedge against inflation and
means of increasing their income.Jerry Shroat, Anita McDougal, -
Often the investors lose their life-lye Wood, Michael McCasey, and. •
-savings when the organizers leave theBeni -Maddox are new officers of the
state to avoid prosecution, oftenMurray Training School Chapter of the
pocketing the investment. By makingFuture Business Leaders of America. 
failure to register a felony, the state,Dees Bonk of Hazel. Bank of Murray/. could exercise extradition power toand Peoples Bank will Chise-eacli 
bring back the offenders.Thursday afternoon of each week
starting this week. P
' Rupert Outland of Murray, super-
visor of Baptist Hospital ,laundry,
- By The Asiodated Prase .
Today is Monday, April 4, the 94th
day of 1977.' There are 271 days left in
the Year- .
Today's highlight in history:
Ut 1917, the U.S: Senate approved 4 -
war revolution against Germany by a1
vote of 81 to six. ^
tin this date: •
-In 1501, Queen 'Elizabeth .1 of
England knighted Sir Francis Drake. .
-th 1841, President William Harrison
died of pneumonia at the White House,
one month after his inauguration. John
Tyler became Prekident.
-In 1885, during_ the Civil War,
President Abrahanl-Lincoin visited the-
fallen tonfsderate capital of Rich-
mond, Va. ,
-In 1984, heavy fighting broke out in
northwestern Cyprus after Archbishop
Makarloe abrogated a 1960 treaty
MongCyprusiGreece and Turkey.
-In 1185, NeFtti Vietnamese MIG
fighter plows shot down two U.S. Air
Farce Jett. hia/ie Ant clash over
North Vietnam (ii the Vietnam War.
problem.
Other consumer legislation under
consideration;
- A statute requiring recreational
and- retirement lncrialesineifTelseet
bonds insuring that promised land
improvements will bemade.
Amending the - -statute__ oil
mechanics and materialmens liens to
protect unsuspecting home buyers from
liability to- laborers, craftsmen and
suppliers and suppliers who were not
Pald-h3i-the,cotttractor-
Conaidgr laws to protect mer-
chants who receive - phony bills for
goods they did not receive.
Additional details on any of the
foregoing proposals will be provided
upon request. The time to speak up for
or against possible legislation is now.
Don't wait until the legislature is rolling
with a full head of steam next January.
The purpose of these columns is to
inform and enlighten the voters as
much aS ,possible and to give each of
you an opportunity to voice your
opinion. This is the.only Way weba your
elected representatives cakaccurately
reflect your wishes.
-2.-Ask for identification which shows
the salesperson's name, local address
and the company they are represen-
ting.
3. Buy only because you need the
produet. •
4. Choose wisely. Select quality
products at fair prices.
HEARTLINE: I'm confused about
the kinds of medicines covered by
Medicare Part B. Ciin you explain?-S.
ANSWER: The only medicine
co- vered- „under Medicare Part 13- are
those drugs and biologicals that are
administered by the doctor incident to
the medical treatment he provides. Of
these, immunizations are covered only
when required-because of an injury or
'immediate risk of infection. Drugs and
medicines you buy yourself, with or
without a prescription, are not covered.
For -a complete understanding of
what the Medicare program covers,
• •
some other tips: _ .get there and be able to pay my bills on
1. Be cautious of any seller who starts time. DO you have any suggestions for
with, 'I'm taking a survey..." "You've me? J. S.
been selected,.." or "You've just ANSWER: Many banks and samings.,2.-
institulions offer a 'service that enahles
Your check to be sent directly to them
and deposited- into your account
Heartline feels that this is a great
service to the elderly. By arranging for
this to be done, you eliniipate the risk of
losing your check or having it tOlen.
Call your bank and see if they offer
this service: We have found that many
banks will automatically credit your
account on the same day each month
regardless of whether your check.
arrives on time or not.
Bible Thought
The heads thereof judge for re-
ward, and the priests thereof teach
for hire, and the prophets thereof
divine ?or money. Micah 3:14. -
Bribed judges, and money hungry
priests and preachers are an ancient
evil. Whole ..ities are destroyed -be-
-cause .little' people are willing - 
be crooked too.
Let's Stay Well ---
New Chewing
May Rfcluce Cavities
Q. Mrs. U.13 vmtes that her
.. -children hive been telling her
_- -they have heard about a new
ionnotehewing gumirut- is sup-
posed to help prevent dental
cavities She asked her phar-
macist and her grocer, but they
have no such gum for sale
A. You may be refemng to a
new gUril that is sweetened by a
natural sugar, Xylitot It has
been studied by researchers at
the University of Chicago and
found to reduce cavity formation
significantly.
,Xylitol is found in the bark of
By F.J.L Bias.
birch trees and attain berries. ?
fruits. leaves and mushrooms, It '
_is_satd_to_outass...1 refri-Allat 
taste and a sweetness that is
greater than cane sugar. Xylitel
is several tunes more costly than
other forms of commercial
sugar.
I understand thatmarketing of
this gum in a limited part of the
nation was tegun recently he the
Wm. Wrigley -Jr. Co. under the
trade name of Orbit. No health




Our diet is supposed to be an
important factor in the fomia-
Ion of dental caiibes Regular
sugar begins to he brraten down
. in the mouth, causing an acid
reaction in the dental plaque and
damaging the tooth enamel. .„
. ,Acchethng to Dr. Thomas Cla-
ber, Cherrnan of 0k-11(Am/tics at
the University of Chicago. F)n-
mai researchers have demonstr-
ated that Xylitol sufrtitued in
the diet for regulat Nugar signifi-
cantly reduces dental cavities. •
This is due to the fact that Xylittr
Blasingame
does 'pot break down in the
mouth andafIect,lhe  teeth
starts digestion orSy after reach.
ing the stomach. This new algal
in the gum has a prolonged
effect. 'even after extensive
chewing, and slows down the
growth of moUth germs,lstrep-
tococcuS mulanil that cause the
acidity in the dental plaque.
If the market tests prove -
satisfactory. this new gum may
soon become available across
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The following students h114,44 . Gaye Evan, Sharlisa Ford, Lisa Russell, Karla Russell,
achieved an academic . .Mike Garland. Mary Ann 1-sura Sears, Kale Shepard,
-
"Sandia& of 3.60-100 for the Gordon, KarenGreen. *Via., Cs6inn, 
Carol8111P7Sp In,atillie Williamnine- weeks -grading Hale, -peeled at the Murray Middle • Lisa -Harrison, David • Smillt, Teresa Suitor, Shelia*Sth-,
, aceordligcto the scliftol Heathcort, Darren Hooper, $iimmPnrilh., Todd Swain.
. -
•c cast 
44ficIals: •ert , Harriet Hood, Mark thisj Tma Salftrpijnity -Sykes':"55 SimpleSeven  grade- Diana Linda Johnson, Cheryl- Lora Thom— ;Dela -Tidf,56 Hockey _ Adams, Piul Austin, - Mark Johnston, Paulette Kelly,, Me wps, 
Sandra Whales'.
r e Uinare jilenalllgierwood,eam%bbr.) Austin, Carol Beaman, Tracy Ly.nne- Ioberger, Kelly 
T
lll ' Beyer, Steve Bliveti, Mike LOvins, Wendy Lovett: San* Eighth stefOna: Bak-"' Raymond59 Note OF


































.. RI 82 ymbol for , BOOM Joie Carnitick. Brent Mobley, Don Moseley. Laurie Bartholomy, Jeff Berkley,tellurium
Clark, Craig Crawford, Patsy McIntosh, Kellie__OverbeY, Charles Beaman, !tone -5.1 BwIrc gisfe 64 Hebreweteriolo • month Crawford, Jacque Dian, Ha Chris Priddy, Kathy Roberts, Beasley, Claudia Billington,
Dinh, Tung Dinh. • Diana Gena Rogers, Todd,Ruther- Lewis .Bossing. David Boyd,
• Jodd___ Bradshaw, - Leann- _Dungen, Deanna Dun-clan, -ford,
• Bridwell, Gilberto Capote,
-Davit-Cooper, Sharie Crafton,
Stacygurd, Tarruny Duman,
-Jimmy. Elkins, Jeff Eyrieh, •
Leigh Furches, Christine
,-Scott- -Hill.; Mary
Hine, Brenda Horning, Dinah
Dividitorictintlynyne




S's Stearnexpower jets .$ Powerful Stearne• suction
penetrate to ground-in dirt and draws dirt end
CittfithernptEryet are harrnless
to carpet Mats- - _whewearpet-re-therioughly-ciean
• ® Steamex solutions work Restores fibers tp oorsght
ta loosen and rift out carpet position -And -cur carpet
'
Rent the pro Do it yourself and save!
Rent a Steer-let It s as solve
to eseas vacuuni G..es
rnfl professional results F•eshen'a and beautify yc,:ir carpel Addyears to its life For -ente
_location nearefi,r,iscaii
telephone number below
masamk•Italistime Semler it be&
MANI Mae. aie be oiler Wm*. moor
Big John's
S. 12, Murray
lion as "Rotarians of "the Year by the Murray Rotary --MallY Valentine, Kathy
Walston, Quinton Walls, Jann 
.
Club. The announcement that the two had been selec 
• 
-
Washer, Vanessa  for the program to begin at
University, Will be the speaker -
ted for the-honor was made at the club's annual RotaryWeather- 
7•30- • the 31 d t
--Iv Williams, Randy Wilson,
. Center auditorium On the -.
• . The Lowry lectureserieat -
Ici.Beth Oakley, Scott Orr, 
"Patterns of SoCill Change" "Social Change and History,"
will be the tooic when a man "The Social- Bond," andLynn Outland, Karen Parker, recognized as one of . the "Twilight of •Authority." He .- Stan Paschall. Shane Phillips,
, Tina Ratterree, Phil Resig, sociologists delivers the C. S. publication and has been - a
country's most outstanding has written many articles for. Lynn Poston, Tripp Purdom,
- Robert .• Santagado.
. Shelton, Becky Shuffett, Jerry
Bill Lowry DiStinguished Lecture- :contributing author to several
in the Humanities at Murray _books..
.'' Michael , Taber*, . Bruce ,r.lesday evening, April 6._ .. as a William Graham Spinner
State University on Wed-_. His awartifinclUde election. Spann, Elizabeth Stout,
b Nisbet, the' Memorial Lecturer' t -ROTARIANS OF THE YEAR—Tommy Brown, and Taylor, -Bradley Thompon: ....____. Vale-
Forrest Priddy admire the plaque signifying their selec- Irina -Tipton, Nene thiderhM, Albert Schweitzer PrafeaSary4linverai -JohiatilunkIrls
inthe Humanities at Cotumbia University Centennial
banquet held last Thursdiy.. • Kira_ Whitten, Wanda • Pc. tn. u en
Staff Photo by Geste Aktetcheon
Kristi Wright. - campus.
• Jackson, Robert Johnson,
LaDonna Jones, Susan Kurz,-
Mary ,Lafser, .Janis Lents,
Enc.Lovins, David Mikideill.




T104PROCIAMA SIGNED—Mayor John Scott has signed a prOdamatIon declaring,
the week of April 3-9 as 'Week of the Young Child:: With him are Jeanne Kennedy. •
president of the Association for Childhood Education. and Dr. Charles May, chairman
of the depaffment for childhood studies-at Murray State. Several pregrant*-4rate-open:—.4:—.'
house next week in observance of the week. Those having-oisen house from Monday
through Friday include the Ruby Simpson Child Development Center at MSUi the kin- -
dergarten and multi-age classes at the Early Childhood Center at MSU: the Murray -
Head Start progrant; and the University Day Care arid Kindergarten. Those with open ,
house on Wednesday_ only include the Preschool Handicapped
Special Education Buildinst Murray Cooperative preschool; Educational Lierningscen-
tec.AIIC Play Shook rinvint DO Care; atid.lach and Jill pat Ca..!e (from 9 a- FYI, 10 11 a.
Also, the Murray Comprehensive Care Center Children's Day Care willwphioillohba:epan„dPeion
house on. Tuesday, from 9 a. M. to 11 r n.
Murray State is recognition
of Dr. C. S. Lowry, professor.
_emeritus, who retired in 196i
afar 43 years -aa-A
The series was established in
:resent Spring Concert Thursday niWat5iont°a1 and initerurnaetTonal
•
.A premiere performancefor of the symphonic narrative -Impresario," the first
the second successive year
will be the feature of 'Thean-
nual .SPriM_
offered by the Murray State
University grymphoXy Or-
rhestra on the campus
Thursday evening., April
Directed by-.its regular
conductor, Neal B. Mason,
professor of music, the 60-
piece "orchestra will perform
an oratorio, "The Legend of
the Piasa Bird". by Dr. James
Woodard, for the first time in
the program to begin at 8:16 p.
m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Mason said the public is
invited to attend at no ad-
mission charge.
Last year the orchestra
gave a premiere performance
The excitement of discovery
NATIONALGEOGRAftlIC SPECIALS:












VOYAGE OF IHE HOKULE.A. 
SATURDAY/April 9
entitled "Beat the Drums movement ot the iuStarnitz
Proudly" by Paul Shahan,- Viola Concerto" with
 -professor of music at bitteeiy—iiathafitte-E. MaS911-111limmerses
State, as .part- elf its Bieen- and the 'Itastian
Contert. - Rimaitya‘
- Woodard, a member of the Korsakoff.
music faculty An_AlteLEd- filason_aajd the broad--
siardSville eirmput: -Purpose of the-ore-Ilea-1ra;
Southern Illinois University, which is made up of university
formerly taught at Murray students, a few faculty, and
State: He was cominissioned Ideal andkate.a musicians, is to
provide students an op-
portunity to acquire practical
experience in orchestral
playing while providing valid
cultural presentations for the
enjoyment and edification of
the campus Co'nununity and
people of the area.
' to do the work by Henry,
Bannon, associate professor of
music and director of the
Opera Workshop. -
Based on an ancient Illtni
Indian legeid, his work 1,ka
commissioned for use by the
Opera Wm kshup as the sound
track for a -television
presentation, but will be
presented in concert form by
the orchestra. Woodard
in
composition sit Florida State
University, where he was a
student of John Boda.
The score- for his com-
position calls for a full or-
chestra, with soloists and
chorus. Soloists_ will be
Heather McClure, soprano.
Joy Powell, alto, Greg Todd,
tenor, and Art DeWeese,
baritone, all Murray State -
students. The Murray State
Unive-sity Choir under the
, direction of Robert Bear,
professor of music, will sing
the choral parts. .
Other-music on the concert
program will be the overture
to Mozart's opera, "The
Whitaker Completes
PI:Requirements
Bill Whitaker, an assistant
' protrgiior in the Department
of , Engineering and
Technology at Murray State
-Dniversity has successfully
- completed all requirements
for Professional Engineering
Registration,,in Kentucky.
Whitaker, a native of
_Pontiac, Mich., took the tests
for the qualification in
Paducah last November and''
has just been notified of hit,
successful completion. He is
now entitled to practice
- structural engineering in the
, state andbecomea the •
the city so qualified.
The others are Ted
Billington, !Ellington Con-
sulting Engineers, and Bill
'Adams, an assistard professor
in the same department -al
Murray State as Is Whitaker.,
Mrs. Whitaker is the former
Cheryl Newbigging of Pon-
- tiac, and they have three
—ehildretr-They litre—artIOD -
_....AR(111171211_DriVAILMAWAY;ss̀
, reputation to Murray State to
enhance educational op-
portunities on the campus,
Nisbet, whose honors and .
publications are both -
, hai Served-on- the-
-faculty of the -University of
Arizona and both the Berkeley
and Riverside campuses of the
-University-4f California--------
- He has also served as ce-
chancellor and dean of letters
and science on the Riverside
amPus assistant d
of letters and science and vice--
chairman of the Department
of Sucial937.911..-P4.1W11.0ey
campus.
His best known books are
"The Quest for Conuniiiiity-,"-
"The Sociological Tradition,"
"Tradition and Revolt,"-
Scholar; Fellow of tile Society
of American -Historians, and .-
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting
, Scholar. He was the recipient
of a Guggenheim keHowshiP -
in 1963-64.
Niebet earnetthe A...B.. the -
• Nt-A., and the Ph. D. degrees
at the-University of California .
at Berkeley. He-was 'awarded
..-1111:-.11enerar7-7-_docletute--hY-:



















IN OUR PARKING LOT
: beat Neil/rile/iris. Thevictory stone•s -to heat Phoenix. The Blackwell. . .•,, • subsided but it is still there,", . ' "It • wasn't sabotage or
was the Bulls' 17th victory in Nuggets put the game away in The Championship match in said the 38-year-o1d physicist 'anythitig that sinister. 'ItBegi n Season- their last '20 seines and put the third period, outscoring __ the dOubles found Weis and who dares think that she can -seemed-there wits-this subtle-
- The . Murray Soccei them . on ahead of' Phew= -36-27TO -take a art- Macovik whinint 64, 6-1 and 6"- -Association - will start i,ts Kansas City in the fight for the lead. 3 over Elizabeth Sharp and
second Season this-month. The ' tiikt..) plaroff- • iiiot ' in The The.-Denver ascoringtotaLs' . 13illie-Ahney • .Abney,- -in
league is for girls_ in the Western Conference. included .. Thompson's -35 previous lietion, had won 6-1,
second, third,- and-..fourth Bullets 115, Nets97 points, fuel's 23 and Jones' 21, 3-6 altd 62- over Sandy
, grades in .the. Murray or- - Elvin Hayes collected 38 Hawks 111, Spars 103 ---, Macovik in the semifinals of
_ _Calloway county &boob: _ - -Ambits and granbett,  12, Johtoteut scuro__36.. points- the -number three singles.
Any girls interested in rebounds to pace Washington and Len Robinson had 25-to Weis-Macpyik drew a bye in
signing up to play should call over the New York Nets. The power Atlanta peat San".the first round then in the
--- Sam Rankinafter 6:00 p.m. at. Bullets took the lead for good -Antonio. The Hawks over- second round, won 7-6, 6-2 over
753-9827. The $5.00 registration late in the- ' t quarter and coming .a 22-point defickt., shot, ' Walkerjani" and  aMelaniehn 
blic and
_ ___-__Ia_a•fron; sad:. girl will make _weat.---on jil Alak•hipleas..761.per cent in the final-period s of Mepplus State. the USAC - been the most ..taar cing beforeat she drigidedoysisto„, ;14c_c_i• itskrnsy-riii• i•I uretwie4:._ °ger " 
willaol 
 
wiv becairr4Irritinie ,_Y• . .
- --- 7 -'the-Tea-et -e--ielf-s up portina;7gartrfuti.IF - _...-lb-litit, ihniks:- -:---""•-• '•-.1-11- quarterhaahk -*ail- -diffie-1114--.4-hardli 
 ---_=- ---letietaia-saktiz. . .. _...... .. . .. Ardaelssiwgrases m _ _ Lakenaissitikom--- tip _ —__ Macovik easily - defeateckhe--Aworde-- WW1: -them. The _acknowledged_ that she will ____ ' -  '' — : ' --t '".! ---  -, . _ 
-190YORZY— 'I '
enjoyed the soccer league's peints _ and Bob McAdoo points in overtime to lead Los
_SmPhasiti on increasing -contributed, 21 to4ead the New Angeles-over Detroit Kareem Donald, 6•4 and 64-
Last year 'S participants Tom McMillen scored 25 Don Ford scored six of his- 12
physical fitness whilelearning ,,Yorii Knicks pal. Buffal_k Lii_b_dul-Jabbar paced_ all
his scorers with 33 points as the eanibMiddlerT,eess_eedondu s,,of.... -pl KayoiTtrianaga_thelitat - be--onlycwodlutorrec  ev40-and Ag.7Fayftnr.athade was,' 
hospitalized ,in   
a.rorna. -
Wrather and Corrine MO- polite, but cool." .
The semifinals of the 41 months-after she became and those-. two auto,racing cyclist. from El Cajon, Calif,
Miss Guthrte.,said today - her teammate, Dick Simon, - Evam--a 22-year-old motor-
. help and encouragement of BOLOGNA, Italy - Pat
soccer skills, team play, and McMillen scored 14 of
found Wets-Macovik winning a " approved to drive it,car over Johnny Rutherford.. . After falling from hishaving a good time playing the points in the second quarter as Lakers tied an NBA record
• _ _soccer„ the l_e_agu_t the Knicks took a 6648-half- with' their 36th borne-victory' tough_ split-set decision-over -rodani Jegred _"Dick has been so vital - __Motorcycle ...during a 200-mile
sfir rd that she is wit real  'she added. "I'll
• • *forking hi rioperationtrithL _
the- Murray Tennis -
Association is the Murray-
' Cattbi-va-y -Parks- -and
RecreatfoifDepartment:
The committee also •an-
nomiced-a membership drive---officials added. time lead. Ls 11 le Ya  - Jewel,'! races -----ia4tow-tinderway for-April.
meant to the Boston Celtics to
have Dave Cowens back in the
lineup. How about Charlte
-
"ff gives us 4ore depth and
allows us to gefall our people
in o Chtrame (num , say
Boston Coach Tommy
i• Karen "Wets- and Sindy
Macovik recorded perhaps
their finest- moments In their
tennis careers • Sunday af-
ternoon as they captured the
number one doubles _cham-
pionship at the University of
Tennessee-Martin In-
vitational.
Their victory highlighted a
third-place finish by the Racer
women nettera, who are
coached by Nita Head.flx The Associated Press Scott came back Siinday 1%exs urp-Triket-sm Powert-wi -Tennessee -Everyone knows what, it --after being out with a forearm Brian Winters and rookie Chattanooga won the team
injury and gave the Celtics' Quinn Buckner combined for championship with 88 points
backcourt boost as .Boston 21 points in the fourth quarter while Western Kentucky was
of Tennessee. Wets-Macovik
won 4-6, 6-3 and 6-3 for the
semifinal win and the right to
play in the finals against
Sharp and Abney of Chat-
tanooga.
In other singles play, Lynn
Martin of Murray lost her first
round match at number four,
falling 6-4 and 6-4 to Ann
Hampton of Mississippi. But
Martin came back to win the
consolation championship,
defeating Beth Ford of Ten-
nensea 6-1, 6-2 in the ftal
match.
At the number five singles
spot, Kathy Lindstrom fell 6-2
6-4 in the first round to Dee
Unkenholtz of Tennessee Tech
but Lindstrom came back and
made it all .the way tp the
finals of the cgnsolation
bracket wheth she lost 6-3, 6-2
to LauraLawllsa of Ten-
nessee.
In the number .six singles,
Anne Ftess lost 4-6, 7-6 and 6-2
-to Julie Dunn of Chattanooga.
In the -other doubles action,
Sandy- Macovik and Lynn
Martin lost in split sets in the
semifinals to Suzanne Johnson
and Kathy Ferry of . Western,
6-3, 3-6 and 6-2.. _ -
The number tine- doubles
spot found Hess and Lind-
strom losing 6-2, 8-3 in the
quarterfinals to Susan
and Julie Dunn of chat- ,
tanooga. 
"Everyone- knew Chat-
tanooga was the powerhovse
in the tournament," Murray
State coach Nita Head said.
"It was just a matter of whe
would be able to draw away
from Chattanooga as far as
second place was concerned.
We were very pleased with our
third place team finish and of
course, rm.: „really thrilled
over our win at the number
one doubles," Head added.
. MSU women's tennis --whipped the -Philadelphia ai Miliaukee rallied to beat -second with 63 and Murray team will be in action at 3 p.76els16•10".-- ' . . - gtitte-thP adth'59.
Scott scored egli eighi - • Cavaliers 113,Kings M As One Of Gang In Racing. 
.
Tennis Complex. as they host
M. Thursday- oti farNext in line were Tennessee,
- - —
'Points but played more than  Bonnx. • *scored Mississippi State, Mississippi
Scott Returns To Pia
half the game ----while-' points as Cleveland beat -and MemPhia State: Theresolidifying the backcourt. -.Kansas City and clinched--aHeinsohn. --- The victory reduced the •posvseason playoff berth.-C-6-wens, of course, came • Celticsts '.magic ntunbeet.to • Gary Biokaw added 21 points,back in mid-season _after a one for clinching pinta including 15 in-the second halftong hiatus to give the ,- - - •
when 'the Cavs won the game
with a late rally. Kazisai
City's Richard Washington
was the game's high scorer
with 30 points.
Nuggets 124, Suns 109 •
Denver got 79 points from
the front line of Dan Isse/,
Veer forget my rff'St Tice -were a total of 18 teams on By WILL GRIMSLEY _ beginning to learn the impact Racer women,are at Southeasthand for the three-day-- tour-- . .AP Special Correoadea of the resentment against Johnny at Trenton last •Missouri t,o warm u f -theirney. - NEW YORK (AP) - 'Janet renerated. year. He•told me la‘er, crou - • p Or
.
For was andognuatik ,the Guthrie start,* r_evAlpg the. - "They never came were the best rookie out 
next tourney , action. .
will be in Miimigsippi in twochampionkhip of the doubles engine this week in the 198.7 pointed _a finger in Ina there.' And A...1-:•came-urand
`Kid, you're okay.'. It 
more 
weeks'was sweetyrevenge. For in thaz...miles per _hour .thunderbolt ,and,164, 'Get ou,t,'_7. she ex, •Itatel,
semi finals of the number one which she hopes 'ter gun to planted, but they tit as Willost blew my mind" •
singles, Weis was blanked.6-0, Victory- in the Indianapolis 500, well have done So. The es Local Tennis
6-0 by Elizabeth Sharp of UTC but she doesn't feel she is yet are -drifting back now- how
while in the (haws of the fully accepted as "one of the they banged on the desks in
A-----
the USAC offices; the nasty.
Macovik was also blanked, 6-0 The Gasoline Alley.Gang. little things that I never knew
"The initial, hostility ,has until friends finally told me..and 18 rebounds as Chicago. David Thompson- and Bobby and 64, UTC's PhYlia
number two singles, Sindy -gang."
defending National flasketball Blazers  sold" 114
Association champions a big
lift at ctnter. 
Rookie ,Wally .Walker and
• . . - .Bill Walton teamed for 20
points in -the final period toMu rray Soccer lead Portland over Seattle:
Bugs 101, Jazz 82. .
Artis Pihnore had 28 'points
.There are many.drivers wbo
have neverapoken taller, she
said, including Bobby Unser.
"They refuse to recognize my
13 years' experience and-more
than 100 races;" she added. "/
don't ask any special
treatment. I only want to .be The membership and ac-
treated for.what am, iraew Wales committee of the
crash the last formidable agreement not-to thAP that 
driver., tthink I can !Ace with Murray. tennis Association
*bastion of the-male world. woman.' •.aitY6OdY.'," • • -mit Stmday night to plan the
, it patticoarty., _craw chief would io Miss Guthrie was in New summer -youth tennis
among- the NASCAR. (stock for a vital piece of equipment. York over the weekend for a Program. • •
car) -drivers. I -.think Ws He would be asked, 'Is it for breather before taking off for The purpose of the summer
because the circuit-fa- eon- you or for her?' The tin- °Eitari°' h)-alaake dmn Y-ilath tennis li!°1F-al-Ir  
centrated in the South where plicatim wis that if it was for .the Lindsay Hopkins 'Light" promote, develop kelp
women are supposed to -be me, it was not available." :ning which owner Rolla finance junior teiints players
deCo'rative and pretend to be Miss Guthrie, an airline-- Si°11'atedi has 'assigned 'her for 
in the Murray area.
'the 1977 Indy 500. The car is The committee established
. _
useless.. —pttot's daughter. who
t.




are in the process for dating
all information for the new 1977-1978
Calloway County Local Phone Directory
it Will Be Distributed Free To All Homes In The Toll Free Area
t- narStilenumerators ore-ctifrently-dalling_everyone listetho
be sure or to correct their-present--listings. If you cur-
rent listing isirierr"or plebse fill put the coupon at right
- to he_ sure you are. listed correctly.
YOUR COOPERATION IS GRIMLY MAIL TO: 
APPRECIATED BY AU LOPAAR INC.












'BRED INFIELDERS-The infielders to, lite„Ikerray Ststi Thereof finds this mason are top
row, left to right, Mike Colieehio, Robin Coeditor, Stet Giesler and Terry ROWS. IN rove _
just one hit in hie 4-1 win Over-
the Hilltoppers.
'the victory-gives Rijeat
record for the spring.
AR:fear runs by the 'Breda.
were unearned and, came in
*the_lop hesecond.. •
•
Rob Courtne; followed with
to score the first run of the
game.
were out, Bill Wagoner singled
base error. After two men
a single to put runners on at
Ca hey walked to fill the sacks
inning by reaching on e two-
Greg Tooley led off the
ri
and second then Mike
rnan. Al Luigs.
Luigs hit a wind-blown Po
- , The -victory over -the 'Bowling Green SaturdaY.
Hilttoppers leaves. Murray The Evansville southpaw,
d
By BOB GREEN feel I have the kind of He returned to the dreams
AP Golf Writer o garne that is suited to the of the game's major events -
- -GREENSBORO, N.C. (API major chaMptritiships. ft's_ a1.3 dream that is. at least one
-"Daftly Edwiircts looked-far
beyond his first career victory
- and he liked what he saw.
- "This is an end to what I've
worked for," the slightly-built,
25-year-old said after his
- front-running' four-stroke
- triumph in the Greater
• Greensboro Open Golf
Tournament. . •
consistent, solid game. I,ifeel .steploser now, His Sunday
like I have built a consisrent victory, 'the first "Of his three
game on a good foundation, year career, not only provided
learning to qualify, then make him with $47,000 from the total
the cuts, then play well. I feel purse of $235,000, it also:
it's a foundation that won't- -Gave him an exemption
crumble - will keepi me at a , from qualifying, his first, at
level of consistency. least through 1978.
"I've always set my goals - '-Put him in the. Pfestigioile
high. I'm thinking of a Tournament of Champions.
"It's an end - and it's a consistency in the major -Secured him a ticket to
beginning. It's a beginning to
the goals and dreams I have.
Now that I've broken the ice,
maybe the others will come."
And those goals are the stuff
of dream.
championship, maybe-letting Aegusta, Ga:, and this week's_ . „ . . • t ._ -
records of consistency .*.."* - - -Masters- the- ftrst time he's Felicia Pinner earned a first piece arul(..a pair of emend
He paused a moment. "Here been eligible for that exclusive places Saturday at the Paducah Tilghman Invitational Track
I am, I've just won my f•irst event, . Meet._ ..,. _
tournament and I'm talking Edwarda-biAll albur-alteke Pinner reebrded a 61.2-lo easIlywin the 440-yard dash, ballpark and _watched his As "B" team fared . better,
like thia.'„' -' _ "lead through the first three - In the 100-yard dash, Pinner recorded an 11.5 to finis& .2 - Rangers whip the Houston - beating the Milwaukee.* Tigers to a 5-0 victory that
•- , - . rounds and protected it with a -seconds off the winning pace set by Tilghman's Lynn Max- Astros 
11-7 - 'in _exhibition- Brewers 9-7 as Rich McKiimey snapped the New York
The tournament was played In the 220-yard dash, Maxwell recorded a 26.4 for first Luchessi arrived just in homer and a double. - streak. .
down the line in left and the
ball brought op the chalk. Not
only that, it also cleared the
bases and Luigs wound up on
second with - a three-run
double, the biggest hit of his
college career. •
Western used an error, a
walk and a passed ball to
score a lone tally in the third.
Rice, ' who fanned four
batters and walked five, was
- backed by two doubleplays by
the 'Bred fnfte_kl.
Luigs and Terry Brown each
had a pair of hits for Murray
while Wagoner and Courtney
also hit safely.
Sunday's genies with Brown
and Purdue- were rained out.
The 'Breds are scheduled to
play two today with Brown
and Purdue -and two on
Tuesday against Brown before
hosting Austin Peay Wed-
-The win at Bowling Green
gives Murray State a 20-4
record for the season.
Walker-lb 3 41. - 11
Wagonerdi 1 1 1
Courtney-U..,,, .. i   r__ 2 1 1




Totab • 14 4 6
Murray - -- US IS 4414
Western - 001 twf 1-1-1
At Tilghman Track Meet
solid, par' 72 in the last round. well.
_Ay mom BRANDON western division of the Ohio
Ledger & Times Sports Editor Valley Conference.
No matter how' lough yout At Clarksville Saturday,
pitching is and no matter how Middle Tennessee jumped to a
great the hittingThas been 4-0 lead in the tint inning-4,1k
going, there's one opponent Austin Peay--came back for a
wog, unbeatable: rain, • .9-4 win in a gime called after,
Murray State went 1-3 on the five innings of Play.
weekend, losing three times to. The win by Austin Peay
the rain. Otherwise; The -leaves the- Governors . and
Thoroeglibrede did panne to 'Breds with a._3-1 mark and
get a win in- an actual game, 'tied for first While Middle and
Murray took a crucial 44 Western are both 1-2.
Wrin over Western Kehtucky The stage for four
a rain-shortened sle inning-importarit games this' week.
game at Bowling Green, On Wednesday, the 'Breds
Saturday afternoon. Of host Austin Petty t6 a
course, _the second game was doubleheader. Then on
called Of and will -have _Saturday, Murray State plays- _
replayed- - Austin geiy.
month.. was all Andy Rice at
MI RR 11 11:11(.1-,It TIMEs
. under gray skies and the place while Piruier was Meted in 2‘.6.
• threat of rain that hUng over -Tilghman won the teamlitlewith_feM points...Melaka=
the wet and soggy. 6,P114-Yard girls were seventh as they had 15 points.; , • •
The Murray State women's




The host Salukis won with 95
points while Western Ken-
tucky was second with 88,
Murray State third With 44,
Southwest Missouri fourth
with 431/2 and Memphis State
fifth with 1242.
, Murray had two wins in the
meet.
In the 100-meter hurdles,
Karen Wilson-coasted to first
place in 14.5 seconds, winning
by almost a second over her
closest competitor.
The other first-place finish
for the Racer women came in -for fourth while the 880-
the two-mile relay. Kathy medley relay team of Michelle
Schafer, Carol , Schafer, Ivy Sowens, McFarland, Wilson
Chreste and Patty Bittel and Gates was fourth in 1:55.0.
combined 880-yard legs to Fifth places included a 1014
finish in 10:20. 51/2 in the discus by Kien
The Racers also had a pair • Coates and a 27.9 in the 220-
-.,• • yard dash by Michelle_
e aye
The Racer women will hostplace in that event while the
440-relay team composed of the Murray State Invitational
Karen Wilson, Dee Coleman, Friday at Stewart Stadium.
Susan McFarland and Lisa,Eleven teams will be entered
Brockett recorded a 50.8 for in the annual event,
• second place.
Murray earned three third
„ places. They included Mary
Jane Gates with a 62-6 in the
440-yard dash, Karen Wilson
time to watch his team stage a
five-run, game-winning rally
--IIS The s 
,
Inning. Bert --hilo Wered - nigh tit° on; --l'oliultY Jam hurled seven - -- '
Forest „oats . _Clnb The canowai,...0aliniy_. boys- 45e_Aut. _scp,g‘th_ta_intot. Campaneris, who helped powefjgg the Cincinnati Reds 'scoreless innings, helping the
with -an 11.7 Lit -the 100-yard course. - ' --- eturca i HIgtes boys-got-three-wits as Richie Richardson rescue' Lacheasi frnin Ran- to a 74 decision 'per in..-.-LnsiAngeleageis Dodgers-beate4. HtheT_dash and Brenda Wefden- He won it with a 276 total, 12 took a fifth by clearing 5-11 in the high j while Henry
die's blows last Monday, Philadelphia Pliillies. --
caffemia An
jump. challenged twice, both times Only AS members of the Tigers made the trip as track Warren Crornartie's knee in singles,' leading the Seattle
Wayne .• Garrett scored op Stein drilled a triple/and two •benner with a 17-0 in the long under par, and was only delivered a two-run double inGreer was fourth in the 220-yard dash in a time of 24.2.
the sally.
- Fourth places included - by George Burns. • ------; mason isnot yet in hill swingat Murray High. , . The game was marred by the fifth * inning- and three Mariners to a 6-1 victory over
Glenda CaWbro with g,19:23 in Burns tied for second at rn_ The regular track season ftlr Murray Higkis seheduled to injuries to 17' fans when a ' Montreal pitchers combined the Clevelandindiann- _ ,
the three-mile run, Kathy with Larry Nelson. Each had a - - - -vtalkway section caved in at --to blank New Yorketifive hies-- Hatil-Caraw andl.arry Hide _Tuesday at Mayfield -
-Schafer with a 234.4 in the 72. Grier Jones birdied his Iasi- Calloway Driller Park -in Tulsa, Okla.'s-tracieseason_
880-yard run, Susan Mc- two holes.for a Mk and fourth at , Joining the Laker boys and g:rls in the meet Will be Crit- ofthe walkway
Farland with an 11..8 in the 100- 281. Dr.. Gil Morgan was next _tenden. County and Lone Oak. The meet WO be held at oceurred when rain stopped
Yard-- -dash,- Calaheo----with a_ at -70.oj2. ttetalesem shot-FfeLeturray High, as wed home_ealiee.seaciiineesikeiaapcint __- the game In the inning.
12:50.2 in the two-mile run, and was at 284. , , . The fans sought cover under a
and in the high jump, Gates Defending champion Al i rt, ..., •
and -Sherri Trammel both Geiberger • shot 71-284 and,. -- -ife • -S 
. . grandstand sectidn and the
recorded personal bests of 5-1
to tie for fourth. -
Two relay teams finished
fourth. The mile-relay team of
'Win--Over Kingwith $5,660, became the .
game's 13th $1 million career
winner. He now has $1,004,835. Really Not 'That Easy
Kathy Schafer, Bittel, Chre.ste Best .Time
'and Gates recorded a 4:21.8
Preliminaries will begin at 9
a. m. with field events set to
Start at 11;30 a. m. The finals
in the running events get
underway at 1 p. in.
StIbw Date, Time 8 PM april 11
Show Location MSU FIELD HOUSE
Tickets Available :inset MaskStudent Activities Office
ATLANTA (AP) - Kathy
Folds, a 14-year-old high
school freshman, has turned
in. 4;55.1 time in the mile run,
ths)tfastest time for a girl in
Georgia's history.
Miss Folds, a student at
Russell High School in East
-an Atlanta uburb,
track meet Friday. tier time
was 28 seconds faster than the
state girl's mile record, 5:23.1,
turned in by Kristi Hannah of
Lakeside High School in last
year's state meet.
Miss Folds' time is not
recorded as a state record
because those can beset only









Bank al Murray 61




Peoples Bank - 551/2
Murray Theaters 501/2 531/2
Shirley' 441/2 591/2
Paradise Kennels   43 61
Hospital Pharmacy 42 62
Murray Calloway Hosp. St Sli
Dixie Cream Donuts 34 70
TesniGame isei
Johnson's o 1100
Beauty Box  753
Beauty Box  743
- • High lbam Game ( HC)
Bank at Murray 1056
Johnson's Gro 1036
Dennison Hmt   _ 1004




High rewisi; .iiei (RC) -
Janina Gro. 23311
Bank of Murray. 
Corvette Lanes 
High Int Game (SC) '
Ethelene McCallon 
AP Sports Writer
Chris Evert's 6-0, 6-1 victory
over Billie Jean King in their_
first meeting since Ms. King's
comeback may have looked
like an easy triumph. But the
22-year-old tennis queen says
the match was a mental
in the firial love set.
In a World Championship
_Tennis tourney in London,
Dibbs won Britain's biggest-
ever prize - $30,090. -He
controlled the match most of
the way but * yielded oc-
casionally to the 72-year-old
"I really didn't know how to -
feel playing Billie Jean,"" Miss
Evert said after her victor)
Sunday in the finals of a
$110,000 international tennis
tournament. "The name'
'Billie Jean' and what she's
done in tennii, is very in-,
timWating."
In other tournaments, Bjorn
Borg of Sweden -beat
Guillermo Villas of Argentina
6-4, 1-6,, 6-2, 6-0; Eddie Dibbs-
defeated Vitas Gerulaitis 76.
6-7, 6-4 and Brian Gottfried
L ousted Roscoe Tanner 3-6, 7-5,
n • 6-3.
43 In the women's competition
44" at Hilton Head Island-, -B.C...
*- Miss Evert claimed-the $25,000
du, top prize with her usual
thrust style, _ -
In the _semifinal singles of
the $150,000- Pacific Southwest
Tennis-Championships, top-
seeded Gottfried continued his
hot streak by beating-Tanner
and was to face fourth-seeded
Gtan Smith in today's finals.
Sinith eliminated 22-year-
old Peter Fleming 4-6, 6-4, 6-4.
-The tournament's top
doubles team of Bob Hewitt
and Frew McMillan of South
Africa rolled over Americans




The best medicine in the
world for a baseball manager
is a victory.
And there just what the
Texas Rangers gave- Frank
Luchessi upon his return from
thehospIteSuelay.
Luchessi, who had been
"hOspitallzed as a result of a
fight with Se-Coed hase.man
Len Randle, returned to the
walkway collapsed under too
much weight. No one was
seriously hurt.
In other spring training
action, Al Cowens hit a grand-
slam homer in the eighth
inning to break a tie and carry
the hot Kansas City Royals to
a 7-3 decision over the
Iltiltirnore Moles: The vic-
tory was the Royals'. seventh
straight.
Luis Melendez lined a two-
run double in the eighth in-
ning, leading the San Diego
Padres to a 6-5 victory :over
the Oakland A's. The Oakland
Cardinals beat the Pittsburgh -
Pirates 2-0. The Pirates' "B"
squad edged the Toronto Blue
Jays 3-2 on a two-run single by
Fernando Gonzales in the
sixthinniek
, • Chet Lemon's run-scoring
.single in the ninth inning off
relief- ace Bill Campbell
enablet the Chicago White Sox
to edge the Beaton Red Sox 4-3.
Ben Ogilvie hit a two-run
heeler to pace the Detroit
knocked in two runs with a Yankees' four-game winning
Ken Griffey smashed a Rick Monday and Steve
grandslam and George Foster Garvey slugged homers and
as the E nipped the Meta each ht two-run homers in
1.4. Rookie right-hander Mike minaMota_ 's five-run third 
Krukow pitched seven shutout inning, helping the Twins beat
innings and Ivan DeJestLs z the Atlanta Braves 12-8.
Masted two triples, pacing the--_--- - --
Chicago Cubs past the pn AUTO RACING
Francisco Giants 3-0. - DA R.L1NG TON , S.C. -
Ted Simmons hit
,
 -soliv- -Derrell Waltrip -won his his' '
homer and Keith. flernandez first Grand National auto race
scored on an error in the as he captured the $156,185
fourth inning-as the St. Louis Rebel 500.
The Murray Women's
Softball orgenitationter'
meeting for The, terMer4
season will be Wed-
nesdaY,' April 6, al 7:00 p.
at the Murray City Hail. •
All persons interested. in
playing the leagues including
players and coaches are in-
vited and urged to atteet4








Mils Evert said afterward.-- I won the giant slalom at ,the
need to play more opponents $40,000 Hawaiian Tropic pro
I'm afraid of and have respect ski hampionships and din-Zendrireerrwir for.  .
Ethelent hkeallon1 ' 518 Ms. King said she Was Pro Chartil'XrishiPe
High lpirSerles (SC) -- --- 
- . - -'-
' ched his second straight World
Jeantte W1Iliains • 501 ., . .... ,.., „ ,
Mita Goodman ' 493 pleased to have advanced to
1161 • 
GENERAL -
Big e Ind. Series (HC) , the finals but that she hasn't - GLACE BAY, - N.S. ' -Vicki Grintre. .. s 
Jesnette Williams:  630 regained the , mental' Mickey Roach, ST, a--hockey
riA 'toughness required to win big star in the -early' part of this
points. - ,...
In the finals of the -Nice"- THOMPSt,e17,-, -Conn. - ' '- , . , - . More,- „: ,
France, Grand Prix. Borg 'David Peterson of Lynnfield, - .__. seemed befudctled by • the Mass., was killed , when his
.
sluggishly for two sets. But he- .into a light pole duringa 30-latt ', . • 
Carroll Volkswagen.Audiolic...warm weather and pi/Wed modified stock car smashed .
. The Audi 10013 is a calleetoes car An Audi Attith every-
thing A cat loaded with standard features ytitrtreght.expect
to pay 'iewAfelefeiritooversteering,-Power twalf,es=foelAnyamon,
Electric rear, .,vindow.defcigger. Tinted glass And teel-belted-
rodi ols. .
patient baseline game,
placing her shots deep in the
corners and holding Ms. King-
far away from the net.
It was Miss Evert's 106th
consecutive- victory on clay
and her first match against
,Ms. King since 1975 at Wim-
bledon when Ms. King • beat
her in a semifinal match; Ms.
King has been out of singler
tournament play since _Olen _
and made her comeback
recently after recuperating
from knee surgery last,
October. 
And the Options thot Moire this Audi, stand opott are
avollable at less than half their regular sticker priCe. A choice of
'2 special rhetoric-colors. Air.conditioning: Automatic trortsmis-
sion. And deluxe wheel c-..,ers.$1100 worth of optians for only-
- $495. - -
All of these features ore cornbned with-the choroderistits
. -7-C-8R:11=9E044G c111-440:1",- pPliakflalhIMICP meal haodlr 
Beautiful' craftsmonShip. And precision Getman engineering.




2'.4. • ,.. 1 the norne Audi.. And
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manufacture and *dealer sold, edification in better feeding 50 or more tons. Feed mills
the feed 'on a basis of "let' the practices. 'have become tinge operations—
"Myerliei-vare." t* 1041te ersirtiles2aFiltenlid-rnanif,the-feeds'art-ntivi
was described in 'Experiment., "why" of feed control is specialized comp_uterized
Station Bulletin 131, published demonStraTerly- ail incident mixings.
in 1907.and which read: - • that occurred -in the early teeidge-ve,c.- the 1,dinnie in'"Feeds are adulterated with 1450's. it began when a rail- single sales, each 4111 ,91e_ kitedcom cob Meal,- rite hultsr'Corn !bad -car loaded with- "animal- - • -
bran, peanut Mills ami even feed'' was "spotted" Ott a in no way gives a full indica
sawdust', 'c'ottonseed meal is siding beside a Kentucky feed tion of thenumber of analyses,
being adulterated With cotton- manuracturing plant. An that -are- made and reported.
seed Iiilti,---ahtrina nr ciii
--feedt-ane-atinint. entirely-tom- 3ci vice was-on-hind tO sample dent today. itis n!ii all, rare
program 'helps to ensure that
medicated: feeds are both safe
anfeftettiVe to the cd
animal and safe to the con-
sume of livestock products.,
-At -one time the concentra:
ton Of the - Feed, Reaulatory
Service livestuck :feed-
but" today 'Ake saniPlings and
nenfilirttnifilfrIttre tither
animal feed production. One-
example is the pet foods-some
600 bra ndi -being on die
market in Kentucky. _
a erson Speaks
He made of a sample and a fullLegillature in 1906. The•objec- by -products Of factories invoice as "animal feed."
At Class Meetin
tiverof 4e-taw were iteoized 'making oat Meal and offered as issued-a -sto 1p-sa e ordeLbeeause report given to the militias, .Rtutdill Pat t er son ,
-president -of the Dees Bank ofin an early Experiment Station superior feed for cattle, horses, he found the bags bore no label turer and the dealer in less than
was principal speakerbulletin-72nd they have etc." -- ' as to the name of the product two weeks after the sample Halal, Prin
are Adult Farmer
rernainidanthinged. _ . -. '-=-Fierlis at -thal' time'sinWit-thIliiirediints-..-Witilites ,orarriVelHird""abell"rrl'- . 7- — dinner_ , mecting
' --,-,..... - —a.-.-_; , .., • _:-
Special repots on feeds One objective is "to require bear the same narne, but there the contents of the bags were -
periodically to -the Class held at the Colonialall feeding stuffs to be labeled, the similarity ended, for each -sent to the regulatory service issued House . Smorgasbord and&jug the name of --.th  feed,, _shipment , or purchase, could -laboratories for...analysis, After, e. manufacturer and to the . apattaared,hy the Dees B,ia.
rson who had the feed in This was the 16th annualthe name and address of the vary in extremely wide degrees. it was revealed" the product pepossession at the time of the, dinner of the class whieh is'manufacturer and the manufac- And the price was no indica-. contained 21 per cent ash,
Regulatory Service
Guardian of commercial feed stuffs
It ;doessi-1---hover like a
guardian -angel-but the Feed
--Refulafory Servin—g--thereii-
tucky. Agricultural Experiment
:Station has_hesn doing a lot of
"guarding" -far seven decides.
The office of Feed Control
is heading toward - its final
quarter of its firskcentury this
year, having celebrated its 713th
anniverstiry of existence in
- 41976. It was establiihed when
me- erithmetctar Vertteuritrot
Law was passed by the State posed' of oat* nulls and -the the shipment, declared on the fQ1 a complete analysis to be
nirir's .gUarantee ',Stating -Thi--!roiiiillheialue Of the feed. —
percentage of protein, fat and Prior to the time -the feed
fiber and the names of the control law came into exist-
ingredients_Jriturwincb_thelence, states bordering Ken-
feed is made." • tuckY had control laws: With
In the first 30 to 40 years of -'no such control in Kentuckr,-
existence of the service, tior-Ilie inferior feeds were distrib-
tests were limited to the-- utcd ,and sold in the --Common-
. proteirr, fat and, -fiber con, "wealthr'''
. -- tents-tint 'in mole recent. There is a constant search
: decades the- service hai' been' for violations of the feed law
"picking up different things" today-inn there . is also the
_ in the' content tests-such aspect of teaching the feed
-thTilii. as- calciuM, Phosphorus . btly193-11teArifportkice Ortead-
be Feed .Regulatory , Service dISand salt content. '  . - ing the tags and checking the _Products that could not
preventive type of trend in banking--- --A-second obiective listed •io ingredients to be certain  .they II for feed. The • disttlbutor lictually 'a. rattl wituas emit  Dr. Jack Rose, - supeiiii=the early-bulletin is "to protect are-getting thernost-ftom their of-Alle-Ptoallel, 144:1---c-OmOined-111-6. g - - - Pe gut$ -
into the plant or mill to'do the tendent a Call°waY CmintYthe consumer .against inferior feed. dollar, - An emphasis is all the efeinents and called it Schools, spoke briefly relatingand adulterated feeds," while a maintained nn being -the "animal feed." Thp entire sampling-25 per cent of the that calumny Comfy Schools,total field time°of thethird-is "to protest the menu- "watchdog'-with- the labora- shipment was eventually were troprcoring .nicely and.---- - fs-crunit and-de-ate -a-galitsr d&----Wriet of the regirlatcny SeiSke-41illoYsed--of -Arnde-federal insPeC100 now 'being-occupied that-,./-inT fact, the county -
"hone i t co m pe t i t inn." The tonstandy checking the feed; -tact Maori: - - ---'in -'the-inaPeemeit'ef--ntantlfac-- schools were the 
secondturing practices in. the plants fastest,grewing school istrict-- -fourth-Ls- "to promote-tr :'re-.stuffs_ Tot "truths" in labeling.- . .. Both ..laboratori findings 
Matte up largely of ground sampling=9remelY the- feed conducted by carman Parks,
limeitode and sand. Micro- dealer or the farmer-and once agriculture teacher at
_scopic examination showed the a year the Experiment Station canoway county High School.
presence ,of..-eyeee_eiteps, the ,publishes a bulletin hating all .. --pattersnn related that the
Meal Of the caJoa bean and of the analyses made in. the prosperity- of the bank very
-other. Reins. Cocoa shells are previous year.
poisonous to most livestock. .- . Better than 87 per cent- of
In addition,- the:probing of the -samples analyzed meet the
the makeup of the ..'feed' guarantee. _Those that fail to
revealed it included feed bag meet the guarantee for a nutri-
clelninp,; discarded pie crust ent component vary consider-
mi it.., low germinating seed, ably in their deficiencies It is a
elevator cleanings, herd candy, rare exception for-a Sample to
livond kidi.cy beans andotlfer, be greatbr out of line ' The
closely related with the
progress of the farmers in the
past sixteen years and was
financially stable. He told the
grOup that adequate money
was available for sound
financing operations, and
noted that financing was now
available on an equal basis
with men and women - a new
tina1useqf feeditigstuffs--."- -With the public becoming-more-witcl-mtefeseePle-ellatYses COM- - in the stated. being .eleeaded-
- The tegulatOty, service came knowledgable about the feed Prise -the determining factor in . The Feed Regulatory only by Bullitt County.
ng In-the -1880's-wheir-ingrectients and Meiniportance--the-deteeting of elefietencies-in Service- Ilas "1"Per41ve-PMf, - Members in attendance with
acts were adopted Tiy-tkelegii? of the feeding of the v-iiiiety Of feeds, Chemical - anal • has- rant -with the-Federal -Food -their -wives including hrs.ysis - 
lature to govern the -sale nc feed substances at the proper become increasingly important. and Drug Administration: The Randall Patterson and WS.
.• eolumercial_ fetthizers, _Tlw,„4„tipes..„..mw significauci .find, thAiyalues of druss, div_isi_0.11 in the past year con Jack Rose were Messrs and
expansion of the regulatory been placed On the function.ni -A-tartans and minerals that have ducted 723:17KetiFinTso-rWed-44eedentes- Tolbert -Story,
. laws began in 1898 when the the regulatory service. The - become vital in formula feeds, mills to determine-ampliance Darrell Wilson, James E.
Kite Food_ Law was passed,:_la b at o ry findings are . Certain elements in combi- with Good Manufacturing 
Erwin, Milford Orr, Elisha
-Then in 1904 came the -Pule important- in the determiningnation may his toxic-and-more Practice Regulations for medi Taylor, Hildred Paschall, R.
'Seed Law and in 1906 . the of the nutrient conterit and the and more synthetic ingredients cated feeds. Kentucky current- 
M. Vance, Rex Enoch and son, 
Commercial Feed Control Law. nutrition of . the. feeds-not are found in feeds, which- 1Y -has- -about -350 commercial •
makes the lot of the chemist in mills that manufacture custdrnPrior to that time the feed only for the purpose of ferret-
mix or registered medicatedthe lab more complicated. ;buyer was '"on' his own." 'Irhe ing out violations, but also for
feed. The GMP programThe volume of feed sold in 
Kentucky has grown to requires ,feeWmanufacturets-tb
employ adequate.. production775,000 tons per year. Basic-
ally, the feed business has-gone and control .procedures in the
from the sale of feed by the manufacture and distributibn




YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED THAW





How much can I contribute to
my IRA?
;
Federal-law allows a maximum annual con-
tribution of $1,500 or 15% of wages, whichever is'
less. Of course, smaller amounts 'can be con-
tributed each year.
What happens if I contribute
too much in any year?
If you contribute more than the -maximum
allowable in any year, a 6% tax will be imposed
on the excess contribution. The tax will continue
to be imposed until you "undercontribute" in a
later year.
Are my contributions tax
deductible?
For Federal income- tax purposes, con-
tributions to an IRA aie fully deductible from
gross income up to the maximum allowed by
law. You-can deduct your contribution even
though you don't itemize deductions
We would like the opportunity to dL4cuss with you, ,
first hand, how such an account might benefit yea.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
. YOUNG ADULT CLASS—the Young Adult Farmer
Class annual banquet was held recently at Seven Seas.
The dinner was sponsored by the Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association. Front row, left to right.
from the PCA office, Richard Price, Anita McCallon, and
Keys Keel New officers are, back row, leh to right, Bill Ed
Murdock, secretary-treasurer, Jim D. Kelly, president,
and Richard Jones, vice-president. -
NEU CONCORD CLASS—The annual banquet of the
New Concord Adult Farmer Class was held recently at
the Colonial House. The dinner was sponsored by Hut-
son Chemical Co. Front row, left to right, Pat Wilson
who was elected secretary-treasurer; Bob Wilson, new
PreSident.-Back row, Dan Hutson of Hutson Chemical,
Ike Allbritten, elected vice-president, and Billy Smith, of
Hutson Chemical.
Steve, R. V. Page, Jessie Fox,
Gerald Paschall, Adolphus
Myers, Willie Vincent,
Wallace Lassiter, and Frank
Turner. Also attending were
Carmichael White, John
Morgan, Randy White, and
Randy Overcast. Guests in-
cluded Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Alton, Mr. and Mts. James
Raspberry, Brenda Overcast,
and Mrs. Carman Parks.
A Diawivar TIO -
1r901 eMilaida
111,1818Cothaa-of Asetaultura
Choose canned foot' size
according to your .nepds.
React_thelibil as a guide-to
how many cups per can size
yeu-cancottnipn,_ _
Look for the word "En-
riched" on labels . of white
bread,hamburger and hot dog
buns. Enriched bread- as
MTV'S tithes mare Fon an __
vitamins than_ unenriched
bread.
-tOk the liM__/eft over
from baked ham ,or picnic.
Cook it with dry beans, peas
or _Igulda_fpr.,a hearty _soup.
Often the 'bone has -bits of
meat left on it that add both






held recently in Louisville.
-The
riceieveviendntGa.selivoewraayl
The Blalock and White
Jersey Herd received the Top
Efficiency Award for.. hosed
size of.100 or_iniffe cows. This
is a very nice award and is
based on the progress the herd
has made as well as the
current blood lines that the
herd is using in their breeding
Program.,
Keith and Tim Letterman
won the Top Jersey
Production Award again this
year for the third time in a





Alene Paschall's cow won
First Place in the Two Year
Old Jersey Class for her milk
and butterfat production.
L. V. Jones won Third Place
in tbe-state for his outatandiag
work as Calloway County D.








This mi paid fir
Joan Cookies bed,
iJ 7 l. .AL6_moi
NewTrudan 6
Higher Yielding Hybrid Sudangras
Trudan 6 is a new improved summer grass. A cash crop
producing extra dollars for you in beef or milk. Hight
palatable feed that will help you keep your feed costs in
line. Excellent green-chop, hay or haylage. See us- soon
for NK summer grazing crogis.
• Regrows rapidly in
hot weather
_• Protein runs 1.2%. to_
15%. Tr..m.,up 68%
• Fine stems and prolific
tillering increase
palatability


















Rere it is . . International's New,
Most powerful of the Series 86 models,
the 1586 is the tractor for the than who
demand.; maximum productivity, along
with the ultimate' in a comfortable
working environment. It's the kind of
tractor you tin litetattf bulld your entire
crop production-system around Every
possible feature is included to make
sure its high engine horsepower is fur-
- ned intp full workpower in the field. The
_rugged planetary fmal drive system
assures efficient use of power, and it
cushions the Toad on all drive train com-
ponents. What a combination. This new
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Getting the most out of your
• renovated pasture
by Warren-C. Thomosop, .
Now that most of the wring takes about 4 to.6 weeks for a to seed; when you do. it thin,s_
e been Made, - good covet toierni and the field. the 'anset for next year.
farmers are beginning -to idon- is ready for the second round of After the first fall freeze—nor-
der how they can get the most grazing or haymaking. For those malty -late October to early
feed, ineatandingic from their ---seedings made &tett March ,1, November—harvest the resit
:efforts this year and next And the first ceoplor hay or heavy due. If it is a sparse growth, you
fhanyare concerned about seed- 'grazing should be ready by may prefer to graze it. But don't
incfr they -made last .Yeat, too- around June 15. If seeded graze it too heavily while the
Here is the best -way to use earlier or later, judgement on grounel is wet. If. haying- condi-
the neWily renovated fields this the cutting and grazing pattern lions are good, why nciotore it7
-VOL- Be. slue fa keep , _410_ ganjae_ arliesr9d .11C.C40141)•-
-grazed short so that the legumes the first crop le harvested about
have a chance' to 9e1 gif ,to a dune 15, the second crop should
good start': However, cattle be ready (depending on rain)
should be taken off the field about Augilst- - 1.,11-mth1rei env
when they start biting the tops then should be ready about mid-
°tit of the legumes. Normally it- septernber. Dot* ter the cm/ ty---rt--01"bout two weeks after
e first b,lootri appears.' Re-
mining -cuts can be irside -at
fqurto six t.veek intervals.. If you
are feeding' this hay to dairy
cattle, make-the hay harvests
four or five weeks apart to get
the highest-quality feed.
Should you choose to graze,'
you sbould be able to turn cattle
on- the field at four week inter- .
vats. Be sure to, make the last It'sPe-1°"- I."' Ole 1-4-d vflf rs"-Y
harvest by _
Then,lf there's sufficient growth Service. Th e nnually
at the-,first freeze, take the resi- partleipate in II:entre! sessents
due bff.to reduce smotherieg to keep able:1st the nut '
EViEVitit
Farm Profit Bulletin 0 37s :
Plan for wet weather.,
When the weather Just won't cooperate you need the
PTO-dr.nien Lely-RoterrAt enables you to begin preparation
of your seedbeds at almost the moment you can drive -Your
tractOr without getting stuck...
"Millions of acresflaw testect-thr-siesrlirrsOrinciple Of the
Roterra€)'-cluring good and -bad weather and in all Sipes 
of
soils Think about.theanirfiners.and flessbility you wiTI-hi've
duilnwi,ritscal planting periods You'll get taster germination
a better crop start, a consistent stand and improjed 
yields
You'll have even greater. timeliness and flexibility, when you
_spray, Mt: incorporate and plant in the .same trip wsth a
-Lily-STIP SystemTM Wilrincrease !slanting Capacity of,,,
your 'current tractor and' planter t r times
-
-See a demonstration go the Lely-Roterratt and the lely-STIP
- -Sisiern
You'll learn to save trips and bank on the results.
For information on where you can see tbe Lily STIP
System confect McKeel Eqviammitioisy.
MAY !kb& Equipment
Co., Inc.
683 HAW, Murray, 713-3062
It also rssellerirt teen
chore` iiiva
fine forage silage.
The second year. harvest pat-





DINNER HELD—The annual dinner for Calloway County Young Farmers was held
recently at Seven Seas Restaurant here. Guest speaker for the event was Gliloway
County Judge Robert 0. Miller (second from left). The dinner is sponsored annually by
Hutson Chemical Company and Ellis Popcorn Co. Representing Hutson Chemical at
thetfinner, which was alltiffeeirWaficiroximaitely 75111sers-difs; was Billy Smith, left,











responsilii111). servqie ,111.I,4 0Jun t home 
min;etily and 
tic., University ol Kerr-
. .s..kx cathedritatpitteortiopfarthetmerneft rige or-theu.
inyectots ,:seive. —Vet).
pot lani need In 
tor. Fresh meat prepackaged
Third and fourth year f red recent. proeedin es and le_gula- 
for self-service may be stored
St4l'icsesti.11.:thtn." the refugerator in the
However, if there are four to six the tick! wink is 
odaryiginals... wraPplii -for tWOclover is-always Rilestl°'1031e- ' tioirs reiipirerl. in collate...title s. "In -(,-me states the
ol iv 
healthy plants. per square foot,
after the first cut, chances are 
tory, ,svstem7in 
_good for- continued production. , •• ,-file 
inspe,-.:tots Is
3f_ there are fewer plants. you ". license. e aim 
insps.r.t • • • -ailed 'Consuitier.
-
should take the fiat e4t_off ai milk buyeis. testeec 
hay early, ,then go 'to another .and-hauleis Of i'aSV-lartit inn. - hi . 'Keittisay.-- lifele is a
cropif the land is used in a crop These same inspecisirs ..te 1,1w ‘-ovcring regulation
rotation ciyele. Ilthe fieldis to be', ea t 11 e r saMples, data- and , . teed; teitilia.ei , seed and
used- Ini,'-̂earaintieus-peeituie---(7ryetie- - fay--
production, renovate . regularly reetilatums Of feed, ictirli/. , pki,41414.:eis .S.± .ltr the ae.0...urae-ii'
on--e-three-to four' twit-' ` ,atiu see di•s--la TIT, it riie7 -: ri-F-oirsirsts.--bitielite,... ii•2-1111-1:14a-
arourid basis. . ' - - - ,
Don't overlook fertility. If your througnout 
Kentucky. 1... iion -Hid oilier specili-satior.i/s
fields needed phnsptykre,and ... if, assigned Ito illi area iii ,,, 1!..ittlin.,!. Ike ---pThilticis 'in-
patafshirt seedhig and -the' far. - sta,tei-thiLtespoUsibility-cie,r,. .vcifyeal.-., Ntra,,Ns..,:. -i -.....cexpt:I
nt.it  --
age has been removed by graz- lug a number of counties l' ... - "Iliel :101e. the inyeetois
irig, or for hay or silage. fertility ce ii prise the individual .1 - .: a i.c I call i ti silt:cling . llq:
levels will be reduced accord- Recently the iirspc,;..•, pe,iple,..In 'each iieltistry- on
put On Materials for one year- 
received. training oilli-iii:...,1, diet, compli.itice.to theriegu-iegly. Eitlx test again or, if you
when. you renovated, 
01... milk-la' analysis tisc, ... a ions r seem. 0 prolco'• '' 3 1 1. d t ' • -
same rates tar --,ea--5- falowing.-
use-111e- -Kentucky milk buyeis. -l•-.: di ,ii iii du sity,".....he said:-
year. The original lime treat- "min-IL se
ssions were L. [ - " Lucy not. Only- inSpeCt Well.. .
ment should hold- for f or ductetl - in the •Uiriveisit. .. 
gathei importaet intuited -
more years.  Kentucky Regullesoey Se,s -,. We, bet  seeed ee.,,,y hour
s I-
, . labriratsnles in the hem u,..,.. year in teaelniu.,:- and assisting
Warren C ThOmpsor•Ss a lorrner. Uttar- Experiment Slati011 - Buil,i,... • those they WOrk with in the
sir, of Kentucky Forage Extension pe.- . ' 
. - A
on ilie campus ot Lis •, indu,sity With any eXpertise.ckdist. He is currently MonolerO/ Forage -
Marketing for Mardi American Plant College of Agrietilla! the inspectors may have in
that. particular held.- .Breeden, Mission. Kansas 66205
Buy an all steel Butler Farm Building now at a special price. A
40' x 75' x 14' Butler Farm Building in colored walls with a
20' x 13' double slide door erected on your concrete for the
low price of...$8500:




-----etw,Hk**Weeit41 . the Ree '
tory -Service% milk- .pwg







Paid for by the candidate
Ti-iit) titian, as the milk, •
progfarn.,,iAendinator, noted,
the additional . training tlfe't.,e,-_
- sessions.  inspectors 1 ecently ieeeived
-Bill. Robe' tsop - of Mu! on tTiliWfat testing wilt make
-in -Calloway County, is orIc
, the, nine inspectors. His --
consists , of • 1_1 couritie.
chiding Calloway. I.
(":lisle, Fulton, Craves. IL,
•
each inspector -more knowl-
edgable in dairying -and more






INSPECTOR IN TRAINING—Bill Robertson of Mur4y, - --
one of nine inspectors for the University of Kentucky
Regulatory-- Service; is 'seated at a milk-fat' analysis •
machine in a laboratory of the Regulatory Service during
a .recent training session conducted for the inspectors.
Looking on is Edward C. Troutman, the coordinator of
the Regulatory Service's milk program, who conducted




KIRKSEY CLASS—The Kirksey Adult Farmer Class of
the Murray Vocational Center held its annual banquet
recently at the Colonial House. The dinner was spon-
sored by Peoples Bank. New class officers and banquet
hosts are, seated, left to right, Boyd Norsworthy, vice-
president David Palmer, president and Kenneth Melvin,
secretary-treasurer. Standing, Harvey Ellis, PeopleS Bank,










- And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS .WHEAT---
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalla Seed Com
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
'Railroad Ave. Murray, 4..753-3404
Don Bost, Owner -- Bobby—Meador, Mgr.
t our Direct Hot-Line to Farm Machinery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299 
SPRINGTIME VALUES:
GOOD NEWS!
A NEW SERVICE TO
FARMERS OF THIS AREA!
ALONG WITH ALL THE OTHER
FINE SERVICES OF TOMMY'S





FOR THIS AREA -
MP ED AILS ON Y UR E D
WE DON'iwiiiiirr AZOOT gin COM^EritION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION Of HIGHWAY 121 & SEDALIA ROAD - HAYFIELD
PHONE 247-6020 - AFTER 5:00 P.M. - PHONE 753-7452
OPEN FROM 7:30 A.M. MONCAY THRU SATURDAY
,
PAcE 10 THE MURRAY Ky , LEDGER I. TIMES, Monday, April 4 1977




 12.93 11551 - Gaddie,Oordon 599 14645 - knuckles, Bryce E. Jr, 
.,. .5.67 11641 -7 darland, Carl 
• ' 5  67:. ‘
12.93 ' 11669 - Garlandt.John_Eurie II - . 203-.33 14651 = Koch, Robert D. 241.40 82.24 7687 - Boyd, Tony T. - 
11671 I- Gail-and, John S.. 73.54 '14689 - Kruse, Howard A. 




.230.52 - 1167r.ii- igid, .fcirin---itlers- '. . 135.90. 1470V--- Kutchinski, John B • - 
.- 
995 .t.
.  36.80 11683 --darland, Paul . 34.77 . 14725 LaffertY, Dan J. 
.
769
........... 5.99 11760 - Gelsinger, Tionald 0. 6.32 14800- Lampkins, Derrell -1048 -Compton, George . . . .... . . . . . . . ... _ _ ... .511.24 7819 - Brewer, Dorothy L. .
- - 567 -4-1801--Gibbvtist-baviii FT, oelltferiie   822 14809-Lance RonalcL   
 _ ____, . _....7..85_
832 • 11807 Gibbs, *Jesse  • - -- - - - -- 832 - 14817 - Lane, Gaylen 
17.56- 1)70 - Crider, Rowland L.  ' .18.31 7858 - Brittain-, J. B.
1208 - Cunningham, H. L .; .. . 26.30 7894 - Brookover, Riehard
- 
632
1216 - Cimningh.airt, Theodore R. 33.63 7895.7 Brookover, Richard . ... . ... ..28:.17:65-33 .., 11836451 -13i.._ adrywilterceivantacelbaell : A•  .. , '699 T.-14839- Lapp, Arthur C. ....-, 765
. 
5.67. 11889 --Gotiwirr, Joe E. 
.10.29 . 14922 -.Lawrence, Era ... ,
8  96 14923 -7:Lawrence, Eva ,  -- 
8321260 - Darnell, Wayne 11,, 62.39 7899 -Brooks Broo , Homer L. 
1295- Dibble, jialph • . 27.74 .-' 7920- Brown, Dale --  , :-.- 863
- -. .6.99 11895- Goff .101i0 -  
21.87 11896 ,,c_Goheeri, 
26.15, 14937- Lawrence, Paul N. 
8  96 14965 - Lecompte, Carl , 
1340 - Dodd, William Dee   i -...• . . .. . . . . 74.21 7980 - Browning, F. George 
1403 - Drake, Werter Lewis III - "'' 90.18 7992,;- Bruce, Mrs. Logan 832
45.99 „ 11937 ,GOodwiti.. liu I A]   •107-49-7----14967 --Lodes, ClaudeP 
 ,
-moo - -119111-..-Gossott; Eifie-M;N.-• , ,- --..„ - , 
, -1961414 - Dunbar, Ella Est  -'• _11.67 7998-Brunner, Richard N ,
44.38 ' 11969 - GraddY. Manuel ' 18,22 15013 - Lee, Robert ;
  6.99- - 14995 -Lee Le , Jesse ...... . ... . . ., . .....fa. „ ,.... .....  ....... 6.99
 73.27 7359 - Billheirner, John* 
39.61 7409 -- Bishop. C. A.  
,449 -131arck. Rt•nnit•
' -7451 - Blackburn, Rokiert J.
 54-13 7508 -.Blixt; Dean C..
900 7541 -tiogand, ClUiries T.
 108.33 7592 - Bongardner, AeLee 
22.31 7619- Border, David 
 15.57 7653- Bowen, Kenneth, W.
 31:39 - Wesley
, 53.70 7661 - Bbwman, Michael S 
54127 7662 - Bowman, Michael Short
34,21) 3680 - Boyd, Leonard .
. . ......... 7: .100.88"7681- Boyd, Leotard 
59 58 -7699 - Braden, Given__ •
_ _9179 . 7756 7". Brandan. Jacki?  
- 6  34 7762- Brandon, John Marshall
7807 - Bray, Fred Jr
 160.428 ,110"25 --:Fa tase&d:LeHomil
209.94 11829 --larro_r,4wrence
3019 11042 -F.arris, Bobby Joe
899 11043 -Farri,s, Bobby Joe
2131..9:4 _ 1108512  :Fergaulkuson, Ja; msdewasDrti.
11130 - Ferguson, 11. W.
R.
12.05
• 71.11 11169 - Finney, Gayle
9  go 11182 - Fish, R. E. -• •
• 699'41228 - Floyd. Buries
143.83 11237 - Fogleman, John W:
.6.32 11323 --Voirtcli10.Jimmi
• .133.66 11326 -Fowler, James 4
•  164.29 11332- Fox. D. W." - -• .
_ 113717 Freeman,
1685 - Farris, Tremon P., Jr. 
„ 1710 - Eike, Bobby
I 711 - Fike, Bobby
1712 Fike, Bobby _ 
„ 41713 - Fike, Bobby 
1714- Fike, Bobby • 
• 1869 •- Gammons, L. D  - ....
1877- Gardner, Ronald James 
1968 - Gilbert, Vernon & Martha 
1452- Durrant, Marcia A 55.58 7999- Brunschwyler, John P.
. ,6.99 11970 -- Graddy ; Mariuel 
' _.4.961540 - Emerson, John Clayton - t --• - • 96.67 8000 - Brunschyler, John P. 
1611-..- Fair.A. 713 8015 - Brxant, Charles 
11974 - Graffia, Carl ..., __ 
6  32
 14.93 
 10.29-- 15032 - Lehman,John 
• 1628- Farley, Hugh L. 
1655 - Farris, A. S- 2714 8096 - Buhler, Loyd E. •
63.56 ' 8r03 L- Bullock, Ronald C 
 26.30 • 8053- Bucy, Don 
-  34.77 . 11961 7. Grihntn;Paul 
-;.. .32 12048 - GreenelCalte.th .
54 60 12000 -.-Graviett, Cif:. -8-z 1-1(V•othy' • ., 
.  11.37 15067 - Lewellyri, Lavvrence T. 
 10134 -** 15087 - Lewis, Melba 
 6.99 15033 - Leighton, Andrew J. , _






 • . 12083=_qreer,Jcsse Mackie 
.. -, 26,82 15139 -Littan, Dorude W 
. ' .6.99 15149 - Lively, James E. Jr
309.41 ' 15094 - Liddell, Oscar B. 
-  1611.691
_ .5126 s. _12082 -.- Grier, Jesse
12096 - Gregory,,Mrs. Henry H. * 9.63 15150- Lively, Jetties O. 5  67 . 34.77
'18.22 15174 - Long, David A. • - 765
6753- Austad, Glee H. 
ERIFFS' 6772- Ayep, Harley R. Jr.6866 - Bakenbus, John F .••'*A. '.• 6871 Baker,Janies E. , 
••8885 - Baker, Robert.
ori•MOnday, April 25; 1877 at 111:06 A. Mat the Court -
House door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky expose to
pnhin•-sale to ttillighesi bider the felltiwing delinqbeattax
c"talint Oil whicha real estate, assessment appeals *the
• imperil includes the tix, penalty, Iheriff's service fee and
advertising-4.st). The claims sold become a lieu upon the
property described upon the face of the tax bill and are
subject to 12 per cent interest per annum.
(Signed-) MAL1WCE WILSON
• SHERIFF OF CALLOWAY.COUNEY, KENTUCKY
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Bill No. - Names Atneuat
37--Adains. John B.  -$31.62
• 196 - Allen, Kenneth 
218 - Bailey, Max E.
260 - Barger, Zt4ma J.
.332 7 Beaugard, Georgia 6  34
360 - Berry, Joseph -




550- Brain-ley, Charles  
652- Brown, Robert L 
1 - --659 - Brunner, Richard N 
695 -- Bukler, lloyd
742 --Cain, C. E.
836 - Cartwright, Joseph H. . . .
- 839 .7; Cash, Sharon Hall
893 -Boyd, Herbert H.
'956=CIWEdelle-M • "•••.-
962 - Coats, Terra
1036 - Collips„Willie B ........ .•. . ..... ... 17.62
696 Eli, .
8.32 • 1M8 - Elkins, Darrell
 mg 10689- Elkins Dwain
  j.. 10690 EarnestD: .
MAI .10725 - Elkins, V anon  
Ma- Dario, 04icarC 
718,1- Fleane, Rubena
- 7197 -,- Beetle, Archie&  •-r-•,*
7201 - Beck, Clifford,
7233- Bell 8g Overby  "
7237 Bell, Carl • 
7258 - Bellew, Belinda Sue• • 17.35 '10941 Evans, Wirt T    • . • 1135 14228 -*Jordon:Jr. Christine • 1.99




.13976 Jane's, Altai 
7297- Beran, David A.  
7301 - Berkholz,. Carolyn
7311 --- --Berry, Jerry M. &James S.
7313- Berry,,oseph N. 
7316- Berryman, Doyle
 274' a 7317 Berrymap,Doyle 
.,
31.62 814 Burks, Gerald MSG 
 66.23 g149.- Burkeen, Daymon L.-
31.62 8152- Burkeen, Eugene
 2097. 8198- Burkeen, Paul & Ruby 
• 76.87 8224- Burkhart, Harry A
2094 - Guthrie, Thomas Lee 
2124- Hale, Mrs. Mary 
• 2421 - Hook, Robert L. 
2513 - Hubbard, Louise 
, 2514 - Hubbard,. Louise 
310.6 - Lampkins, Hal David
3169- Lassiter Plastering Co. ....
, • 3389- Marvin, Juanita R.
3442 - McClain, Charles L 
3534 - McGeehee, Desiree 
3573- McKinney, Robert G. 
_ 3641 -Morgan, Terry L  
3825 - Mott, KOnneth 
3886- Musgrow, Gerdie L 
3887- Musgrow, Gerdie 
4104 - Pannell, Joe 85.82
4242- Pebbles, Roddie • - • 109.45
4351 - Powderly, Edward P- .t  83..64
4505- Reynolds, Charles H. •• 58.24
4785- Rutledge, Havana
4786- Rutledge, Pete 
4787- Rutledge, Pete Jr. 
• 4948-Shelton, Donakl E_ 
4965 - Shirley, Edgar
4967 -Shirley, Thomas E. 
5063 -Skinner, Aberline 
5086 - Smith, Bonnie" 
5168 -Spann, Guy 
5174 - Spann,'Joe H. 
5175 - Snannmloe H 
5176 - Spann, Joe H. 
5177 - Spann, Joe Hal 
5178- Spann, Joe Hal 
5179- Spann, Joe Hal 
5180 - Spann, 'Joe Hal 
5181 -Spann. Joe Hal 
• 89 - Sparks. Maggie Martin 
• 5195 - Spencer, jesse 
5359 - Summerville, Myra D . ' 
5777 - Walker, Harvey. 
5814 - Walls, Harold
38/7-= Walls:James 
5845- Ward,lannis 
5853-,.Ward, Vera Willie D. Reed 
5941 Wells, Oina 
5997 White, Mrs. Porter 
6195 - Wofford, Louise . . .6.07
6250 - Wright, Kent GLASS • 55.13
12100 -- Gregory, liobrt .101.61 • 
7 65 45129---Cyrisson, James-A.
632 • 12150 - Grogan, Guthrie -  6010 15204- Ilovett, David L • 766
12194- Gros, Leslie & Sandra . • 6  32 15210- Lovett, Kenneth A. '.„ 7  656.3 ' .+832 , ,:„I2212,-=-=-Guess, Mithaet - 1'27 15244 --: Finley, Orne& Alma ...=.- • 827
13218 -, .thiploil,,Cbadts.ItiLlIk'bertlawinft - ... . .  11131._ 15256 - Lowe, Kellie R. Jt -.........- -............._. • • 4467-
14,86
2177 - Harding, Bert - , 7  13 8378 - Cain, C„ E. & Steve McNeelay 28.16 '
12349 - Hall, Nakomis -- - ,-,_ • . .'„ . •_41.61 -15294 - Luebig, Margaret  • 6668379 - Cain, C. E. Jr. . 11.61
12358- Hall, Rey L. '. -' •••••... ... . .6.99 ---- -15.334 - Lyons, Luther  83.127  13 8400 - Caldwell, Morris Est 38.06 
 • 42 ,o__ 12395 - Hampton, Emily* 796 15348 - Madden, John Liston • 11.61 '--18-89 - 1404-=_Callibon, Ewin 
'`'"g''" • - -12402=-Hand1ey; tawrence - ---- - - g 32 . 15349 -.=-5• redden, Willtarn-E. & Imogene ---•-_-- 2531 - HughesiGlenda G'  .. _ *87-51 8446 Campbell.liurton_L- 
"--9' - -924-3-1-lemey;-ehories-er-Lilllaft-M. • -9,02„---._--1536.1 -.......111adison. Dennis Et ' , :..,.. , ._. .... 10.95 ' • 2628- Hynes, Aloyce & Barbara Jarred . , ., ...... , ....15.65 8454 -Campbell Campb , Frank , 16.90
 24.83 -- 1538.5 _-__Main, James L. • - 1-• 95 - t
. 
12438 - Hardison-,---Zilpha . : - --2686 - James, Kerry D •  • .42.27 8546 - Carricb, Letcher ,  8•96
12490 - Harp, Leon M.Sc.. _ ... .. . * 10.29 ' 15414 --Maness, Junior  .,.  _5.67 _., 2733 - Johnson, Fred R -•.--. .... .-.•.-.--.-.- ------„36.94 8568 - Clirroll, James E 765 
•„ .cn. 12492 Harp, Leen Sr.T. _ . ., - - . .. 63.48 15415 Maness,-Osear  18992749 Johnson, Perry Thomas .....  .. • ..... .... r..... . .33.15 8595 --, Carson, Pat I... 
3004- King, Owen  - - • -t -----' . - 12 99 8E40 - Carson, William-li 
• f . --.---...-`--_ ';..1.; 1,249-,:jiarper,-Dniis -- - ,  * • ', 711.2.8 15417- Maness, Robert , _- :...8.3212530- Harrington, Mackey C. ' 6  66 . 15424 'Manion, Harvey 8323033 - Knight, U. L 5025 8621 - Cary, Paul A . 7  65
38.06- Catet, Wage': M  
163 - 1253-V- Harris; Donald W. •  12.81 15426 - Willis, L. J. Thomas• .12557 -Harris, Willie-A , •am 15448 Manning, J.H 
-• 
ik:50......-...- ........... 40.32 8719 - ChamPion, Danny Steve   21.54•  48.27 ' 8770- Chatman, Linda S
52.92 • 8778 - Cherry, Gerald D.
 10.28 15195- Love, Philip L 666
12578 --11affy, CPT Robert E. 15453 Manning, Miehael E. • • " 198.7422.77
12591 - Hart, HermanW. - ... . .. 6.32 15455 - Manning, Ronald E. ...,•  11.616 32 •12603- Hart, Ralph or Lyetta   . 7.31 15484 - Marine, Merrill14-33 8828 - Choate, Melvin 
14.93•12607-Hartman, David I _ 5  67 15491 - Marlowe, James 53.7515.52 8870 - Clark, Charles . 21.54 •
12623 - Hauck, Allen W. 67.82, 15508 - Marshall, Charles M.  - 10.29• 52.92 8887 - Clark, Howell R 85.85 ,
53--79--8950 Clees, E. M. & Don Doran
1831 8986 - Cobham, Jan & Brenda  
553 9020- Colburn, Mrs. George
9038- Cole, William H. Jr
9041- Coleman, Bert M. Jr. Et Ux
9139- Collins, Netta M. 
896
12629_- Hawes, Larry Odell ' 23.40 15533- Martin, Harold B. & Julia - 765163.66 •
12647 - Haynes, George C  832 15547 - Maruschai, J-ci&I Jr 9638 32 •
9168 - Colson, Jean
12665 - Haywood, David • 7 65 15548- Maruschak, John Jr • 10.7953.27 .
12666- Hay-Wood, Doris I.. .   11.61 15550 -Marvin, Mrs. Bobby Jack 10.29&42
12677 - Healy, Jim 632 15559 - Masori, Robert 60.63209.94
12696- Helm, Junius * • g 94 15573- Masters, Donald 8325 67
6  07 9181- Colson, W. Lonnie 
67-57 9202- Conaway, Harvey J
58.5.7 9232- Conyer, Donald D. or Thomas.L. • 
 39.62 _ 9233- Conyer, Donald or Helen or Michael D. 
' 30988 • 9289- Coon, Charles E 
108.82 9319- Cooper, James P. Jr.
18.31 9389- Cossey, Kenneth Gardner
 88-88 9390 -- Cossey, Kenneth Gardner  
111.48-- 9444-Cox, John- E-
a% 934- Creekmur, Broadus r.
164.72 9551 - Crider, Ted M '
124.79 9563- CI-Menden, James L
18.31 9586- Crittenden, Barbara
51.80 9571 - Crocker, Bobby
40.08 9653- Culbertson, Don L
. 84.88 9679- Cumbee, Hurley B.
111.48 9682 - Cundiff, Kenneth  
. • .8.07 9910- Davis, C. A.
54.26 9914- Davis, Donald L.
12699- Helms, James-R:4 Adrian R. Vancleave • 960 , 15586 -.Mathis, Donnie • 61.30-6 99
2151 13701 Helsterin, John W.. •,-.....__ .._ . ..... ___ ___12.28 • 15646 -'May, Leonard 81.37
•  ' 1'2703 - Henderson, Billy & Max Wiggins g a 15647- May, Leonard  1095253.52 it-
• 12710 -= Henderson, Joe W. '  28.16 15666 - Maynard, A. L. 10.298 32 •
699
sy3 12725.44(3.56 15670 Mays, Emmett E. • - .0.. ...WI 699
12746- Hendncks:C-.1.24. ...,, ..  . ..... .. 4Z.41 I57-McCarty;Ltrry - s. : ...-1 ..-. .-.. - -- 91.93'8  63
12819- liermaliz-Joseph.. '- , 5.99 1572.9 -=•-• McClanahn, Leroy ' , . 96.978_9_8 " •12865 .1-1errmann, David A. • •.. -' • 7.62 15769- McClure, Loman. - 24.63--
12671 --HeskI,Metro -- -----, - ' - . . _. . t 8.96 15772- McClure, Ossby ---
- 12893 - Hicke-,-*Shirlay &Beyerly , - - - . - - -- - - H.58 -- 275 - McClure, Stave
.  12958- Higgins, Wayne 37.30 15781 - McConnell, James A 45.99120.14
699
 •- 24.73
12723 - Hendon, Dorsey .. . 34.77 15668 Maynard, John
696
12970- Hill, Arthur 13,27 15867 - McCustion, Billy  - 68.3510.95
632
•
8413 9919- Davis, George B. 
44.75 9920- Davis, George F.
- 766 9936 - Davis, Ray O.
36.94 9937 - Davis-.-Riehard-P.
5925 9938 - Davis. Robert  
  .....18.31 9947 - Davis, Wayne 
8.19 9958 - Dajiton, W. B.
4103 9998- Denham, Graham Est
10019 - Denisluni Louise M. „ -•6.99 13359- Ho-use, Joe & Harold Aillgon .24.38 16187 - Miller, Herman W. 10.39
, 10044 - Dewey, Daniel 
• 10084 - Dieterlen, Carl L.
10086- Dietz, Jack L. Est
12986 - Hill, Frank W. •765 15922 - McGee, Buford  •-•-• • f1-2913018 -Hill, Thomas B. 18.22 15,926- McGee, Lynn T. ,.. 5.997  65
666 13033 
- Hindman, Mary BillingtOn  • ....,  . , .. ..... 8.66 15936 - McGuins, Gene ... 5.99
13044 - Hinz, Michael A. , . .5.99 15965 - McKie, Donna Jean 59911.61
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
• 6313 - Abell, Jim Healey  5.99_
•-  649 -13361 -- Houser, Gary T. . . 863 1,6216 - Miller, Joseph C.  -
..... 84.623.99
. ..L32 13378 Flojoko.d,n  Ervirr R. • .. . 6,99 16253 - Miller, Roberti).
 12.91- 16234 - Miller, Noah.
932
6 99 13365 - Houiton, Charles
--** 29.16 10095- Dewayne 
 67.82 10150 - Dodson, James Edward 
, 765 10151 - Dodson, James Edward . 5  99 16316 Minor, H. Wayne or Verla  ,.. ' 
 - .• 28.79
 64.50 10191 - Doolin, Robert ' 
• 40.71 13448 - Hubbell, tarry R. ,,
 _ .144.60 16332 - Mitchell, Elster R 
21.54
6432- Adcock, F. D. 7  65 10212 -Dorris, Luther J. 
. 8  32 13461 - Hudson, James , 5.99
6442- Adsit, Glenn . , . 6  32 10219 - Doster, John L. 5  99
6454 - Ahart, Troy Jr   „...111.79 10270 - Dowdy, Ralph 6  99
6459 •---- Akey, Elizabeth .. -.  832 10285 - Downey; Edgar 
5  99 13603 - Hutchins, Howard E. .-,-•-7-...48.Aa... 16345, Mitchell, Mary .•.... , , I ' 6  66
'  5  67 10291 - Downs' Ed 
' 28 79
,- - --647-11exanderSlarence A,  ., 13613 - Hutson.Harold R. - ., , -.-. . . 88.62 18361 - 
Mitohuson, Obie Gene 
14.93 16372 Moeller, Karl C. 
, 31.44
- ,... .5.-9, -- 1-03/-2--LL-Dfatc-",retewts Tit_______________, 695 - Ir.r...4707151, Harold L. 8  32
6491 -- Alexander, T. G ., . . 174.19 10341 - Duke Marvin J. / I -  63.78,699 
_. 
6317 Abernathy, Andrew.. 
6336- Adams, Bruce & James Witherspoon
• 6391 - Adams, James E. 81 Linda..
6395- Adair's, Jim 
,&506 - Allbritten, George
6508 -,Altbritten, James & Cecil Boone
6536 - Allen, David D.
6474- !minder, Claren A..
6492- AleXander; T. G 149.85 10342- Duke, Marvin J. Jr
6502- Allbritten, Demona E. 78.60 10346 - Duke, W. E. 
632 10354- Dunavan, Prentis 
34.77
6555 - Allen, W Mem H.
- Allison, Harry 'r.  
- Anderson. Richard
66634-- Applegate, Carl  
6661- Aqrusa, Pasquale 
.
4694 - Armstrong, Thomata..
6702- Arnett, Donald .. ._..... 
•.,
6.34 ___8233,-.7.13Arnett, John N
27.46 8241-  Burns, J. W 
8  19 8244- Burress, John
8.5.48 • 8251 - Burton, Bobby 
12.08 .2264 - Bush, Doyle
-
WM
• 6 6614064;---Jones, Mrs. Edna' A.
• ' 1.35 - JonekEdward 14.93
• 14076 -okines, Cseald W. 9 63
70711- Baylor, Billy . - g 66 10748 - Elliott, Richard C.--- 
to. ...... t .
....-421742.F.,_El1i41...iames.- _,,..,,,.....- 4......-.,----1.411111 - J01108r44191011.416.........•.5..... 44--- ...--:- 
38.06
7 65
k5so - 10743.-„Hillott. James H. .•- . • . ., . . ... .... : . 150.27 . j4110 -Jones, Jerry D.
• ' 1T1 76,-, 14144 -.Jones, Vnesball P ••,`,_-_____
. •
- 31 44-
- . * ' • 229 77, * 10750 -Elliott, William 3,-7'77 . . - . ' . . -.--- . - -. . - . - . • 111.2i - - 14150- Jones, Mildred M-... .....-_,.. • •.• - ._• r...2.2•2.:„..-• .. :'-4;•-• • 3933
 1.145- =-Aiteach; Virginia .
7164 - Bean, William B..
',3511:6181 
10811 - Engle, Ralph -1- • . ..‘. • • • , 6.33 14160 - Jones, Oble L., Mrs. • - .•• 183.50
10643 - Ernst,-Thomas G,- • -- -7-71r. ----'-•----Wk99---*-14161 -Jones, Mrs. Obie . - ----'..- • ' • 3 32
./21,n - • 10844 ---:, Ernst* r ger , porrStet e *. :, . . .288.64 • - gib - Jones; Ftaphael ....... , - - .::::........i.."7-0.-- ...114.111,
.,. 6 it-•;- 10(146 - Ervin, Dennis G. - . ...:•*•-• -.-.6.99 -14191----: Jones, Roger . - 7 - - 34.77
6 99 10959 - Evans, Wirt T ' - --812 ' 14191e- Jones, Sherman ..
6 99 : 10940 - Evans..Wirt T.. -1.67 14208 -Jones, Velma W ----' - * '14.24
...... ...  '. .. .... ... 73.95
7  65 
13048 - Hisaw, James yt. • • 6 32 15966 - McKie, Donn a Jean 5  67
'" 4..  38.06
13.60 
13090 - Hogan, James . . .8.32 15972- McKinney, Fred Thomas  190.11
129Q-1= Hightower, Ernie 6 66 15800- McCoy, Ramona6 99
13060 Hobbs, Sinicin . 5.67 15967 - McKinney., Bobby  6  32
23,/7 11416 -FunstOn, Richard L.'.
11428 - Fuqua, Neva - -51.72
 11-32 -1- 214292 - Keel,,Doris V. 8  32
-1- • 11.61 14309 - Keener, Harvey J. or George Beech: .......-.... _8.96
 143.74 143I11 - lienney, Edward M. • .. •  7,65-
14325 - Keller, Ronald V . . TV
 10.58 14329 - Kelley, Elmer J .  
14.26 . 14404 Kennedy, Daniel L. v 632
5.99 . 14411 - Kennedy, William B 
58.66 14413 ----Kennemore, Marvin 8.96_ _ _
79.53 1442-1 - Kenyon, Proctor R . 666
 .1.65 14441 - Key; Eavid L.  -
, 6.66 14475 -,- Kilgore, Gary Preston 
• 7165 - 14485 - kimbrell, Melvin 599
 p.55 1,022 - King, Arvelee  . _ - 11.48
• _8.47 1032 King, James R  12.28
 87.65 •-, -14549 - King, Walter H. 10.29
- • 7  98 - * 14593 - KizZle, Dale-M. "
832
89.44
7:98 14604 - Knipp, Vernon - •  13.27.
- • 36.08 • 14626-Knight, Richard 
45.62 14646- Knuckles, Bryce E„ Jr  8-21
13124 - Holder ClIrtIS -• ....26.14 16013 -McLeod, ClaudeBarl .
13262 Hopkinst_Jerrv .  35.40 16032 - McNally, Robert- R
6  32 ---





6,32 - 13292 - Hopkins, Walter • 
133.9a. 16072 -Meeks. Elind.T. 
699
 12.93 13263 Hopkins, Jetry L 
1.822 - 16119 - Migasi, Robert
863 13300-L--1ToriPiE, 1 homac --lig- 16141 Miller, Charles E. , 
7  65 16142 - Miller, Charles E. 
 095.40













13410 - Howa Carl R. .
4.34.11,1'- Howard, Carl R. 
.. • . . . 44,67 • 16285 - Milligan, James 
47,82 16296 - 426, Lela R.   • 
599
699
13439 Howerton, Burnie .... .6 32 16313 - Minehaet, dordon C '
10357 - Duncan, Alfred E. , 
10372 - Duncan, Carl E.
1038,8 - Duncan, Eugene 
10389- Duncan, Eugene 
10401 - Duncan, J. Millard 
10421 - Duncan, Polie 
10606- Edwards, Kenneth A 
10530 Egan, Michael • - *
10642 Elbrink, B 
. •A
5.99 13482-  Hudson, James  11.61 • 16333 Mitchell, Elster R
10.95 13473 --:Huffrnan, Richard A.    -.7.65 16340- Mitchell, James E.
13729 - Jackson, Ernestt. 8t Norman!, McGee Sr. .. _19.29
_ -.7-0--.-..-1-1..r_.,..40,29____,_1099 Mohandro, Rotrt M 
.., 16404' Mondragon, Angel 17;6821
 99 - 13750 -*--= Jackson,1 immy b. 
8 32 13764 Jackson Purchase Gun Club .,...24.83
6  99 •' 1645413 -. Mom onrtgee,
meDotrYti; jerTY 
,--  55.70
691.9251 13779- Jackson, William A.
1871..68°1
699' 16499 '*- Morgan, Connie 
191.82 - Jacebsirra. Ronald P. 960 16517 Morgan, James H 





18- 29 13804- James, Tony. • .
, . . . .
48.63 • 16603 - Morrisett, Riley Thomas 6  49
h,,,,
1 
•87 13846 -=+-jenningsw., Ja. es  10.29 1661t- Morrison James R. i... F .
'1 .95 13851-' Jeniate, Stephen J .*..6.32' 18625- Morrison, Shelly -- ... .. 182.81
' 11.61 * '13878 - Johnson, Allen-K. •, .11.97 ' 1667b Moubray, Kenneth Wayne 8.32




16676 - Mudd, Williarry._ . 599  M 13965 --, Johier William- ,_ .. , ... . , 
..\ 
: . ... 1,37665 .  16678-Mulkey, Arnoiont P • ,
* ' ' ..31.44 
-.8  32 ,













































































































































faculty repreientativito the board.
Dr. Roger Porter, who was a special Porter, who was the executiveto the Ftenitkiiva Economic BesidesShahan, a professor of music,
• -assistant . to former President Gerald secretaryPolicy •• _Board during the Ford ad. other election committee members
Ford, will appear at Murray State • are: Joseph toitan, associate professor
- -University on Tuesday evening, April 5, ministration, represented the United of industrial arts education; Dr. Karl
_ as the, guest speaker ix  the Albon. States at the International Economic Hussung, professor of cliemietry; Dr.
Barkley Distinguished Lecture Series. Summit Con4lence in June ,1.976; and- '7
.m. in the Student Center aUdiloritim, is late 1976. ' . 
FlaYburn• asaistaat Professor of
--entitled "The Prestdener-"Iewletnn His -dufkke-414--the-Whit'e-44°686-41 1. ic h ey , associate professor - 41- . . -
management.
to the public at no admission charge. Review litoird- -Ind the 'National -
Security Connell Commodities Policy
• 
Commisticin. -ITe headed the White_
COAllitY --.SCh H
ouseod- transition-the_ treearnios •ofdurin
na'gtionathel 
MHS Band ro
. , leadership &aged hands-Mni Ford to
President Carter.,Registration . Porter earned the B. A. degree lit Present Concert
- Brigham Young University,' the B. Ph.
nnou n c e A 
degree in politice at OxfOrd'University 
 Rhodes Scholar and, the Ph. D. 
Tonight, 7 p. m.
FBIA AWARD WINNERS--Part pants from the Murray Vocational Cen-
ter who qualified for competition at the state level in the future Business
- Leaders of America (FMA) first Region LeadiFship Conference at Murray
- Slate University, on Thursday, March 31, are (left to right, front row) TWria
Swift, regional reporter; janna C_ooper, second place, state ,project; and Gail
&ante, third place bulletin; (back row) Melody Tra , second place,
-stenographer 11; Debra Tucker, second place, chapter activities report arid-""
• Debbie-Broitks, first place pennaanship. Abut 700 high school students
from 22 FIKA chapters in West Kentucky participated in, 2Vindivid ual and
chapter events in the sixth annual conference. First, second, and third place
miiversity business on election daY-
from a. to C30 0. ni. on April 8 in
the Registfar's Office in Sparks Hall.
Full-time faculty members of assistant Sion/a:teed:by the Kentudqt.idusk-
access to the Department of Art's •
specialized studio equipment and
materials.
Stickler gave a synopsis of each of the
available mini-classes as follows:
Printmaking students instructed by
Carmel O'Leary are producing
multiple art objects through the USE of
linoleum cuts, screen printing, and
found objects. One objective' is to
permit each student to experience the
process of producing, an edition of
..,„..dentical prints from one printing plate
or-stencil. - .
The printmaking mini-course will
calminate in a tour and demonstrations
of the etching and lithography
. laboratories at Muriay State. Students
will be able to relate their work with
•
destor-Students will tour-the univer-
sity's. pRntini services press room as
one part of the instructional program.
Photography students are 4earning to •
shoot, develop, . and enlarge* , prints
under lie direction-of Dale Taylor and
Jim linking. A variety of darkroom.
processes are included in the course.
Students may 'Ogister for the final-
five sessions of • the-workshop for $10, -
which cover5. the costs of tot* ant':
• materials for the remaining couv-'--
sework.  ' • -
• Parentsinterested a child.'-
" aliould call the Department of Art itt
762-3784-to snake arrangements for the
child to begin on Saturday.
_ e traditional processes-pioneered - -
early art printers such as Currier
anQives.
Textile classes under the direction of
(tinny Peich -offer students an op=
_
(ceallatied tren4 Page I) "
Ky.; Dan Gardner, Jr., Mayfieldt..amf
Ken Grady, Unioncity, Tn. "
winners are eligible to kompete in the state conference in Louisville April - professor rank or above are eligible to Education Association, tht 'USW Put 111Y dye and decorlitelablirs: 5,uou Pound Mbadien GeOrge,
- 21-22-23. '..-, - 
- ,, - Vote. • ' - inclideariYeu I$Oband students tram 'Tie dye, batik; aPPholtie, afel-stitchery Hinman, Peoria, II.; Larry Sinimon.Z.
-- --qa-.
Runoff elections, if necessary, will be schools inithe rea during the two-Ala), •, techniques are to be applied to make Uniorivi!le; Mo.-, • David -Barnett, -
April 12 and April 15, with absentee program/ . • • • .• ' • one=of-a-kind original kites and a large - "-Beteandi-- Mii-sind Howard Hill, Murray
- •••-vating one day earlier in each instance. :judges for band, performance were _ - -stuffed "self-portrait" figure. .6,500 Pound Stock - Top Lastmett,4" -.
Shahan said a sample ballot with the , Robert dray, band-sdirecior at Rep. . Weaving students are exploring the JaCkS0119the, fl., _•Vorman Freeman,
names of candidates will be distributed culaneum A Mo. ) High School; Jerry construction and use of looms under the .Martin, Tn..; Regmond Engleback,
on the campus on Tuesday, April 5. Countryman, band- director at Decatur instruction of Nancy Flowers. Stit- _ • Barnhart, _ Mc.,_ Marlin Gifford,
Dr. Mark-Cunningham, professor of (Alalt 'Nigh School, and William Hull, CherY, - crayon batik, - and three- Xelber, KY.; - • - .
-..= psychology, -is currently serving as the . band director at McGavok High School dimensional fabric sculpture - 6,500 Pounehlodified - Rod Cam, 
In Nashville, Tenn. Roger Reichmtah," techniques are also being e.gplored in •• , bron,-Endianola; Iowa; pert Eddifigeri---
assistant professor of music at Murray the Ci8311. - - ...,... __ _ _ Winchester. Ill.; Larry ' jaccilis.__.
Stata•-luclged -B.SeNtrate sight reading - Commercial -art er _graphics .under ' _ Indianola,. Icitta4 and Larry Simmons, ,,...
category. '• the direction of Phyllis Wunderlin and Unionville, Mo.- - --- ' . • - .
Glenda Russell involves working with Members of the Calloway County:
type styles, layout, and-camera-ready• High, Athletic Boosters assisted the
art to understand production printing__ Optimists inputting on the affair.,




-Openings are still evittlable in same
--0111e of the Children:s Art Workshop
- • series of _Jnitii-courses offered on
- - Saturday inorning,s at_ Murray State
• A facUlty_nlaction at Miutly State-- • poioarsity. •
Univertity to determine who willserve James W. Stickler, director, said
a three4ear term on the. board Of ,children in grades six-through nine may
regents as faculty representative has $111 enroll for the last five sessions on
been delayed until Friday, Apra& ..Saturdays from 9 to 11 a. m. He ex-
Originally,scheduled for Monday, ' blained that the program has room for
April 4, the election date was changer', -__a_few students in printmaking, textiles,
by the six-member-election committee weaving, graphics, and photography. -
because of a technic-04Y that arose . The PrOCraMt.WhiCh began March 36.
validating candidates' petitions:- ' and will rim through April n, offers
Pad Shahan, committee chairman, concept-centered blocks of studio in
said the delay also makes it possible to = -struction on an individualized and
organize. an a ntee voting procedure small grOup basis. It is conducted in the
orelltursday; ApØJ 7, for eligible voters Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, with
who will be aw from the campus on _
Voting the election will take plaCe an • • • - - - 
(Continued from Page 1)
At URI,STO-ty•..ji,tesdqy..
Dinnet ifOnerineIvan, Lubaebko, professor of histniar; J:
. His address, scheduleOtotegin at 8 p. in great Britain and the.U. S. S--.11. in
• - • - instructiorrand-learning;-' and Prancer__  _Dr"KtiglirOoklity_
the, Whitt- ec ure is pe ltid k 'Eh th Tr d P U
_ degree in gOverrunent at: Harvard-
University. He-has served as a Guest
Pa rent-staiden t orientation for. -.Scholarat Brookings Institute.
registration of next fall's ninth graders The native of Provo, Oath, ii--now at-
at Calloway County High School wilf-be work as an author on two books.
' Mark %Graham, Florissant, MO.,
-echools, according ";;"'"'" 1-""i'Paz -senior and coordinator of the' Barkley
Ron McAllster - Lecture Series, said Porter's lecture
Orientation_  will he held At- NOrth--witt_co.ever._govemmento_ 
17 
ansteconowne-Spaphonic
A0111 _-___, issues as well as touching variety-on a et
Ascii T---011--fridaY: affecig everyone's life In
_southweit Elementary, stn___Tuesday.,__ _America: ---- I - -
April 19. All •IPssions will begin at 7:30- .p. m.
present eighth- graders should
plan to attend along with their parents,
McAlister said.
'Information concerning course of-
ferings and extra curricular activities
will be pissed out Alland discussed. 
eighth graders- will then register for
- - next year, based on this information,
- McAlister said. - 
nGrahanioted that the lecture•seriea _
4s "an educational:1mila iiitere,Sttype Dtreors are he 41414 James Light Checks; shouldbe made to the H. L.
.._
program established tp honor the- and Prank Schwab.' Ponder band -teddeotethettleat-thate-2.
directOrs who-have indicated they Plan ,Vibpte$ and presentation ofmemory 9f one of Kentucky s most 
famous eitiZenS.and a native of this t° attend are- Irving Gtfacat, Phil tokens of appreciation also-areincluded* Shelton, Nancy Page, Ed Vette, andarea." .on the programtin honor of the teacher,
department chairman and dean in
recognition of his many contributions to
- the growth of the university and his
service to the community.
Barkley, a-Paducahan, served as
vice-president of the United Stites from
1948 to 1952: He also served the country
andKentucky as a TJ. S. Senator. - •
avid Berry.
Admission for the concert will be one
dollar for adults and fifty cents fur
ShicieritS, officials said.
HOW 11Gene 0inVi,  Muffay;fforite 3, En •the•plakf shfrt, ex0ains
some of the old4ashioned,•hcitse-drawn farm equipment he has codected
to members of the Industrial Arts Education auto at Murray State Univex-
sity on one of the club's recent field trips. Knight, a-practicing blacksmith,
-also gat,* the students-a ladeChisiory--(4,blacksmithing-and-dernonstrated -
the art of forging as it was done when the profession was widely practiced
'years ago. In the background, left to right, are David Reynolds, an in-
structor in safety at the university; Jerry Curtis. and SW Farris, both of
Murray; and Cindy.Lee; Louisville.
( Continued From Page 111)
16679- Mulkey, Arnold K._
-
16785 -7 Myers, Jerry J. &John L-Brown Jr .......8.96 ..
16804 -Nance, Bob 
16823 -Nance, Raley E 5.67•
18878 - -Needy, Edward R. ..... .. -.--:--.,, .. .......... -..,- -----11.28 - •
16885-L-Neher, Paul-E. -.-2•,- . -.-,,T.--r7.-:•-•  :.--:-.-: .....
16914 - Ness, Donald G , ••.: ' - .. 632
16917- NestrudMaurice J. ' :41.61
16994-Noble; Virgil_or:LoiS K. • • . _ • 599 •
6995  - Noble, Virgil or Wm. Edward Jr. ..r. -  632 . • -
16996- irgil__ •
.16997 - N e, Virgil & Lois - es.  :6.66 -
- 17078 ll, Ben K.  .11.01.*-
17 -011er, Edward Lee Sr.  18.89
---Orgon, Wayne-. -. -T---- 8.96
217165- Orr, Johnny R. . s..-- 32.76
42.69
-1--. _ 18978- Rudd, Stewart W. Jr.  . 7  65798
,_ ' 20033 - Spratt, Shirley B 21.5411.61 18580 - Riley, Clayton  - 6593.). " 20040- Stacey, J. C
8.96 20061 -Stalls, Walter E. .
18729 - Robertson; Herman = - • - - .... 50.07
:875-2 --: Robinson, Donald F. 12.81
18774- Roby, H. E _ i 14.93-
16786- Rodgers, James M . /3.60
18792- Rogers, Charles H. Jr.  ..-• 13.02
1809 Rogers, Orrin R -599 -.Ate.wr prim . -
18652 -=ROoker, Rupert 
18879 - Rete;-51.yra L. 144.74
18889 - Roseberty, Glenn E. • .. .  120.71
18900 .-- Ross, r-oenef--Ear • -::.........-..., I_7.16
18936 -Ross, WllbiEn -:.-- 699
18950- Rowland, Joe P ;•; :c 765
 599
.17183 - Orten, Cecil E. 
17218- Ostrow, Stanley J.  
17219- Ostrow, Stanley J. 
17268- Outland, Kenneth a 
17371 - Owens, Edward
17509- Parks, Anna Lou  •
.17540- Family, Donald R. 832',
„.17743 -,Peckenpaugh, fiugh L 896
17782 - Peale, Bill 7  65
.1780- Perry, Kenneth . 12 83 _
17827 - Perry, William J  54.60
7888_pitillip.s, Charles  Id ' 815.
178767 Phillips, Fred 18.22
17962- Pippin, Joe . 7  65-
l7987 - Mani-eke, Lots A.  ' - 28.16
8  32 
18979- Ruddell, Clarence L ,- 7 59
- 
166.99 
19019 - Rushing, LTL 61.21
61 -
19033 - Russell, Darrell 90.94• il .
19051-Russell. Walter S.  •  . 7656 32
18P02 - Poe, Richard B. 
599
599
Tonight-at 7:00 p.m. the -Murray City
School Bands will preent their spring-
_ concert at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State PliVelaY, according to schl'oo
"officials. -
Performing tonight at thecelebration
of 50 years of bandit-4n the Murray
School System will be the Murrey High
• Band,-tbe-Murray--jligh
Coilcert BaUd, andtheEighth de.
seventh Grade, and Sixth Qr.&
Be-ginner Bandit of Murray Middle
School.
_ . 13,27'
20077 - Stanley.Cha_r_les E. .
20135- Stauder, Thomas J
20169- Steen, Bernard 15.67
20185 -Stephenson, Donald 
20206- Stewart Ernest W
765
163.13
 , 77.72 -
699
- 963 21458- Wagster, Michael K. 896
21502 - Walker, Franklin . 57.13
21518- Walker, James R. 8.32
215194- Walker, James W. 12.28
21527 - Walker, John R. . 8.32
21560-Wallace, Arlie... : --
ten - Walters, JoelV.-7---. 
21682 - Warren, Cpl. JoeR. , 14.93 '
21683- Warren, Cpt Joe R. ,- 832 '
- 9•15-3 21694- Warren, Roger D.  34.77 ''''
65'60 • _21.706 -
-
18558 - Rickaiatixarm..• . ----------------.28.16' . 19990 = Sparks, Donald
18562- Rickman, James  ._ 166.
• 
19996 -Spearry, June 
8  3218568- Riddle, Bobbie R 
18608 -Kisner,Burtheld  
9068 - Ruzicka, Elizabeth K. -
_19126 - Sanders, Ira 
19129 - Sanders, Junior Lee  
19138 '-$anford, George E.
19192 -'-- Schlpfed:Bill 
_19195 - Sclunidt, Robert V.
/9205 -- Schnellhomer, Richard ,
19259- Scott, C. W • 174.52
49265 .. ...
19370- Shackelford, Dalia.--s-E 
19377 --Shaffer, James L 
  7,88 20219 - Stewart Reginald 0' 21751 - Watson, Doris E. . _.
20239 - StJorin, James N _,U.:
n
::'''' 21757 - Watioil, Joe T._ .
2027G --7 Stone, Bobby-Lee ------------- v'h.,-- .uu 21778 - Wattlstilltsm
29277 -Stone, Dorothy ,   .. - 3B-42' 21795 --Weaver, Lindsay A.
20291 - Stone, Joe Pat 127.32 21824- Wells, Alfred._  •
-31.44,, 21829 - Wells, Billy -
,,;„ • 21846 - Wells, John
',"-*L° 21852- Welli, Sudie & Alfred •
Z 2 21933 - Wheeler,Oynaul J.
,..."',..7 21934 - Wheeler, Oynaul J.
' '''''..":, 21943 -'White, Archie E.
' ° " 21959- White, George, A. ,
6 31 21976 - White, Jimmy
7f 2 21979- White, John T. Decd.
699. 21994-'- White, Robert L.
10.29 632 22060 - Wiles, Shirley S.
960 _._„.., • . 8.32_ 14.26 .: 22125 -: Williams, Charles
22128- Williams, Charles B.
- 25.46
20309- Storts, George R.
20330- Strauss, Robert W
20389- Stuinson, Clyde  
20394- Suedmeyer, Mary M. 
20414- Suiter, Joe 
20415 -Stiller, Joe Michael 
20424- Sullivan, John SI Jacquelyn Michicich  ,
632 20425 - Sullivan, John F. .
832 20439 - Sutheiiand, Charles E,
760 20449 -..Sweet, Shawn M.
20450- Sweetwater Lalle Inc. _ . ..
20463 - Swindall, William H. . . . . .,.._
20525 -- Taiici-e-&-;Sgt•Donahl T. 
20566 - Taylor, Chip 
20591 :-_-_Tayior,.Joe_B,. _____ .  . _ 1.12
• 21.64 20605 - Taylor,Robert.11acon• , .. . 41,38' .
38,35 .20675 - Thomas, Kenneth W 183.50 .
 37.39 • 20692 - Thomas, Raymond A 699 
5:99 20699= Thomas, Edward  47.41
7 62 20723 Thompson, George W.' -832
547*.E9A- • 19546- Short, James P. • -  _ -699 ,_ 20724- Thompson, George W.   11.61
. 19580 -Sieting, Robert L  24.83 20838- Thorton, Joseph 8  32
896 19663- Skrabala, Joe 7  31 -20912 -Tillman, Edward - 
11.61 19689 - Slowik, Tom or Billy Stybr 863 - 20966 - Todd, Kenneth & Howard Todd 
19699-Smith, Alfred!, 12.93, 20981 --roffey,-SamuelT . • - -
19711- Smith, Cecil , " 897 ' 20982 - Tolley, Samuel T 
1493 . 19771 -Smith, Herman J. 
*96 21041 -Trees, Stephen E 
19778 - Smith J. W  • 31.28 - 21045- Tremblay, Richard &Sharon, 
19783 -Smith, JameiEdd .59.03 21074 - Trosper, John R.
19789 --- Smith, Joe C-:  .4.49 21076--Trotter, Edgar Powell IIIAtt•
118139 -.Smith: Sgtt Paul .'-.....,......... -. -.7.65 ' 21077 - Trotter, John D. '
19853 - Smith, Robert G . • .-- -2132 M 4_74 - 'Tucker, James R:Sr. " 
"19877 - Sinith;W. 0 883 -21153 - Tumilowios,'Mike 
_ 19879- Smith, Walter H. & Bonnie 9(03 -1-'-- 21159 - Tor-nage, Patricia B. -
19923 - Snow, Gladys 4 * . 6.66 21200 --.- Turner, Kenneth T. ,. . ..
14936 --Solecki, Raymond T. ....... -....... -. 8.32 21212 - Trititer. Ray  •
19944 - Sottile, Michael E , ‘ 6.99 21249 - Udey, Irene  
19945 -Souder, Eugene J. 1lb , . 66 21250 - Udley, Irene
19946 - Souder, Eugene J. '' •  16.86 21251 -- Udley, Irene •
. _ 4„,,,, • 19972 - Spann, Jog  • 140.54 .. 21352 - 
Vanderhoff, Thomas M. .R •  ,-....., 0..k - .
19973 -- Spann, A* Et  104.17
19974 - Spann, Joe H. & Preston Ordway ,-  134.64. . . . . . . , .
- 
\
18002- Poiles, Charles W.  s. .19380 Shaffner, Ronnie B  • 




'18103- Prescott, Roberitugene 71.-11
18169 --- Pritche, Hughes E 
18178 - Proctor, Billie G. ---.t 
18207 --Puckett, H. B. ... 
• 18242- Putman, Loren 
18272 -- Ragan, Jackson C. Jr.
18284 :-- Ragsdale, W. C. 
18289- Raines, Edmund E. II 7  65
18296 - Rambo, Harvey • ----„
18318 --, Ramsey, Wilbur 599
18326 - Ransom, James M.  330:71
18361 - Ratcliff, Geneva J. - 10.95
73 'Rey, bfwid . A . -te . ' .... A 't . . 8  OP
. - 18387 - Ftay, Etichard ' - a .. 5.99
18388 -Ray, Sherman L.  . 599
. 18464 -Reibitz, Ola Mae 10.95
18486 -- RetireMent Acres ,8.96
18487 - Retirement Acres  58.88,'_ ,
18488- Retirement Acres II  32
18512 •- Rtiode_s_i Charles `1,, ... : ...... ... ........130.16. , _ . .
18513- Rhodes, Charles - 8  96
18537 - RIchardvn,Dennisll -6:89
18543 - Richardson, Ralph R. ir_Jewell ,7.9*




A dinner, honoring Dr. Hugh L
°aide*, retiring dean of the College of
iiiduatry and Technology at Murray
State UniveriliY,Iiii.been Planned for
• Apri146.
A nafive of Cadiz, Dr. Oakley will
retire in June after 31 years as a faculty
member, and administrator. Brought to.
the campw in 1946 by the late President
Rallai• "IC': --Maar be started-- the
Department of Imfustrial Arts, teld&
has evolved into the P'resent college
with its five departments and 34 faculty
members.
Thi dinner is planned for 7 p.sm. in
the Murray Noman's Club house, Vine
Street. Tickets are-$4i0-each,- and
re/kirrations should--be-yna4x-
April 7 by writing or contacting Joe
Cowin, chairman -of the Invitation,_
committee. Cowin's address is idure










22176 - Williams, Iradell-David
22208- Williams, Marl L.
22226- Williams, Robert C. - 9.44 _
22229 - Williams, Rodney H: 567 "Na
22247 - Williamson, Clyde V. Jr.. 7.31 -
22317 Wilson, 11 J.
22218- _D: J_ 26.15 - •-
33•33 22319 - D. j. -
-
-11.61
1433 223t --' Delphos
n.n 22220 - Wilson, p.J. p Menon
22345 - Wilson, J. B.
322-33 - 22408 -Nilson, William 105.49
• 74:43 22414 -.Wilson, William W. . _ '106.82
22420-- Wm. 31,,,,John 11.46
  -3111.96" 2246521 Wiiiinarsitialrim"ter, Charles W. me' - 
599
12.28
7.66- 22469 -Wink' F1'auf 896 
• 12•93 22474- Wischmeir, Ralph E. 6.99
  • •5:71 22501: wirsa67 T489 W do ema'rni E BU. jrirene .... 6.9940
8.96
  9•32 22560 Woods-,Maytw-E-. • 10.75
 38.95 22566- Wooten, Clifford D. 8.27
 39.06 22643- Wyatt, Glen E.• 10 95
. 2154 22698- Veager,Robert-D. - 7636
 812 '22710 - Yopp, John
. MAI 22773 =Youngblood, Ronald 6,99




























must he submitted .










Police . . 1534621








Senior Citizens  753-0919
Reedit'  153-Nffli-












-GOD KNOWS YOU. •Do YOUR-- NEED la,. our
- • you knew Inte, May- 1- concern. NEEDLINE,
...have_ the honor of in; 753-6333.
-1P-troiduriiii- Yin find tt-  
.
Plalning his OW f4r you.
- here on earth? Call 753- -







requ•st•d to °heck the ,
first insertion of ads ror
corneetion This
newspaper will be .




LY. SO, PLEASE CHECK
ERROR









YEAR AGC), 504g SURVItOR
OF A PIRATE RAID., 1I45NE2 UPON














blews, Sociii4C ̀ ond'
ports 7514918.
Displai-






-1146_and 752-19 I 7.
t77 U. led,r48tufg_SynC ,•I.
INCOME
TAXES -
-Due April 15 for
Professional Help.






YOUR AO CfFUtt V- -
AND NOTIFY UTPROM-
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 SouthPTLY IN CASE OF AN
13th, phone 753-3128.
STARTING AN • annual
':trade and flea Market
day: The firit one to be
held March--28, 1977 at
• thWest Ky: Exposition
Ciniter, -College- -Farm-
Road For Inquiries and
 inforntatIon on booth
space call 7534890.- •
3E.11E113E
6 Help A...nien
HELP WAIN'I'ED ---- day
or evening_ -part time
phone sales Work. -Light
office or delivery. Mutt









ditions, and benefits. If
interested send resume
today to P.O. Box 32B-1,








gopies. Made from any  
Are-yeu now in salessize into ' any size. and tan not ad-Phone Numbers - Wallets 'owes 24 cents; 8 vance? Unable to
x 10 $2.40. Fast service. receive that well-
for The Arteraft,.118 South 12111,._-_-fair,ned.-_ promotion?
753-00115. Free -Parking dui- you hire, train,
Ledger & Times lot, use- our rear en- and retain a sales
Departments *, 
trance.
• SupPlement to Work-
force? Can you sells
6 Help Wanted
men's Comp.? Franl
-Arils- Follows---1--, -WANT - SOMEONE AV - . chine Greilli Life etr
, inlivesthindanandd care forcares ;.i- -_-- ImisidoniC Mil: ,paInsid.urc crre?
„, . What-advance corn-
' household respon-
Vetted renewall and.'. _ sibilities. Call 753-2276. .- over-write on „your
agent's production?
el,se0.00 momilm---- We spetialize in_
SPARETIME! Un- group and franchise
believably, excitingly% ---_-- group tffe and cancer
easy! Send self- , in,surance. Want to
addressed and stamped * know More? -
envelope to Box f824, Write:
Ohio 44106. Chinas Secant(
Life Insurance Co
--fv1Y- crzummy ,--NrsteHraoRi-looD
THE RAIN:EX:NV- 1$-PROBABLY IN  
- BLACK AN- WHITE
TO_ LOOK-
• LI -4
7T$P1R5T PNANTON HIS C44714 EENER4TION5 FOLLOWEP Hol,‘,EIUT
OF 771E SKULL .1 ,t7E ma_L10N5 BELIEVED HIM ALWAYS
THE SAME MAN .,
I iFE TO THE DESTRUCNON
Of PIRACY, CRUELTY, 4
INJUST/CE.„ /AY SONS





War 7--0 -----7111141P4 SA/-1' Ti-lEY LIFTED THER VOICES
PEAK AH SAW 50ME $ONG- 1301,04-1-50W-
- WOLVES A-GATHVZIN1- `-"Lt_HAT
8oz 906
Oweosboro, KY 41301,
  tse _(50a 615-3151
All iepjfes strictly. coa-
1 iideRiar







15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE: small two-
wheel garden tractor





- Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 forFarm Fan
Drjiers. ' Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and




kW service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
4 ILP-:A.riens tinar a F. 













- 10 H. P. JWki DEERE
mower. 40 h. p.
Case mower with snow










motor. $25.00. $14" jon





MOO. Sears teht, sleeps
1, goad condition, $00.8'
pOo) table with ac-
cessories, -good -con-
dftion. $200. One 14"
dinbol, 150. Electric








TWO BOTTOM Ford 14" Power steering, potver
Expekenp- eon,- -brakes and. air_con-
..dltion. Call 4924644, Two bag snorter
mixer with 2 h. p.
electric motor. 20"
. Masonry tabkLsayf with
TjiL p. erectile mot*:
19894 International
Forklift-with 3000 lb. lift.
Gasoline motor tamp.
1000 gallon underground
• type tool tank., Call 247-
- 1948:
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
_needs. CO AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.,
1917 1110' -300 combine,
corn header, no cab.
- woo: Call 489;2110. -
0a, ALLIS. CHALMER
." tractor and equipment.
Trartor has wide front
end, hydraulic lift, good
tires. Runs good. Looks
like new. 11200. Call 436-
2448 after 4 p.m. •
6' SID1QWINDER Bushog,
BLAC1K & DECKER-v.:skill 
tYPe, perfect con-
ga*. dition. Call 436-5870.
Call 753-6328 after 3:00 p.
m.
-L4RGit-- TARPAULIN,-
10lx26','" in iond COD-
anon. Psicer-$31.i-CalT
  • 7534564. '
WANTED SOMEONE to

















made any size. for an-
tique beds or campers.








SiBLE party to take up FURNISHED TWO room
1971 MARK TWAIN boat. ' monthly payment apartment for rent. Call
.---115it ix-Mercury motor.---„0-ifistrtaf.Tv; j . --
-Call 7534883. B Music, Murray, -753-
7575. NEW TWO BEDROOM
PING PONG table.
Regulation size. Bar and
stoob. Call after 5 p. m.
436-5314.
2 7 Mobile Home Sales
1974 24 x 54 Mobile Homy;
1.ocated in Riviera
Courts. Call 762-2896 or. __
753-6776ifter 5:30 p. m.
NEW LOCATION for -
Paris Mobile Homes is
Highvnit 64149 1,4 mile
south of ,Parb. Large.
display of: ,sectional
homes - good values.
Excellent selection of
used 12 wides. Paris
Mobile Homes. 901-642-
6420.
EIGHT ACRES, MX_ 70
bedroom mobile home,
electric beat and central
air. 28 •-a 32heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all,11
acres. All within 2 years
"ffd: Beautirditobation





mobile home spaces for
rankaINdent,_c9ttna.
75&2280. •
31 Want To Rent
BEAN GROUND for rent
Call 527-7624, Benteet•
MSU STUDENT wants to
rent house _with ,smollH-----
acreage for horses. Call -
767-4833. • -- •





Elm. 1hiiitn by- ap-
• peintment only,_ 436-2610
or 753-5397.






OVEnSr0111 - dryer 'hookup. Central
WANTEDI--Caretaker for 808 Qiestnut, formerly 33' HOUSEBOAT, $5700. REDUCTION- fie beat and air. Private
South Pleasant Grove ckriktion Book Store. Cail„  753-8056_ __Drivetocitha and save. dock noL753.7550.
Cemetery, Sealed bids -11411-7534821. w
--accepted ToBACCO tomik) WjohnsonSW1, moto-S . teeth' rieP* Priecineen-thall. 17.e""nitlit
N6bitt, Route 1, Hazel, ' 2 435-43 
-s-aic-toilly trailer-
(break down), battery,Ky. Phone 4924339. 
IZor -








person, K and B Con-
tractors, Box 1-26,
Sedalia, Ky. Located in
rear of Datsun fork lift
building.
"  tomato, pepper and _boat,20 bone Johnsonc_notams_milw,..tratim_
A tvOOD BUY...give it a
try: Blue Lustre
America's favoilte
carpet shampoo. Big K,
.Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
_pad*, .2 life jackets.
S. Call 753-3194._
1967 1111X1 BUGGY, 10 h.
p. motor. 1400. Call 753-
9407 after 4pI1 m.
- ShOl'areitisd
compare. Sisson 1A21_11..........4°WNElitms.,w.nitilhL2,1 -
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky. luv '
tObaccabarn, with stick. -382-2426.
Willing to rent land,
base and barn for 1/4 of
tobacco crop. Call 492-
8122. -
27.Mobile Home Sales
1972 12z *mobile home,
2 bedrooms, I bath, gas •










Grove Egg Co., 435-4197.-
LAWN BOY 21" solid
state; .1977 model. Used
twice. Asking, 5175. Call-
436-2121
AIR CONDITIONER
. 16,500 BTU in very good
condition_ostr 0125'r
No. 70111 Trailer Ct.Age ExpnuENcED
SURVEY lady to work
. from own home. If la-
Aerated write 'Pyramid
Th3iitkflce--Coinpany, 203
N. Lake Street, Paris,
Tenn. 38242.
MAIDS wanted. Apply in
person at Murray Plaza
Court. No phone calls.-
OMORXVW ; MYSTERY
WANTED, A SALES '
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the.
Murray -area.-- This is
your opportunity to
make good money,as a
sales person. - If in-


















foreign:, Also , old gold.
Call 753-9232.
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional-stock...Also--
treated poles 8' through-
20'. Murray -Lumber




metal ,detectors for the
professional relic and
coin hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West ky. and--
Tenn. Call Bob Mills,




.to yotir specs. West-KY.'
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767. '
16 Home Fur- 0nEs




work done. Call 489-2752.
ASHLEY WOOD heater,
almost new. Call 436-_
poop USEITte9ch. Call
-763-6086.
FOR SALE:- \ 14'
CHEROKEE bottom,
heavy-duty tilt trailer, 24 x 50. 1970 Midway.
trolling motor 36" shaft, Partially carpeted. Call
Die-Hard battery, the 753-4483 after 5 p. m.
Complete crappie 
fishing rig- Call 7534351. 8130 TRAILER for sale
--for-trade. Need to -be-
BARGAIN, 12 ft. fishing moved. Call 753-1502,
boat With 914 h. p. motor
.ake dter. 1:72m12 7x: --74 2 BED- ROOM-
 underpbuied and 
114 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy, duty trolling'
motor. 35 h. p. Eithwude.
Call 7534121.















BLACK AND y‘itrrt- _
• rhecked bedspread and
lined drapes. full size
bedspread. Drapes - 76"
wide and 45" long. Like










AM-FM stereo radio, 8




Both in good condition.
-Call 4924333
. •
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEAS,
retail store building on
south side court square •
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call _
753-5881.
37. Livestock - Supplies
1974 12 z 65 unfurnaed 2
bedrooin house trine:-
Has air conditioner, 200
amp service pole, un-
derpinning and small
parch. Good condition.
Moving, must sell. Call
489-2792.
-
TRAILER. AND. LOT for
sale. In Baywood Vista
'
EIGHT BOXER PUP-
- PIES: Six 'weeks • old.









ARC- IRISH Setter pup-
pies for sale. Three
-malesand 2 females. Six




12x65 MARIOTT mobile with all accessories.
fhuornimes:hed$3800. Ca.11P7a53_ortiteilsIty . ,, m.Call 753-57_:02 after _5 P. "-
Physician Consultant For
Elderly Home Services Program:
Minimum Qualifications:
M.D.-Degree fromfariarcredited
with working experience: farnilYrganerater in-
ternal medicine practice. SALARY: Com-
mensurate with education, qualifications, and
experience:
Nursing Coordinator For
Elderly Home Services Program:
Minimum Qualifications:
R.N. Degree from,an accredited school of nur-
sing, with ezporienep in general family and-or
internal medicine practice. Salary: it1:000
212,000, negotiable. .
Send Ftesuine to:




Resumes will be accepted until April 8, 1977
A. firma Oppertwaty knOrfer"
•••••
I-



























irtL . liozhc-an4-40Atres with
lovely landscaped
grounds including four
ponds in wood setting.
Home has been com-
pletely remodeled,
outbuildings include
barn, crib, • and
workshop, fenced area
for horses, pine forest
with walking and riding
trails meandering to a
beautiful large one acre
like surrounded by
wooded hillsides. You'll
not see another picture
this pretty in -this area.
For an appointment to
see this property Rione
Kopperud Realty 1$3-
1222. We are Murray's
fastest growing realty.
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39 Poultry Supplies
PEAFOWL FOR sale.













228 ACRE FARM only 2
miles from KY. Lake.
Suitable for row crop or



































































west side of Murray.
Drive by and take a look
or let us show you this
lot located on Hickory.
Drive. Phoite-Xoppefutt
Realty 753-1222 for more
_ information on this lot
and other choiCe lots we
Currently have listed.
You can rely on Kop-















Fireplace in den. Large
Shady lot. Near MSU.
Priced in mid 20's. John
C. Neubauer Realtor,
505 Main, Murray, 753-
0101 or call Linda Drake,
753-0492.




tobacco and corn last
year. On blacktop 2
miles .north_cit___Cok17.
water. Call or come by




75' x 110' x 191' z 172'
canal lot with shade
'trees. In- a restricted
area. Call Bookrack,
7534821 or after 6, 436-
2116. -





Two -miles West -of







1869 STARCRAFT pop up
camper. Call 753-37%.
WHITES • GAMIP.ER
SALES located 4 milen
East of Murray, on
Highiray 94 toward Ken-
Lake. -Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.
Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605.
15' CAMPER - sleeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 753-4015 or 753-
MOO.
51 Services Of tered
NEED, TREES cut, or EXPERT BUILDING-
light hauling. Call-753- -- and remodeling - one
4707., cabinet . to _ cornetlete
home - Planning toWILL g4) BABYsIT- completion. Call ram
TINGefxperienced. eall Roy Harmon' sa Car-_753-0305. 106 South 13th. , palter shop, 753_4124.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Seart'save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Ta-flor
at 753-2310_ for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS nqw. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs. _
UT  _1LY
DRWEWA" -- SEARS, Sears seamless
----
10 ACRE VARM, 4 -Miles rocked. Sand and lime:.• gutters installed perSouth on 121. Three Dieu Fre,  hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
yourcifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
SOME VIOL for free estimates..ENCE. PAINTING interior and 
bedroom house, stock
barn, :heft Parlor. All COOL IT ou-r "THEWEI. WE'RE TR•i-  7534. 3_81.
fenced for hogs. Call 753- NG -ro VJATC 140978. 
exterior. Commercial or-.






South 12th at Sycamore Church. One mile from
TELEPHONE 7511051 Kentucky Lake. Call 753-
- 7945 or 753-2664.
QUIET COUNTRY
LIVING in Eas# Y
-- Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,
nice kitchen and family
room, refrigerator and
built-in range. Paved
driveway And paved -
basketball court. A nice
comfortable home at a
seasonable price.
$29,500: Contact Guy
Spann Realty, 901 ,
• Sycamore, 753-7724.
TWO ACRES OF land
misted Alma toor•irtnp-
_, road. Call 753-4418.
SELECT FEtt1111 TWO (2)
large, sensibly priced,
attractively wooded
lots, facing on US-641, 5






• room, kitchen and utility
r.00m. Cqmpletely
carpeted, electric tieat,
located on 2 wooded











We will be hiring for day
shift as well as night shift.
large lot. 1107 South 16th 7534182- -
Street. $32,500. Ca 753- -
0616. • 1972 CAPRI, 4 door, vinyl
roof, full power. Call 753-
THREE BEDROOM " 0912 betNteet-11 a.m:
brick,* fully. carpeted,
double garage, central '
gas heat and air, 2









- blue interior, air, tape,
Alit-wheel, 13,000 actual
$5406:- Call. 753;
46. Homes for Sale
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 TOYOTA CORONA.
Air condition. New tires.
81200 or best offer.
Three rail motorcycle




753-5702 after 5 p. m.
•
trailer, with 12" wheels.- 1973 'PLYMOUTH
FOR SALE BY OWNER: $140. Ca111-354-806.1 after Satellite. 400, 4 barrel,
home, fully carpeted, 
3 p. rri.„ new white lettsrAires,
Meek on black, selling
Three bedroom brick
" carport- and utility 1974 DODGE Charger_ cheap. Call 753-3716.. or
room. Large storage ' Ex-cellent ''"ditic'n' All 753-3134.
building and fenced power. Cruise control.
-backyard..-Located on . 82300. Call 253-7547 or 071 MGB ROAD-
STEIW6,110T miles.
$1850. Mil 753-5744. -
1973 .DODGE CHARGER
V-8, 82400. Cat 753-7645
after 5 p. m:
1967 CHEVY II. Good
shape. Call 753-7792.
LEMANS -Pontiac
5373. convertible. like new.
Everything completely
1976 JEEP CJ-7, hardtop restored perfect. $1395.
with air condition. Low Call 901-642-3978, Paris,




talk white-brick- on- 1973 DODGE POWER radial 'tires, AM-FM
.0aks-Country Club Golf-- ----wagon. 4•4 ton, 4--speed; stereo,- --cruse tonti ol.
course; In-the 60's. Call 1975 jeep, Renegade .42650. Call 13-4445.
753-9931. package, lots of extras. 
1612 Magnolia Dr. HU OLDSMOBILE,- 4NEW . BRICK home 
'door. Excellent con-beautiful wooded lot on 196& CORVETTE, ,silver dition-Call 753-7322. -Highway 641 21/2 Miles- metal flake. 327 4 speed 
North of Hardin. -Two with 2 tops. Good con$ 1941 CHEVROLET
ditiort- $2950. Call 753-
4469 after 6 p. m. - 
car garage, city water.
• y efficient heat
pump burner.
Cap 527-1087.
BY OWNER nice, neat 3
bedroom brick home
with carport and storage
with utility room. Mid
20's. -Call 753-4187.
. FOUR BEDROOM
BRICK, on 2'Lz acres, 5
minutes from town. Low
PICKUP, 383 motor,
modified, Gntict -ton-
dition. $1,800. Call 753-
1973 DATSUN 240Z, 4 7230 or 753-4954.
speed, air condition.




and air. 53,000 actual
miles. Local car. Call
753-5644.
30's. Call 753-7620. IN GOOD SHAPE. 1968
_ _ _ -.Eairlane station wagon,
MUST.,SELL!! Rednetkl V•8, 102:,automatic, with
- Price. 3 Bedroom Brick.-- air, new tires' and
approximafely 2000 sq: battery- One big saddle, .---0221 or may be seen-et
ft. living space. F3hone three 'stands of. fresh B-2, Coach &States,
753-7857. lard. Call 492-8663. MurraySpring Has Sprung
(Let's Hope)
How would you like to own...
ONE ACRE ON SOUTH 12TH STREET
inside the city limits to either build on now or
hold until we have a city council that knows the
property should be zoned BUSINESS. At the
price I will take you can afford to wait a long
time. I haveliour of these lots available im-
mediately.
Priced from-WOILOO4e+10;450X
Reduced $8,500.00 to $9-900-0
DON'T DELAY -
I expect them to sell within 5 days. There is
nothing else like them in town.
Opportunity Knocks
753-8916
N you march to a different drummer-el you recognize and
value the distinction of fine design_We just may have
YOUR house. Selected use of natural woods and
decorator-bricks -tfeltWayI - mower bedroom -suite
with double bath and .private patio - ;Ass three other
bedrooms, .2% baths, lots of glass for viewing secluded








pale, 4 door, Call 53-
7708.
47 Motorcycles
1975 HONDA 750, one
owner. 3300 miles,
Windjammer. Contour
seat, back rest and
luggage rack. Front and
rear crash bars and
other extras. Call 753-
5267 before 6 p. m., 753-
8721 after 6 p. m.
HONDA CB 500, new
condition, 1300 actual
miles. Moving must sell.
Call 753-0495 after 4 p.m.
call 753-5267. .
750 HONDA, 1971, ex-
cellent condition. Call
489-2658 6:30 - 7:30 a.m.
irAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle. trailer. 1975.„
Honda 550 - four 2ifth
-1972 FORD 1 ton with van
bed. $2,800. 1966
Chevrolet, PI ton, Coca
Cola bed, 6 cylinder, •
$800. 1959 -Willis. jeep




Tnag wheels, good tires
for Ford or Plymouth.
' $100. Coin operated
drink box $85. 1969 El
Camino, 8950. Call 489-
_2595.
197) MAVERICK, 4 door,
automatic, 37,000 actual
miles. Call 753-7620.
1976 VW, silver with
12,000 Eight traCk




_ Good tires, runs perfect.
$695. Call 436-2658
FOR SALE
1976 Vord Van, long
wheel base, low
milia-ge, -ill custom
work done by Travel
Equip. Corp.:48100.00..
A real bu!, -Call 753-
1971 MERCURY Mon-
terey. A-1 shape. Call
436-2382.
1973 DODGE, PICKUP, bz
ton, air conditioned. See
at 621 Brad Streit or
call 753-2527
--1970 PLYMOUTH station




1976 YAMAHA 400, must
sell. Call 753-2231.
49 Used•Cars & Trucks
TWO EXTRA large.
sch&Thuses. Excellent




- or 4:14n2t6. wrmiS and V. 127;
) 1;i 1(111 )
Bankroll Card
Punched This %%eek




brakes. Air condition. V-
8. Call mornings. 753-
9298.
DRIVEWAYS white










. after 5 p. m.
ELECTROLUX SALES













- WILL KEEP ONE Or WV()








I SEW FOR PUBLIC, also
alterations. Mrs. 0. 0.
Dublin, 753-7453:.










ficient service. NO job












Repairing farnilY cart --
Group outing? Trip out




TRICE/1N and gas in-
stallation- will do
plumbing, heating and
. sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
 BACKHOE WORK and_ _
BLACKTOPPING, 'seal . gravel )iaulingtall Joe. -
coating and repairs., .• Beard, 436-2306.






Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
PAINTING INTERIOR
and eXterior,.by the hour
or job. For free estimate,




dition. $1250. Call 489- •
2156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
m.
50 Campers




1976 SCOTTY 15' sleeps 6,
fully self-( ,ntained, air,
sway contr.,I, spare tire,
TV antenna, awning,
other extras. Used one
time. Call 753-2271,
. , TRAILER. rarhper..
- Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
DOZER, - LOADER.
backhoe work, Grading,









FOR A FREE estimate
an all stump removal.




Steam clean one fOralllat.
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
-will clean -the hallway-
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10'• room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hut;
chens 753-0459.
•
GLASS REPAIR and-- •-•
replacement for homes -'.
















Call 753-5827 or. 753-9618.
WET BASEMENT? .,
make wet basements
dry, work completely r•
guaranteed:- -CaTE-Or
write' Morgan ' Con-
struction ('o., Route 2,
!lax 409 A Paducah_K.y_  '
- 42001. Phone day 'Or
night 442-7026.
ELECTRICAL winzip





-and custom combining. -
Call-753-8090. '
54 Free Column
FREE -. Female part-
collie. Five months old.
Brown. Will make a
•Iosiabk pet.--C.all
3994.
FREE - Male mixed
breed this. Five months --c
- old. Friendly and
hetilthy . Call 753-3994.










$425.00 op, floored, reedy to use. Also precut, you Need, es
her is S300.00. Ox Sup re 24 a 60 standard, but will precut
any she needed. Bey *oleo for less










(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from




, Murray Paint and
Hobby Center
614 So. 4th 753-7363 ----
Hobby, Crofts, Paint and Wallpaper
Open 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.























600am fo6 00 p rr2
Phone 753-5351




•Eiectric Inc.w. COW do Copelvers
a Nowa Warranty Service
Miry 94 last
, /  . eat. 9 p. se Toss., Wed.
mai Dams. 9 a. a. to lop. a.
















































RI. 3, Mom, , gy.













.merctal. . CanvaSing, ̀






No.,. per doe. sore . sewer .
pourer wed [sower, reels WWI
eteC.
753-5703 -
.- 302 N 18th ,..St reel
Murray _
Refinishing &




. 6 Miles South... -.. .
, Je-ry McCoy, Owner •
.6. Operator .
- 
a . . •
•m
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Students From 22 Area iiigh
Schools On Campus For Meet
Alort than32QSLudeat6from- • 4o Lovett Auditorium, with the Schools with entries in the22 junior high and high schools first place winner to receive a conteit include Jetton, Ben-in West Kentucky.- have trophy and second, third, and ton; and 'North Marshallregiistered to participate in the fourth a certificate. Rach.of.....juniar highs and the followingMathematics Contest at
Murray State ,University on
Tuesday, April 5.
. Sponsored by Murray State
and. the . Keplalte Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, the
cci'nteSt- 'includeS 110-.rninitte
cotnpetitive examilikiens in
four areas - algebra I,
albebra II, geometry, and a
comprehensive. Recognition
is given .to both individuals
and teams.
Winners .in the com-
prehensive examination will
be awarded a total of $1,100 in
scholarships;to, attend Murray
State - $50011or first place,
$300 for second, $200 for third,
and $100 for feiiiiii.
- .The top four on . each
examination will be
recognized in an awards
ceremony to begin at 1:30 p.m.
the top three in team com-
petition will be presented a
trophy. '






mathe,matics at Murray State,
will speak to the participants
on -Why a Major or Minor in
Mathematics in College?"
prior to the awards program.
Dr. Jack Wilson, chairman
of the Department of
Mathematics, will conduct the
awards Ceremony. Awards
will be presented by Marlene
Campbell,' outgoing president
of the Kernake ieouncil of
Teachers .ohMa thematics, and
Dr.-Sensiantine W. Curris,
Murray State president.
1 Deaths and Funerals I
Carlos S. Elkins Funeral Services
Dies At Age 85; Held At Church
Rites On Tuesday For J. W. Redden
Carlos S. Elkins of Kirksey
-Route One died Sundiy at 9:40
a. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 85
years of age. •
The deceased, a. retired
carpenter, was a member of
The funeral for J. W.
Redden was held Sunday at
2:30 p. m. at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Mich, where
he was a member, with the
Rev. Ralph McConnell and the
_the Kirksey United Methodist.-44,Rev) ' Lawson Williamson
Church and of Murray officiatini. Gus Robertson,Lodge
Jr., was soloist with RichardNo. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons. Burn August 7, foi, Jones as organist.
in Calloway Coun4r, he was
the son of the late Henry
Elkins,and Sallie Guill Elkins.
Mr.-Ellans-and- his wife, the
former Floyd Dell Perrish;
who survives; were married
August 29, 1909.
Pallbearers were Darrell
Gene Clark, _ Robert Glen
Clark, _Teti. Grayson,...Lowell.
Key, Arrnon Lee, and Butch
Elliott. Burial will in the
thurch cemetery with the
arrangeznnts by the Blalock-
survivors are his wife; one, Coleman Funeral Hornet
Mdaughter, Mrs. Eva Ross, r. Redden, age 60, died
suddenly Friday at 6:55 a. m.Kirksey Route One; one son,
W. C. (Duby Elkins, -and ins at kiia‘hoine on Murray Route
. wife, Jo Robertson Fitlicitis,
1311 Wells Boulevard,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Allen.
(Liin. a) Wells, Murray Rbute
.Three; one brother, Jack
Elkins, Murray Route Six; one
granddaughter, Mrs. Manford
(Diane) Gooch, and two great'
grandchildren, Willis and
Lynn Gooch, Memphis, Tn.
Graveside services will be
held Tuesday at 10:30 a. m. at
the Murray City Cemetery
with the Rev. Charles Yancy
officiating. Pallbearers will be
Otis, Lestel,-and- Car .
Elkins, George Duboise,
Starkie and Robert Henry
Hall, Wendell Norsworthy,
and Damon Carson.
In charge of the
arrangements is the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral„ Home





Funeral services for -Henry
Chalice Jones of Murray
Route Three were held Sunday
at 3.10 p. m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. W. Edd
Glover and the Rev. L. E.
Moore officiating. The song




Everett Inman, Ed Carroll,
Qvie Lee, and Young Lovett.
Burial was in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Jones, age 59, died
Friday at 12:40 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway "County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Unity Cumberland-
Presbyterian Church and had
retired from. the Murray
Division of the Tappet
Company. Born May 26, 191f,
in Marshall County, he was
the son of the late John Henry ,
and Emma York Jones.
The Calloway man is sur-
vived by his wife, Hula
Carroll Jenes, to whoe was
marrieil December 3, 1938;
7da uth. RC Mrs 
Bogard, Murray Route Three;
two sons, J. W. Jones, Murray,
and Glenn Jones, Murray
Route Three; one sister, Mrs.
Ovie (Eva) Lee, and on
niece, Mrs. Hafford (Helen)
Carroll, Alm° Route One; nee
grandchildren, Allen, Johnria,
and Valerie Jones, Tammi
-alr Tina Bogard.
Four where he resided with
his wife, the former- Willie
Brandon, to whom he was
married November 17, /945.
He was a farmer and car-
penter, an, Army veteran of
World War H, and the son of
the lab Fred- and Clarinda
Miles Rbdden of Calloway
County.
Survivors are his wife; one
daughter, Mr& Terry. (Anita)
'Curtis, 'Murray; one son,
Jesse Redden, Murray Route
Four; one sister, Mrs. Conn
4Mallnde.4 _Spencer,_Murray
Route Four; three brothers,
Ralph, Lexington, Charles,




high schools - • Caldwell
County, Calloway. County,





Mayfield: Murray, St. Mary,
-Symsonia, Paducah Tilgh-
man,- Trigg County, Webster
County, and Wing°.
The funeral service ler
Ancil Mansfield, brother of
Paul Mansfield, local barber,
are being held today at two p.
m. at the chapel of the Chaney
Funeral Herne, Hickman, with
burial to (Wow in the Hick-
man Cemetery.
Mr. Mansfield, age 59, died






Dies At Age 90
Albert P. Farris,.a retired
Calloway County Farmer,
died today at the age of 90 at
the Westview Nursing Home.
• Mr. Farris' residence was
Route 5, Murray.
The deceased is survived by
two sons, James Robert
Farris of New Concord and
Clyde Meador Farris of Rt. 5;
•two sisters, Mrs. Novella
Patterson of Elm St. and Mrs.
Meda Jackson' of Fox
Meadows,. Tr. Ct.; and four
brothers, Henry and Herbert
• Ferritiof_hturray, Hall Farris
of Owensboro,- and Hardy
Farris of Clarksdale, Miss.
Mr. Farris is also suryived
by fifteen grandchildren: -He
was a member of the Good
Shepherd Methodist Church.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in Charge of
arrangements, which are
incomplete at this time. -•
Story's Chapel To
Have Services
Pre-easter services will be
held at The Story's Chapel
United, Methodist Church
teniight (Monday) -add
Tuesday at 7:30 p. in: •
Speaker for tonight will be
the Rev. Harry E. Nail, pastor
of the Sedilia-Burnett's
.Chapel Church. The Rev.
Johnson Easley, pastes of the
Bethel-Brooks Chapel
Churches; will speak- on
Tuesday.
Sunday at 7:30 p. m. at the
church-the speaker was the
Rev. A. H. McLeod., pastor. of
the Temple Hill-Russell's
Chapel Churches. " .
- *.....-wemetssit ie 
-mei
BLUEGRASS ENTERTAINMENT-Bluegrass musk was provided to entertain those At-
tending the Saturday afternoon -portion di the Popcorn Bonanza. Left to right are
inu,4icians Larry Gilbert, Ranch Doores, Ralph Ragsdale and ferry Butkeen.-Doores is
from Lone Oak, the rest arefrom Calloway County. Staff Photos by Gene McCultheon
_ 2-- •
CHECKING DISTANCE-Optimist Club members Ron- _.
nie Foster, left, and Mike Baker, put the steel tape down
to check the distance of a puller in the Popcorn Bonen- ,1!
za's four-Wheel Drive pull Saturday night. Optimist
Club members and CCHS Athletic Booster Club mem-
bers doeated their time to putting on the event.
Two-Day Workshop On Energy Jazz Ensembles To
And - Environment Is Scheduled Congregate At MSU
A two-day workshop on
energy and the environment,
featuring a "time machine"
has been scheduled for April 6-
7 at Murray State University.
„Conducted by the IJ.S.
Eneegy Research and
Development Administration,
the program is ,,being spon-
R-egistraion For
Switn-Teani Started
Youths betiveen the age of 6-
t8 who are litteteci-lr -Seasoli-Vith awards being
participating on the Murray-
Calloway Swan Team may
enroll in a preseason practice
by filling Out the-,aPplicetion
that appears in today's paper.
This prograth LY designed
'Tor those people who will be
swimming on -the,4 Murray-
Calloway team during dui
summer season. The program
is open to all youths who have
participated previously on the
swim team. and .to ,any new
members who"care to join.
The preseason program will
run foe-six weeks, April US-
May 27 and Will consist of
teaching basic techniques in
competitive -swimming and
conditioning.
Plans are now being for-
mulated for the regular
summer program. This
program will consist of eight
weeks during 'months of June
and July aid will have eight
scheduled meets. A swim
team banquet will be held at
the conclusion of the 'summer
presented.
Eighty youths participated
In last year's newly
established program at the
new city-county park. The
team's first competitive year
was succeatill with 'wind over-
Paducah, Mayfield and
Calvert, City. Official teem
suits have been adopted for
this „year's team and are
available at 'Dennison-Hunt
Sporting G. ,
The team will be ecntched by
Rick McGee and two
semtetpre_e_will_be_chosen_ita
later date. McGee has been
swimming competitively for
ten, years-- and has had
previous coaching experience.
The -youths will be divided
into age gr'oups and skill levels
and receive individual at-
tention to improve their swim
strokes. The team will also
have longer practice sessions
at the city-county pool this
year, a spokesman said.
  fiturraradtaway County Swim Team
Enrollment for Summer Swim
Team Preseason Program
Preseason fee: S4.00
Hours 3:00 p. m. to 4:30 p. m.
First Meeting April 18 at MSU Pool
6 Weeks-April 18 dins %toy 27
This program is designed for swim team participants
who also intend to swim during the summer program.
Please bring application and fee to the City Park Office.









sored by the Department of
Geography at the university.
Sessions are scheduled for ti
p.m. April 6 and at 3 p.m.
April 7, both in Room 228 of the
Blackburn Science Building.
The publicis invited to attend.
Dr. Neil V. Weber of Indiana
University at South Bend will
conduct The workshops. He
presentlt is coordinator of the
earth "Science program at the
South Bend Institution 'and
edits "Environmental Quality
News," which is distributed
across the mid*est."-
'The workshop will deal with
the World's energy needs and'
the impact on the environment
of such temporary solution&ao
strip-mining, A highlight of
the program will be the in-




of computer terminals, will
permit the workshop par-
ticipants to play the roles of
data concerning the current
energy situation_ and is
capable of speeding the
passage of time at a rate of
years a minute.
Barren and flashing lights
will indicate energy shortages
and harmful_ envir,onmental
effects as the "time machine"
responds to the decisions of
the participants. Working in
small groups, the participants
will allocate the world's
energy 'resources and
determine how long present
supplies will last.•
The workshops were
developed for ERDA by Oak
Ridge Associated Industries, a
non-profit edireatienal and
research • corporation of 43
southern universities and
colleges.- Mote than 150,000
people have participated in
similar workshops, which
have. been ..helcL . in '..almost
every major city in the
country.
Jazz ensembles from" four
states are expected to
congregate- at. Murray State
University April 8-9 for the
university's fourth annual
Jazz Festival at which.several
nationally-known artists will
be featured.
Highlights of the two-day
festival will -be evening
certs in the Student Center
Auditorium and open to Vie •
public.
The April 8 concert will
feature the guest soloists and
clinicians along with the
Murray State Jazz Band and
several of the university's jazz
-combos, featuring' Susie
Midget -as the featured
vocalist.
The April 9 concert will
spotlight Art Farmer, an
internationally-known trum-
pet and flugelhorp artist,
and ',the -Jamey Aabersold
Quartet. Aberiold, a
nationally-known alto and
energy decision makers. -G .iassblowing LedureDr. Thomas Kind, an assistant
The simulator, according to
professor in the Department. _, _ .of Geography at Murray-- • . -
Stale, is programmed with  s  • •
 Slated At University _
STOCK MARKET 
Prices of sioctlnd interest at halt
EDT,. today, furnLshed to the Ledger
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc 263/4
McDonalds Corp 41 unc
Ponderok Systems 6% As
Kinitiefty Clark ........43
Union Carbide 56% -3/4




Dudchenkd, who has had
about ,30 -ohe-man- and.
man shows since 1966, has „.
presented numerous
demonstrations, lectures, and
workshops . and has had his
writings published in several
books and magazines. His
glassblowing at Carnegie- work has been shown in many
reee-rweree-----zo. since 1967,-he-will-national- -and -regional_
Boris Dudchenko of
Greensburg, Pa., professor of
art at • _Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh, will
presents gust artist lecture on
glassblowing at Murray State
University on ' Tuesday
evening, April 5.
A teacher of ceramics and
2s lecture and show slid s f his31rn Walters 33 -1
Kirsch 14% unc
134sney 35 At
Franklin Mint  -st
. Prices-of stocks of local interest at -
noon today furnished to the Ledger &'
Times by!. M. Simon Co. are as follows.
Av,  -3.74
Airco 30 unc
Am. Motort 5% •
Ashland ou  zinc
A.T, er  623/4 -44
51%
Gen, Dynamics 
Gen. Motors  ..
Gen. Tire  26% zinc
Goodrich 39% '-i
'Gulf Oil 7114.4 -411
Pennwalt 34 unc
Quaker Omits 213/4 -%
Republic Steel 32% As
Singer Mfg. 21% As
Tappan 10% +%
Western Union 17% unc
Zenith Radio .. . 24% -4
SPECIAL OLYMPICS WEEK-Calloway County fudge Robert 0. Miller has proclaimed
the week of April 4-9 as Special Olympics Week irl_Calloway County. Watching as
Miller signs the proclamation are, left to right, Marcus C;Aritt, Walter Payne and Mark
Smith, members of the Murray Middle School Special Olympics basketball team. Two
Murray Middle School teams will represent Kentucky in the Regional tournament in
Michigan City, Ind., April 14, 15 and 16 and efforts are currently being made locally to
raise funds to pay expeAses for the trip. Coaches of the teams are CL Watts, David
Gallagher and Bill Garnett and assistants are Audrey Brown, Nickie Ulrich and Nancy
La Follette.
Staff *tow lay Gene steciedieon
 exhibitions e o across the coun- •
work as a glass sculptor in the try.
program to begin at 7:30 p. m.
in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
Of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center,
Dudcheriko, 'a native of
Ukraine, also has lectures
scheduleViin Monday, April 4,
at 1 p.- m. in the Arts-and
Crafts Center at Ft. Campbell
and at 710 p.. m: to the-
Paducah Art Guild in the
Market House in Paducah.
His presentations are open
to the public at no admission
charge. •
They are part of a series of
guest, artist appearances
during the year at Murray
State and in the area made
possible by grants fprn the
Kentucky Arts Corission
And the National Endowment
for the Arts, in conjunction
with the Department of Art at
-Emmanuel Church
To Open Revival
Spring revival services will
open tonight ( Monday) at 7:30
p. m. at the Emmanuel In-
-cleiendeet -Baptist Church, 121
Bypass and North 16th Street,
Murray.
Evangelist for the services
to continue through Sunday,
April 10, will be Bro. Leonard
Young of Cadiz, according to
the pastor, Bro. Grandville
Courtney. Paul McWherter
will be song leader and Mrs.
Jackie Hill will be pianist.
Child Care Rally ,
tenor jazz saxophonist and a
widely-recognized authority
on jazrimprovisation, will be
conducting the' lestivalis-
woodwin instruments clinic.
Farmer, a jazz recording
artist with CT!' Record
Company, has been living iR
Europe for the past 10-years,
_anti will be making one of his ,
race solo appearances when
he comes to Murray.11ewill-
be conducting the brisern-
struments
Three other top-flight
musicians also are scheduled
to participate in the festival,
which officially begins with
registration in the lobby of the
Firie-Arts Annex at'8 a. -rn.
April 8.
Rufus Reid,.'reeognized by
"Downbeat" magazine as one
of the top lazz bass players in
the country and presently,
teaching and playing with the'
Thad Jones-Mel Lewis band in
New York City, will conduct a
bass and guitar clinic Friday
afternoon.
James Williams will be the
festival's guest soloist and
clinician -on: the . piann.
-teaches at the Berldee College
of Music in Boston and plays
proleistonally across-New
England and New York.
Mike Hyman will be con-
ducting • the &urn 'and
precussion Be is ,Air
student at Berklee College and
teaches privately as well as
playing professionally with
Joe Henderson. He also Plays
regularly with the Aebersold
quartet and has been recorded
on a number of albums
Invitations have been sent to
-guest high school -bands in
Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri
and Tennessee. Although
there is a $50 registration fee
for guest bands, the clinies are
, free and a nominal fee will be
To Be n Friday '''argetu'r the ""L 1̀4'guest_ band -'per- ,.
At.Murray-thurch LO'vett Auditorium with
The Kentucky Baptist Child
-Care- Rally will be held
Friday, April 8, at 10:00 a. m.
at the First, Baptist Church
Fellowship Hall, Murray.
Featured speakers will be
Bill Amos, executive director,
and Tom Moore, from the
state group. All persons in-
terested in the Kentucky
Baptist Child Care should
attend, a spokesman said.
The .nursery will be open,
and coffee, tea, and cake will







Ha St. 12th, 753-0035
Free Perking At Rear Door
forrnances are scheduled in
critiques by the guest
Purchik Area
Hog Market
Federal State Markil News Service
April 4, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog blattet
Report hicloies9 Buying Stations
Receipts : Act. 1395 Est. 500 Barrows fs
Gilts steady Sows steady to .50 higher
US 1-2 200-2301bs. 135.75,36.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 535.50-35.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 136,00-35.50
US 3-4260-250 lbs. P4.00,35.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.  131.00-31.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs 531.00-31.50





A proininent firm of psychologists ask this question
when screening and examining employee applications
for their clients. . . "Of all the men you know, have
known, met or heard of, whatene man 'would you most
like to be like" Explain why-
Reports indicate this question brings in a lot of dif-
ferent answers and peculiar reasons. Selections in-
clude Grandpa, Dad, Uncle-Jqhn, Cousin Tim; and so
on in an apparent effort to tie in a' hel*1 family trait..
. or affiliation. Other applicants select men such as
Churchill, Lincoln and 'other historical greats. Some
select sports, business or political personalities. -
Obviously of course,' the psychologists are interested
in the 'reasons why' - not so much in theselection itself.
-The reasortrfor the selections alio vary greatly.
cornplistunents, achievements, materialistic success,
untarnished reputation, character and other attributes
are-Mentioned as reasons.
It-is an interesting question. How would you answer
it? Who would you select? Why? Watch for our selee-
tiorinext week. You may - or may not - be surprised! .
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753-2411
viimeiewiro,•••• -
.sor,•,-yriroor.nre.•••
